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Talk of reviving the tax preference for capital gains continues to swirl in
Washington and elsewhere, a mere three and one-half years following repeal
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of the preference in 1986.1 By late 1989, a majority of the members of both
houses of Congress supported reinstatement of some type of preference, only
to be stymied by procedural gimmickry. 2 Current conventional wisdom has
it that a return of the tax-favored status of capital gains is simply a matter of
time.
A few years ago, not long after repeal of the capital gains tax preference, I
began thinking about ways to revise the tax system to take advantage of that
change in the law. Reformers had long suggested that elimination of the
capital gains preference would foster simplification of the law;3 it was time to
make that promise a reality. I focused on the taxation of the distributee in a
corporate distribution because so many of the highly complex rules in that
area had developed as a means to prevent the bailout of corporate earnings at
capital gains rates. I recognized, however, the risk of such an endeavor: the
moment I developed a proposal premised on the repeal of the capital gains
preference, Congress could cause it to be stillborn by reinstating that preference. Indeed, Congress foreshadowed just such a result in 1986 when it preserved the statutory distinction between "ordinary income" and "capital
gain," despite repeal of the tax preference, in order to "facilitate reinstate4
ment of a capital gains rate differential" in the future.
I greeted with considerable delight, then, the discovery that the proposal
described in this article, although born of the opportunity created by repeal
of the capital gains tax preference, does not depend upon the survival of that
repeal for its viability. Indeed, reinstatement of the preference actually
makes this proposal even more attractive and essential. 5 Thus, however Congress ultimately resolves the capital gains controversy, this proposal should
remain relevant. It is almost an academician's nirvana.
In this article, I propose and critique a different method of taxing corporate distributions and acquisitions-one that attempts to be both simpler and
more neutral than the present system. The proposal extends the American
1. The Tax Reform Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-514, §§ 301, 311, 100 Stat. 2085, 2216-20 (codified as amended at 26 U.S.C. § 1201 (1988)) (repealing 26 U.S.C. § 1202; amending 26 U.S.C.
§ 1201). Unless otherwise indicated, all Code Section references are to the Internal Revenue Code
of 1986, as amended.
2. See Elving, Capital Gains Cut Deadfor the Year, 47 CONG. Q. 3141, 3141 (1989); Elving,
Lawmakers Came Full Circle to Goal Set in April, 47 CONG. Q. 3224, 3224 (1989).
3. See, eg., Blum, A Handy Summary of the Capital Gains Arguments, 35 TAXES 247 (1957);
Surrey, DefinitionalProblems in CapitalGain Taxation, 69 HARV. L. REv. 985 (1956).
4. H.R. CONF. REP. No. 841, 99th Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 2, at 105-07, reprintedin 1986 U.S. CODE
CONG. & ADMIN. NEWS 4076, 4293-95. Congress was principally concerned with the possibility of
a future increase in the ordinary income tax rate, and mandated that capital gains should be taxed
no higher than 28%. 1986 Act, supra note 1, § 32(a), 100 Stat. at 2218 (codified as amended at 26
U.S.C. § 10)).
5. See infra text accompanying notes 108-117.
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Law Institute (ALI) Reporter's 1982 excise tax recommendation 6 one step
further by suggesting a uniform corporate-level tax on any and all distribu-

tions of earnings out of corporate solution, dividend and nondividend distributions alike, as well as on liquidating and acquisitive transactions that have

a distributive effect. In addition, the proposal recommends elimination both
of the tax to the distributee upon receipt of the dividend, nondividend, or
liquidating distribution, and of the tax on any gain or loss resulting from the
7
sale of equity securities.
Part I of this article briefly outlines some of the principal inadequacies of

our present system of taxing corporate distributions. Those familiar with
this area of the law would undoubtedly find the section easy to write, if pain-

ful to read. Part II describes the proposal in some detail, illustrates it
through a series of examples, and attempts to evaluate it from a policy standpoint. My goal has been to present the proposal as a conceptual matter, and
then to begin a dialogue concerning its implementation. Obviously, many
questions remain. It is my hope that further development in this area will

address some of the practical and theoretical issues that continue unresolved.
I. SUMMARY OF THE PRINCIPAL INADEQUACIES OF CURRENT LAW
A. INTRODUCTION

In general, an ordinary corporate distribution is classified as a dividend
and includable in the ordinary income of the recipient to the extent it is paid
out of current or accumulated earnings and profits of the corporation.8 A
distribution in excess of current or accumulated earnings and profits is
treated first as a recovery of the recipient's stock basis, and then as gain from
6. The Reporter's recommendation is set forth in AMERICAN LAW INSTITUTE, FEDERAL INCOME TAX PROJECT-SUBCHAPTER C: PROPOSALS OF THE AMERICAN LAW INSTITUTE ON CORPORATE ACQUISITIONS AND DISPOSITIONS AND REPORTER'S STUDY ON CORPORATE

DISTRIBUTIONS 327-523 (1982) [ALI Reporter's Study hereinafter cited as ALI REPORTER'S 1982
STUDY; Proposals adopted by ALI hereinafter cited as ALI STUDY]. The ALI has recently issued a
revised version of the Reporter's proposals in AMERICAN LAW INSTITUTE, FEDERAL INCOME TAX
PROJECT: REPORTER'S STUDY DRAFT (1989) [hereinafter ALI REPORTER'S 1989 STUDY]. This
article was written with the 1982 study in mind, although I have cross-referenced the later work
throughout the article. Professor William D. Andrews served in 1982, and continues to serve, as
Reporter to the project.
7. See infr Part II.C.6. In his 1989 recommendations, the ALI Reporter proposed, inter alia, a
new minimum tax on distributions (MTD), which would be imposed on the distributing corporation in most nondividend distributions. ALI REPORTER'S 1989 STUDY, supra note 6, at 54-80. The
MTD would replace the earlier recommended excise tax, and would be accompanied by a
nonrefundable, shareholder-level credit to offset the shareholder's tax arising from the distribution.
In these respects, the Reporter's latest recommendation moves in the same direction as the proposal
described in this article, although not as far, and with important differences in detail. One could
view this article's proposal as a purer model of a corporate distributions tax.
8. I.R.C. §§ 61(a)(7), 301(a), 301(c)(1), 316(a).
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the sale or exchange of the stock.9
Underlying this familiar scheme of taxation are several fundamental theories. First, a dividend distribution is not taxable to the recipient because of
any increase in wealth resulting therefrom. The recipient has the exact same
amount of wealth immediately before and immediately after the distribution-it is simply in a different form.10 The recipient is taxed because there is
a distribution of assets out of corporate solution.11 Conversely, shareholders
are generally not taxed on corporate earnings in the absence of a distribution.
This historically has encouraged the "retained earnings" strategy, which permits the deferral of the distributions tax through the simple expediency of
12
accumulating earnings in corporate solution.
Second, the earnings and profits limitation indicates that it is not the distribution of just any assets that triggers a tax. Roughly speaking, the distribution is taxed only when it reflects the corporation's accumulation of
economic earnings. If the distribution is merely a return of capital previously
contributed by a shareholder, no tax ensues. In that sense, it is somewhat
inaccurate to refer to corporate earnings as being "doubly taxed." Corporate
taxable income is subject to tax at the corporate level as the income is realized. 13 Corporate economic earnings, less any corporate tax paid, are taxable
at the shareholder level, but only when distributed, not when earned or
realized.
The existing statutory pattern for taxing corporate distributions implements these theories somewhat incoherently, as the following analysis
reveals.
9. Id. § 301(c)(2), (c)(3)(A).
10. In Eisner v. Macomber, 252 U.S. 189 (1920), the Supreme Court may have misunderstood
this basic notion. Writing for the majority, Justice Pitney argued that an ordinary stock dividend
does not constitute taxable income, because a stock dividend does not represent any enrichment to
the recipient:
[A stock dividend] does not alter the preexisting proportionate interest of any stockholder
or increase the intrinsic value of his holding or of the aggregate holdings of the other
stockholders as they stood before. The new certificates simply increase the number of the
shares, with consequent dilution of the value of each share.
252 U.S. at 211. But this reasoning would also justify the exclusion from income of an ordinary
cash dividend, something the Court presumably did not intend to suggest. See M. CHIRELSTEIN,
FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION:

A LAW STUDENT'S GUIDE TO THE LEADING CASES AND CON-

CEPTS, 73-74 (5th ed. 1988).
11. See Commissioner v. Gordon, 391 U.S. 83, 90-91 n.5 (1967); Kingson, The DeepStructure of
Taxation: Dividend Distributions, 85 YALE L.J. 861, 863-64 (1976). This has sometimes been
termed the "distribution principle." See Clark, The Morphogenesis of Subchapter C: An Essay in
Statutory Evolution and Reform, 87 YALB L.J. 90, 100-01 (1977).
12. See Clark, supra note 11, at 101-02.
13. This general rule ignores those situations in which the corporate alternative minimum tax
comes into play. See I.R.C. §§ 55-59.
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B. ORDINARY DISTRIBUTIONS

Ordinary distributions come the closest to being taxed correctly, but even

their treatment involves important deviations from the basic theory. For one
thing, the concept of "economic earnings" has proven to be quite elusive.14
The Internal Revenue Code (Code) uses the term "earnings and profits" in
an attempt to describe "economic earnings" under tax accounting principles,
but nowhere does the Code define the term. Earnings and profits are generally calculated by beginning with taxable income 5 and making various accounting adjustments thereto. 16 At times, these calculations require

reconstruction of the entire tax history of the corporation, 17 and because of
the idiosyncratic relationship between "taxable income" and "economic

earnings," one may never be confident that the "proper" figure has been ultimately determined.
Furthermore, even assuming that one properly calculates earnings and

profits, the statute treats a distribution as a dividend if it is made out of either
current or accumulated earnings and profits.' 8 Thus, a distribution by a cor-

poration with current earnings and profits will qualify as a dividend even if
the corporation has an accumulated deficit in its earnings and profits account

that exceeds the positive balance from the current year. Although a corporation can sometimes avoid this "trap" by, for example, delaying distribution
until the following year when the corporation may have no current earnings
and profits, the rule is inconsistent with the basic theory.
The curious phenomenon of provisions such as section 301(e) of the Code

presents an additional problem. Under this provision, the calculation of
14. Changes enacted in 1989 reflect the continuing controversy surrounding the definition of this
concept for purposes of the corporate alternative minimum tax. See The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989, Pub. L. No. 101-239, §§ 7611, 103 Stat. 2106, 2371-75 (amending I.R.C.
§ 56g) (altering adjusted current earnings system and eliminating all references to taxpayer's book
treatment of items); H.R. 1761, 101st Cong., 1st Sess., 135 CONG. REc. H1023 (daily ed. Apr. 11,
1989) (seeking to eliminate adjusted current earnings preference to alternative minimum tax); See
generally Feinberg & Robinson, The Corporate Alternative Minimum Tax: Working with BURP
While WaitingforACE,15 J. COn. TAX'N 3 (1988) (focusing on computation of current "business
unreported profits" adjustment and its 1990 replacement, by "adjusted current earnings").
15. See B. BITTKER & J. EUSTICE, FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION OF CORPORATIONS AND
SHAREHOLDERS %7.03, at 7-12 to -13 (5th ed. 1987) (earnings and profits can be derived from
surplus, but taxable income generally is the starting point).
16. See I.R.C. § 312(k) (depreciation adjustments); § 312(n) (adjustments to reflect economic
gain and loss); Treas. Reg. § 1.312-6 (1960) (requiring uniform accounting procedures and listing
adjustments); B. BrrrKER & J. EusTicE, supra note 15, at 7-13 to -21 (adjustments for exempted
income, income unconstitutional to tax, various deductions, mandatory straight-line depreciation,
and restructuring).
17. See Union Pac. R.R. v. United States, 524 F.2d 1343, 1345, 1352-57 (Ct. Cl. 1975) (court had
to look back to 1900 in determining plaintiff's taxable income; to 1922 in determining if subscription rights were part of earnings and profits), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 827 (1976).
18. I.R.C. § 316(a)(I)-(2).
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earnings and profits varies for purposes of distributions to corporate shareholders owning generally twenty percent or more of the stock of the distributing corporation. It is difficult to see why the measurement of a
corporation's economic earnings should depend in part upon the identity of
the corporation's shareholders. 19
There is, however, a much simpler way of dealing with these issues. Conceptually, the aggregate net asset basis of a corporation more or less reflects
its accumulated earnings plus contributed capital. Hence, one might view
the net value of a corporation as representing the sum of three items: accumulated earnings, contributed capital, and net unrealized gain or loss. 20 A
distribution of either the first or the third of the foregoing items results in a
tax at the shareholder level. The only differences between distributions from
these two sources are the timing and, potentially, the character of the recipient's income. A distribution that reflects net unrealized gain in assets held by
the corporation is treated as arising only after contributed capital has been
completely recovered tax-free, and the distribution is treated as gain from the
sale or exchange of the stock, rather than as ordinary income. 2 1 Is there any
justification for these distinctions? For purposes of the distributions tax, an
alternative scheme might be to segregate the net value of a corporation's assets into only two pots: accumulated earnings and net unrealized gain or loss
in one, and contributed capital in the other. A distribution from the first pot
would result in a tax and a distribution from the second would be tax-free.
Under this scheme, a corporation's maintenance of a contributed capital account might facilitate repeal of the earnings and profits concept for distribu22
tions tax purposes.
Finally, the Code's dividends-received deduction presents certain addi19. Section 301(e) was enacted in 1984, see Pub. L. No. 98-369 § 61(d), 98 Stat. 494, 582 (1984),

out of concern that the interaction of the earnings and profits rules with the corporate dividendsreceived deduction might create opportunities for tax avoidance. See H.R. CONF. REP. No. 861,
98th Cong., 2d Sess. 841-42 (1984).
20. There is a useful analogy to this concept in the partnership area. Under I.R.C. § 731(a)(1),

gain is recognized by a partner to the extent an ordinary cash distribution exceeds his adjusted basis
in the partnership immediately before the distribution. If the partnership has a section 754 election,
id. § 754, in effect at the time of the distribution, the partnership is entitled to increase the adjusted
basis in its assets by the amount of the gain recognized to the distributee partner. Id.
§ 734(b)(1)(A). These two rules reflect the view that the distribution in that situation is more than
simply a return of previously contributed capital or a distribution of partnership income previously
allocated to the partner. Rather, the distribution represents net unrealized gain in the partnership
assets; thus the recognition of gain to the distributee partner justifies the increase in basis in the
partnership assets.
21. I.R.C. § 301(c)(2), (c)(3)(A).
22. Over the years, some forceful arguments have been raised in favor of eliminating the earnings
and profits concept. See, eg., STAFF OF SENATE COMM. ON FINANCE, 98TH CONG., 1ST SESS.,
REPORT ON THE REFORM AND SIMPLIFICATION OF THE INCOME TAXATION OF CORPORATIONS

77-78 (Comm. Print 1983); Andrews, "Out of Its Earnings and Profits" Some Reflections on the
Taxation ofDividends, 69 HARv. L. REv. 1403, 1414 (1956); Blum, The EarningsandProfitsLimi-
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tional problems. Under current law, a corporate shareholder is generally entitled to deduct 70 percent of dividends received from domestic
corporations. 23 The deduction is 80 percent if the recipient owns 20 percent
or more of the stock of the distributing corporation (determined by vote and
value), and may be 100 percent if the recipient is in the same affiliated group
as the distributing corporation. 24 The theory underlying the deduction is to
avoid imposing more than one corporate-level tax, and more than two taxes
in toto, on the same corporate earnings.
The foregoing theory, however, highlights a potential flaw in the dividends-received deduction concept: viz., should earnings not distributed to a
corporate shareholder in the form of a dividend, but distributed as a nondividend or realized by the shareholder through a sale of stock be subject to tax?
If so (as is generally the case under current law), 25 then important tax consequences turn on a distinction that makes little difference from an economic
standpoint. 26 This basic inconsistency has spawned much litigation as well

as statutory amendment.27
C. NONDIVIDEND DISTRIBUTIONS

The taxation of nondividend distributions further illustrates the current
law's inadequacies. In general, a distribution in redemption of a corporation's stock is treated as a payment in exchange for such stock if the distribu-

tion meets certain alternative tests set forth in section 302(b) of the Code.28
If the distribution fails to meet one of the alternative tests, it is subject to the
tation on Dividend Income: A Reappraisal,53 TAXES 68 (1975); Colby, Blackburn, & Trier, Elimination of "Earningsand Profits"from the Internal Revenue Code, 39 TAX LAw. 285 (1986).
23. I.R.C. § 243(a)(1).
24. Id. § 243(a)(3), (b)(1), (c). In 1988, the House Ways and Means Committee recommended a
reduction of the dividends-received deduction to 50% for corporations owning less than 20% of the
stock of the distributing corporation, but that proposal was not enacted into law. See H.R. REP.
No. 795, 100th Cong., 2d Sess. 467-68 (1988); H.R. CONF. REP. No. 1104, 100th Cong., 2d Sess.,
pt. 2, at 120 (1988).
25. See I.R.C. §§ 302(a), 1001.
26. As argued subsequently in this article, see infra Part II.c.6.a one can draw a distinction
between these transactions because a distribution actually withdraws assets from corporate solution
whereas a stock sale does not. The conclusion drawn from that distinction is that the distribution
should be subject to tax and the stock sale should not. Current law reaches exactly the opposite
result in the case of a corporate shareholder entitled to the dividends-received deduction.
27. See, e.g., I.R.C. § 1059; TSN Liquidating Corp. v. United States, 624 F.2d 1328, 1329 (5th
Cir. 1980); Waterman Steamship Corp. v. Comm'r, 430 F.2d 1185, 1185-86, 1100 (5th Cir. 1970),
cert. denied, 401 U.S. 939 (1971); Litton Indus., Inc. v. Comm'r, 89 T.C. 1086, 1100 (1987); Basic,
Inc. v. United States, 549 F.2d 740, 741, 744-45 (Ct. Cl. 1977) (per curiam); Dynamics Corp. of
America v. United States, 449 F.2d 402, 405-08, 411 (Ct. Cl. 1971) (per curiam).
In addition, a serious question arises whether the dividends-received deduction accomplishes its
policy goal if it is considered in conjunction with the market pricing of stock shares. See infra text
accompanying notes 253-58.
28. I.R.C. § 302(a).
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rules for ordinary distributions. 29
The seemingly uncertain character of redemption transactions is the origin
of these different rules. From the shareholder's perspective, a redemption
transaction traditionally has been viewed as identical to a stock sale. The law
has generally treated the shareholder as indifferent to whether he sells his
stock to another shareholder or back to the corporation. 30 On the other
hand, certain types of redemptions also seem indistinguishable from ordinary, pro-rata dividend distributions.
To resolve this uncertainty, current law relies upon a series of increasingly
complex analogies to determine whether the redemption should be treated
like a stock sale or a dividend. The "touchstone" of these analogies is generally the degree to which the shareholder surrenders or retains his interest in
the corporation as a result of the transaction. 3 '
For example, consider the current tax treatment of the following hypothetical transactions:
Example (lA): Mr. Smith, a 50-percent shareholder of Dinky Corporation, receives $1 million in complete redemption of all of his stock in
Dinky.
Example (1B): Same as example (lA), except that the other 50 percent
of the corporation is owned by Mr. Smith's son, Junior.
Example (10): Same as example (1B), except that following the redemption, Mr. Smith retains no interest as an officer, director, or employee of Dinky, and promises not to acquire any such interest.
Example (1D): Same as example (1C), except that the Dinky stock
owned by Junior was given to him by Mr. Smith four years prior to the
redemption.
Example (1E): Same as example (1D), except that the purpose of the
gift of Dinky stock was to give Junior a financial stake in the corporation over which he was gradually to assume operational control.
Absent further facts, Mr. Smith is entitled to treat the distribution in example (1A) as received in "exchange" for his stock in the corporation.. Current law generally views a distribution that completely terminates a
shareholder's interest in the corporation as more analogous to a stock sale
29. Id. § 302(d).

30. See id. §§ 302(a), 1001.
31. See generallyAdvisory Group Recommendations on Subchapters C, J and K of the Internal
Revenue Code: HearingsBefore the House Comm. on Ways and Means, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. 364-66
(1959) [hereinafter 1959 Hearings] (statement of C. Rudolf Peterson); Wolfman, Some of the Attribution-of-OwnershipProblemsInvolved in the Redemption of Stock Under the 1954 Code, 33 TAXES

382 (1955).
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than to an ordinary distribution.3 2 Historically, this has meant that the distribution would be taxable to Smith at preferential capital gains rates. Even
in the absence of a capital gains preference, the "exchange" treatment entitles
Smith to limit his gain to the amount of the distribution in excess of his basis
33
in the stock redeemed.
But in determining whether a shareholder's interest in a corporation has
been completely terminated by a redemption distribution, the Code mandates
attribution of the stock holdings of parties and entities related to the redeemed shareholder.3 4 Hence, in example (iB), in which the remaining interest in the corporation after the redemption is held by Junior, a party
deemed to be related to Mr. Smith, the Code reverses field and concludes
that the redemption has not completely terminated Smith's interest.3 5 Indeed, the Code treats Mr. Smith as though the redemption did not reduce his
interest at all. Because of this, the Code considers ordinary distribution
treatment the proper analogy for the redemption distribution.3 6 The result is
taxation of the distribution at ordinary income rates without any basis offset.
Congress further determined, however, that strict application of the foregoing rule in cases such as the complete redemption of one shareholder of a
family-owned corporation would be too harsh.3 7 Thus, to relieve the potential hardship, the family attribution rules may be waived on the condition
that the redeemed shareholder retain "no interest," such as an interest as an
officer, director, or employee in the corporation, following the redemption.3 8
The redeemed shareholder also must not acquire any such interest anytime
within the next ten years. 39 These provisions attempt to provide some moreor-less objective standards to ensure a bona fide severance of the redeemed
shareholder's involvement in the enterprise following redemption, even when
40
a related party owns the remainder of the corporation's remaining shares.
Thus, assuming in example (IC) that Mr. Smith has met these standards,
"exchange" treatment again becomes the order of the day because the Code
41
ignores the tie between Mr. Smith and his son.
32. I.R.C. § 302(b)(3).

33. Id. § 1001(a).
34. Id: § 302(c)(1).
35. Id. § 318(a)(1)(A)(ii).
36. Id. § 302(d).
37. Cf. Note, Complete Stock Redemption in a Family Corporation:A WarningAbout the Pitfalls
of Two Standards,23 VILL. L. REv. 100, 110-11 (1977).
38. I.R.C. § 302(c)(2)(A)(i).
39. Id. § 302(c)(2)(A)(ii). Complex, special rules are provided in the case of a waiver by a partnership, estate, trust, or corporation. Id. § 302(c)(2)(C).
40. See H.R. REP. No. 1337, 83d Cong., 2d Sess. 36 reprinted in 1954 U.S. CODE CONG. &
ADMIN. NEws 4025, 4062; S. REP. No. 1622, 83d Cong., 2d Sess. 45, reprintedin 1954 U.S. CODE
CONG. & ADMIN. NEWS 4621, 4677.
41. I.R.C. § 302(c)(2)(A).
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Unwilling to leave well enough alone, Congress added still more rules.
One of them precludes waiver of the family attribution rules if the redeemed
shareholder transferred stock of the corporation to a related party during the
ten-year period preceding the redemption and the stock is still owned by the
related party after the redemption. 42 This rule applies even if the redeemed
party retains no "interest" in the corporation after the redemption and obtains no interest during the subsequent ten years. The theory is that the prior
transfer of stock to the related party, which stock is still outstanding after the
redemption, indicates the distributee's continuing interest in the corporation
following the redemption, despite other, "objective" indicia that the distributee has really terminated his interest. 43 Therefore, in example (ID), the Code
ffip-flops once again, and the prior transfer of stock to Junior within the preceding ten-year period eliminates the possibility of family attribution waiver.
Once again, Smith faces ordinary distribution treatment of the redemption.
Finally, as further evidence of its almost psychotic ambivalence in this
area, Congress decided this last rule was too harsh and therefore inapplicable
to cases in which a subjective tax avoidance purpose was not one of the reasons for the prior transfer. 44 Hence, the facts in example (1E) may permit
Smith to salvage "exchange" treatment of the redemption after all.
What can we make of all of this? As an initial matter, this layering of rule
upon exception and exception upon rule presents a terribly complex statutory scheme. A variety of different inquiries must be made to determine the
tax consequences of a common, straightforward transaction.
Moreover, within each layer are amorphous standards that further contribute to a lack of predictability. We must know whether Smith is "related"
to any of the remaining shareholders, but how should that concept be defined? In order to waive family attribution, Smith may not retain any "interest" in the corporation following the redemption and may not acquire any
such interest during the succeeding ten years, but what constitutes a prohibited "interest" in a corporation,4 5 and how well can we police this issue over
42. Id. § 302(c)(2)(B)(ii). Another rule precludes the waiver of family attribution if any portion
of the redeemed stock was acquired during the preceding 10-year period from a related party who
continues to own stock in the corporation after the redemption. Id. § 302(c)(2)(B)(i). Thus, had
the transaction in the examples involved a complete redemption of Junior'sstock, with Smith continuing to hold his stock in the corporation following the redemption, the prior gift of stock to
Junior would have precluded breaking the family attribution tie between father and son, and therefore prevented "exchange" treatment to Junior in the redemption.
43. Cf Rev. Rul. 77-293, 1977-2 C.B. 91; Cohen, Redemptions of Stock Under the InternalRevenue Code of 1954, 103 U. PA. L. Rav. 739, 755 (1955).
44. I.R.C. § 302(c)(2)(B)(ii) (last sentence). See Rev. Rul. 77-293, 1977-2 C.B. 91.
45. See Lynch v. Comm'r, 801 F.2d 1176, 1179 (9th Cir. 1986), rev'g. 83 T.C. 597 (1984) (taxpayer who provides post-redemption services as employee or independent contractor holds prohibited interest); Seda v. Commissioner, 82 T.C. 484, 488 (1984) (continued employment amounts to
prohibited interest).
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the ten-year period? We are told that transfers of stock by Smith within the
preceding ten years are relevant, but how well are we able to identify them?
Finally, a prior transfer that is not for tax avoidance purposes can be ignored, but how should we make this determination?
At another level, we might ask whether the basic theory behind these rules
and exceptions is sound. The conceptual basis for the rules is that the tax
consequences to Smith should be determined according to the degree to

which Smith surrenders or retains his interest in the corporation following
the redemption. But why is that? For example, if Smith simply sells all of his
stock to Junior, Smith ordinarily would obtain "sale or exchange" treatment
on the sale, despite the fact that a related party would be sole shareholder of
46
the corporation following the sale.

At still another level, we might inquire why we are considering the shareholder's perspective in these alternative transactions at all. What happened
to the central notion that it is the withdrawal of economic earnings from
corporate solution which causes the distributions tax? From the corpora-

tion's perspective, each of the examples would result in the same degree of
depletion of economic earnings. Why, then, should they be taxed differ-

ently?47 These conceptual inconsistencies have spawned controversies such

as whether a redemption effected in conjunction with a "bootstrap" acquisi-

tion should avoid dividend treatment despite the resulting elimination of all
or a portion of the corporate earnings and profits account. 48 In addition,
current law permits different tax treatment for a redemption and an economi46. This alternative method of buying out Smith's interest presents the question whether Junior
should be taxed-perhaps on a constructive dividend theory-when his father is completely redeemed by the corporation. Cf. Rev. Rul. 69-608, 1969-2 C.B. 42 (corporation's satisfaction of
continuing shareholder's obligation to purchase retiring shareholder's stock results in constructive
distribution to continuing shareholder).
47. This issue is finessed under current law. The statute provides that the actual amount of the
reduction to corporate earnings and profits as a result of the distribution depends upon the tax
treatment of the redemption to the redeemed shareholder. If the redemption is treated as a dividend
distribution to the shareholder, the earnings and profits account is reduced by the amount of money
distributed and the fair market value of other property distributed. I.R.C. § 312(a)-(b). If, on the
other hand, the redemption is treated as a distribution in exchange for the shareholder's stock, the
corporation may not reduce the earnings and profits account by an amount in excess of the ratable
share of earnings and profits attributable to the stock redeemed. Id. § 312(n)(7).
From a practical standpoint, linking the amount of the adjustment in the corporate earnings and
profits account with the tax treatment of the distribution to the shareholder produces significant
administrative difficulties. The corporation may not know how its shareholders will be taxed on a
particular distribution, and may not be in a position to find out. Furthermore, the exact tax treatment may not be determined until many years after the distribution. Cf id. § 302(c)(2) (permitting
waiver of family attribution only if distributee has no noncreditor interest in corporation for 10-year
period following the distribution). Moreover, from the corporation's perspective, this difference in
result makes little sense.
48. See Zenz v. Quinlivan, 213 F.2d 914, 917 (6th Cir. 1954); United States v. Carey, 289 F.2d
531, 539 (8th Cir. 1961).
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cally equivalent transaction involving a pro-rata distribution to all sharehold49
ers followed by purchases and sales of stock among the shareholders.
D. STOCK DIVIDENDS

When the current tax treatment of stock dividends is added to the mix, the
collection of rules and multitude of outcomes becomes truly dazzling. Consider the following hypothetical situation:
Example (2): Unrelated individuals Alston and Bragan own 50 percent
each (30 shares apiece) of Dodge Corporation. Each shareholder has a
$1,200 total basis in his stock. Dodge has assets worth $6,000 (assume
stock value of $100 per share) 50 and has sufficient earnings and profits to
cover any of the following proposed distributions. The parties would
like to shift two-thirds control of the corporation over to Bragan, with
Alston retaining the remaining one-third interest.
There are a variety of methods by which the parties could accomplish their
goals, including the following four:
Example (2A): Dodge distributes $1,500 cash to Alston in redemption
of 15 of his shares. Following the redemption, Alston still owns 15
shares of Dodge, which represent a one-third interest in the corporation,
and Bragan still owns the other 30 shares, which represent a two-thirds
interest.
Example (2B): Dodge distributes a total of $1,500 cash pro-rata to Alston and Bragan, $750 to each. Following the distribution, Bragan uses
his $750 to purchase 10 of Alston's shares in Dodge, now worth $75 per
share. After the purchase, Alston owns 20 shares of Dodge, representing a one-third interest, and Bragan owns the other 40 shares, representing a two-thirds interest.
Example (2C): Alston sells 10 of his shares to Bragan for $1,000. Following this, Dodge distributes a total of $1,500 cash pro-rata to the
shareholders: two-thirds, or $1,000, to Bragan (which exactly reimburses him for the purchase price of the stock), and one-third, or $500,
to Alston. Following the sale and distribution, Alston and Bragan have
one-third and two-thirds interests in Dodge, respectively.
Example (2D): Dodge distributes $1,500 cash to Alston and an equal
amount, in the form of 30 additional Dodge shares, to Bragan. (The 30
additional Dodge shares would be worth $1,500 after both distributions
49. See Chirelstein, Optional Redemption and Optional Dividends. Taxing the Repurchase of
Common Shares, 78 YALE L.J. 739, 749 (1969); see also infra Part I.D.
50. This assumption may not be a correct one, see infra note 98 and accompanying text, but the
assumed relationship between stock price and underlying asset value is made consistently in all of
the variations of example (2) for purposes of comparison among them.
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are taken into account.) After the distributions, Alston owns 30 shares
of Dodge (a one-third interest) and Bragan owns 60 shares (a two-thirds
interest).
Example (2A)-the straight redemption-qualifies as a "substantially disproportionate" distribution under the Code,51 with the result that Alston can
treat the $1,500 cash as received in exchange for his stock. If we prorate his
total basis evenly among all of his Dodge shares, he has a $900 gain in the
exchange and a remaining basis in his 15 shares, representing one-third of
Dodge, of $600. Despite the increase in his proportionate interest in the assets and earnings and profits of Dodge, Bragan is not taxed in this example.
Even if the distribution to Alston were taxable as an ordinary distribution
under section 305(b)(2) of the Code, this isolated redemption would not be
deemed a distribution to Bragan under section 305(c), to which section
305(b)(2) would apply. 52 Bragan therefore simply retains a $1,200 basis in
his 30 shares of Dodge, representing a two-thirds interest.
Example (2B)-the dividend followed by stock sale approach-has somewhat different tax consequences. Alston receives a $750 dividend and recognizes a $350 gain from the sale of stock ($750 amount realized less $400 basis
(one-third of total basis)). After the distribution and sale, Alston still owns
20 shares of Dodge with a remaining basis of $800. If the difference in the
character of gains is disregarded, this approach produces $200 more in gain
to Alston than under example (2A), and leaves a $200 greater basis in his
remaining stock. Bragan also receives a $750 dividend and ends up with 40
shares of Dodge (representing a two-thirds interest) and a total basis of
$1,950. Compared to the result in example (2A), he has $750 more gain and
a $750 greater basis in his remaining stock.
Example (2C)-the stock sale followed by the dividend-has still different
consequences. In the stock sale, Alston has a $600 gain ($1,000 amount realized less $400 basis (one-third of total basis)). He also receives a $500 dividend. His 20 remaining Dodge shares have a total basis of $800. If the
character of gains is disregarded, this is the exact same result to him as in
example (2B). Bragan, on the other hand, receives a $1,000 dividend and has
a total basis in his remaining 40 Dodge shares of $2,200. In comparison with
example (2B), Bragan receives a $250 greater dividend and ends up with
$250 more basis in his remaining stock.
Example (2D)-the stock dividend approach-produces the least
favorable tax consequences to all parties concerned. In this case, Alston receives a $1,500 dividend and retains a $1,200 basis in his 30 Dodge shares,
51. i.LRC. § 302(b)(2).
52. See id. § 305(c) and the regulations promulgated thereunder, including Treas. Reg. § 1.3053(b)(3), -3(e), Example (10) (as amended in 1974); see also S. REP. No. 552, 91st Cong., 2d Sess.
153, reprinted in 1969-3 C.B. 423, 521.
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which now represent only one-third of the corporation. Disregarding the
character of the gains, this results in $600 more in gain to Alston than example (2A) and $400 more in gain than examples (2B) or (2C), with a commensurate amount of additional basis in his remaining stock. Because Alston
receives this companion distribution, Bragan is fully taxed on the stock dividend he receives.5 3 Thus, Bragan has a $1,500 dividend and his 60 Dodge
shares (two-thirds of the corporation) have a total basis of $2,700. 54 This is a
$500 greater dividend to Bragan than in example (2C), with $500 more in
basis.
The following chart summarizes the outcomes in these four examples:
Consequences to Alston

Consequences to Bragan

Example (2A)
(straight stock
redemption)

no dividend
$900 gain
$600 remaining basis
15 remaining shares
(1/3 interest)

no dividend
no gain/loss
$1,200 remaining basis
30 remaining shares
(2/3 interest)

Example (2B)
(dividend, then sale)

$750 dividend
$350 gain
$800 remaining basis
20 remaining shares
(1/3 interest)

$750 dividend
no gain/loss
$1,950 remaining basis
40 remaining shares
(2/3 interest)

Example (2C)
(sale, then dividend)

$500 dividend
$600 gain
$800 remaining basis
20 remaining shares
(1/3 interest)

$1,000 dividend
no gain/loss
$2,200 remaining basis
40 remaining shares
(2/3 interest)

Example (2D)
(stock dividend)

$1,500 dividend
no gain/loss
$1,200 remaining basis
30 remaining shares
(1/3 interest)

$1,500 dividend
no gain/loss
$2,700 remaining basis
60 remaining shares
(2/3 interest)

Can these disparate tax consequences be justified? Their effect is to encourage taxpayers to carry out the restructuring in one format-in this case
the straight stock redemption-rather than another. Are there sound policy
reasons for doing this? And how well do these outcomes implement the theory behind the distributions tax in the first place? After all, in each of the
53. I.R.C. § 305(b)(2).
54. Id. §§ 305(b), 301(d).
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examples, exactly the same amount of economic earnings has been withdrawn from corporate solution.-5
E. OTHER FORMS OF DISTRIBUTIONS

Unfortunately, the foregoing examples represent only the tip of the iceberg. There are a variety of other classifications of distributions, each with
different rules and outcomes. In addition to "substantially disproportionate"
redemptions and those that completely terminate a shareholder's interest, the
Code also provides for redemptions to qualify for "sale or exchange" treatment when they are "not essentially equivalent to a dividend. ' 56 As one
might imagine, the parameters of this test are not completely clear. The
principal controversy involves whether the dividend equivalence "effect," as
opposed to the taxpayer's motivation or intent, should be the controlling factor.5 7 Another issue is the importance of family hostility in determining sat58
isfaction of this test.
Certain redemptions, termed "partial liquidations," qualify for "sale or exchange" treatment to the distributee not because of any shift in interest at the
shareholder level, but because of changes at the corporate level.5 9 Here,
however, the Code focuses not on the withdrawal of economic earnings from
corporate solution but on the degree to which the distribution lacks dividend
equivalence because, for example, of a contraction in the corporation's busi'6 1
ness. 6 ° Two commentators have described this test as "hopelessly murky,"
and the Code has developed certain arbitrary, safe harbor standards to pro62
vide some guidance in the area.
In contrast to partial liquidations, distributions in complete liquidation of
a corporation generally avoid the dividend tax. 63 This is due to the perceived
similarity, from the shareholder's perspective, between this distribution and a
55. The stock dividend example presents a somewhat more difficult case in this regard, and is
arguably different from the others. See infra Part II.C.9.a.
56. I.R.C. § 302(b)(1).
57. Compare United States v. Davis, 397 U.S. 301, 311 (1970) (dividend equivalence "effect" is
exclusive test) with Albers v. Comm'r, 414 U.S. 982, 985-86 (1973) (Powell, J., joined by Douglas &
Blackmun, JJ., dissenting from denial of certiorari) (taxpayer's motive should also be considered).
In determining dividend "effect," the case law has typically considered only the shareholder's per-

spective of the transaction. See Davis, supra, at 313.
58. See Metzger Trust v. Comm'r, 693 F.2d 459, 463 (5th Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 463 U.S. 1207
(1983); Robin Haft Trust v. Comm'r, 510 F.2d 43, 46-47 (1st Cir. 1975).
59. I.R.C. § 302(b)(4).
60. Id. § 302(e). The possibility that a pro-rata distribution by a corporation with earnings and
profits may avoid the dividend tax has long been criticized. See Cohen, Gelberg, Surrey, Tarleau &
Warren, CorporateLiquidations under the InternalRevenue Code of 1954, 55 COLUM. L. REV. 37,
53-54 & n.66 (1955).
61. B. BrrTKER & J. EUSTICE, supra note 15, 1 9.09, at 9-42.
62. See I.R.C. § 302(e)(2)-(3).
63. Id. § 331(a).
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sale of stock. 64 This approach is problematic because following the liquidation, the earnings and profits account of the corporation is completely dissipated without any dividend tax having been imposed upon anyone.
Additional highly complex rules mandate that certain acquisitions of stock
between commonly controlled corporations be treated as distributions potentially subject to the dividend tax. 65 The purpose of these provisions is to
preserve the integrity of the distinction drawn by section 302 between a distribution that qualifies as a sale or exchange and one that results in dividend
treatment. 66 For example, if Mr. A, who owns all of the stock of both corporations X and Y, sells some of his X stock to Y, he still retains the same
aggregate direct and indirect stock interest in each corporation following the
sale. Hence, the statute recharacterizes the transaction as a distribution to A
in redemption of a portion of his Y stock with the possibility, depending
upon application of the section 302 tests, of dividend treatment to A. 67
Again, the Code assumes the shareholder's perspective, and the retention or
surrender of his stock interest is the determinative factor. From the corporation's perspective, however, any taxable acquisition of stock by a corporation
from a noncorporate entity-not necessarily just one involving commonly
controlled corporations-results in a depletion of assets from corporate solu68
tion and should, therefore, cause distributions tax consequences.
Finally, special rules set forth the tax consequences of distributions made
pursuant to a corporate reorganization 69 and distributions of stock of a controlled subsidiary. 70 The rules in both of these areas are unique and very
technical. They do not follow the statutory pattern for ordinary distributions, redemptions, or liquidations, although elements of each are sometimes
71
represented.

64. See S. Rap. No. 398, 68th Cong., 1st Sess. 11 (1939), reprinted in 1939-1 (part 2) C.B. 266,
274.
65. See I.R.C. § 304(a).
66. See B. BrrTKER & J. EUSTICE, supra note 15, at 9.12, at 9-53 to -54.
67. Id. § 304(a)(1).
68. See infra Part II.c.8.a.
69. See I.R.C. §§ 354(a), 356(a). The character of any "boot" to the distributee in a reorganization is determined by treating the distributee as having received solely stock of the acquiring corporation, followed by a distribution in redemption of the portion of the acquiring corporation stock
represented by the amount of the boot received. See Comm'r v. Clark, 109 S.Ct. 1455, 1463 (1989).
70. See I.R.C. § 355.
71. For example, portions of the active trade or business requirement in section 355 bear a close
resemblance to the safe harbor test for partial liquidation treatment. Compare id. § 355(b)(2) with
id. § 302(e)(2)-(3).
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II. A UNIFORM CORPORATE-LEVEL DISTRIBUTIONS TAX
A. INTRODUCTION

Under the present, classical system of corporate income taxation, corporate earnings are subject to tax when realized by the corporation. In addition, there is a "second" tax imposed on corporate distributions. This tax is
levied at the shareholder level either upon receipt of a distribution of after72
tax earnings or upon the sale of corporate shares.
As described above, imposition of the distributions tax under current law
is extremely haphazard. The amount of the tax in any given case turns
largely upon the form by which the shareholder receives the proceeds: liquidating or nonliquidating distribution, dividend or nondividend distribution,
or sale of corporate shares. Current law has relied primarily on a series of
competing analogies to determine the exact amount of tax in those cases.
But consistency with one analogy has inevitably led to inconsistency with
another. Moreover, because the form of the transaction has been determinative, the tax consequences have been subject to manipulation. Finally, issues
such as the tax status and bracket of the shareholder involved and whether
the shareholder recently inherited his stock in the corporation have affected
the amount of the distributions tax.
Although current law is excessively complicated and internally inconsistent, its principal defect is that the various distinctions it draws between and
among different transactions are totally devoid of substance and have created
a number of distortions. For example, current law has subsidized the tremendous growth in recent years of share buyback transactions by public corporations.7 3 It has been a motivating force in many leveraged buyout
transactions.74 It has created incentives as well for unleveraged corporate
72. The term "earnings" is used here to encompass the accrual concept of earnings, whether
realized or unrealized by the corporation. Hence, a tax on gain from the sale of corporate shares
attributable solely to asset appreciation at the corporate level is a tax on "earnings" even though not
yet realized by the corporation.
73. See ALl REPORTER'S 1982 STUDY, supra note 6, at 427-32; Auerbach, The Economic Effects
of the CorporateIncome Tax: ChangingRevenues and Changing Views, in FINANCING CORPORATE
CAPITAL FORMATION 107, 110 (B. Friedman ed. 1986) [hereinafter Auerbach 1986]; Bacon, Share
Redemptions by Publicly Held Companies:A New Look at Dividend Equivalence, 26 TAX L. REV.
283 (1971); Chirelstein, supra note 49, at 739 & n.1; Miller, BehavioralRationality in Finance: The
Case of Dividends, 59 J. Bus. S451, S457-59 (1986); Shoven, The Tax Consequences ofShare Repurchases and Other Non-Dividend Cash Payments to Equity Owners, 1 TAX POLICY AND THE ECONOMY 29, 51-52 (1987).
74. See ALI REPORTER'S 1989 STUDY, supra note 6, at 18-24, 38-39; Bryan, Leveraged Buyouts
and Tax Policy, 65 N.C.L. REV. 1039, 1056-59, 1069, 1071-76 (1987); but cf. ECONOMICS DIV. OF
THE CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE, 100TH CONG., IST SEss., LEVERAGED BUYOUTS AND
THE POT OF GOLD: TRENDS, PUBLIC POLICY, AND CASE STUDIES: A REPORT PREPARED FOR
THE USE OF THE HOUSE SUBCOMM. ON OVERSIGHT AND INVESTIGATIONS OF THE COMM. ON

ENERGY AND COMMERCE, 35-38 (Comm. Print 1987) [hereinafter CRS REPORT] (identifying the
interest deduction as the principal tax culprit in leveraged buyout transactions).
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stock acquisitions75 and other recent corporate financial strategies.7 6 By creating tax incentives to defer or accelerate a transaction, or to effect it in one
form rather than another, the statute has interfered with decisionmaking
about whether, when, and how a corporate distribution or acquisition should
take place. A properly designed distributions tax would be more neutral
with respect to corporate distribution and acquisition policy.
Initially, one might conclude that it is futile to try to design a "neutral"
distributions tax because any tax burden imposed on a distribution is bound
to have the effect of deterring the distribution. In other words, it would always seem preferable to defer the distribution (and retain earnings) in order
to put off the day of reckoning with the distributions tax. In fact, however,
this is not the case; rather, a consistently applied distributions tax will be
neutral over time, as long as the growth rate of the base for the tax (in the
event of a deferred distribution) is the same as the growth rate of the after77
tax proceeds of a distribution (in the event of an immediate distribution).
75. See ALI REPORTER'S 1982 STUDY, supra note 6, at 497-98 (corporate acquisition of shares
from noncorporate holders reduces funds in corporate solution and therefore should bear compensatory excise tax); Auerbach 1986, supra note 73, at 109-10 (noting that corporations have incentive
to invest retained earnings in corporate stock (either their own or of other corporations) because
such stock trades at a discount to the intrinsic value of the corporation's assets); Thurston, The
A Study of the Taxation of Nondividend Distributions,6 AM. J. TAX
Considerationsof Tax Reform:A
POL'Y. 73, 125-26 (1987) (current law provides tax incentive for mergers rather than the payment of
dividends as a means of distributing corporate assets).
76. See Willens, Is Dividend CaptureHeadedfor Oblivion?, 1 CORP. TAX'N 5 (1988) (describing
the advantages of "dividend capture" strategies that are rooted in the corporate dividends-received
deduction); Norris, Shearson'sFinancialAlchemy,N.Y. Times, Dec. 11, 1988, at F-I, col. 2 (unbundied stock units).
77. See Bradford, The Incidence andAllocation Effects of a Tax on CorporateDistributions,15 J.
PUB. ECON. 1, 2-3 (1981). Bradford reaches this conclusion by assuming a flat-rate tax on corporate distributions and no other taxes. In that situation, he suggests that there would be no incentive
for a corporation to replace existing equity capital with debt or to retain earnings rather than to
distribute them. Furthermore, he asserts that the investment criteria of the corporation would be
unaffected by the tax. Id. at 3. See also ALI REPoRTER's 1982 STUDY, supra note 6, at 348-51,
414-16; ALI REPORTER'S 1989 STUDY, supra note 6, at 32-35; Auerbach 1986, supra note 73, at
108-10; Auerbach, Tax Integration and the "New View" of the CorporateTax: A 1980s Perspective,
1981 NAT'L TAX Assoc.-TAX INST. OF AMERICA, PROCEEDINGS OF THE 74TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE 21, 23 (1982) [hereinafter Auerbach 1981]; Ballentine, Commentary, in LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY TAXATION: THE MUTUAL VS. STOCK DIFFERENTIAL 3-1, 3-2 to -5 (M. Graetz ed.
1986); Thuronyi, The Taxation of Corporate Income-A Proposalfor Reform, 2 AMER. J. TAX
PoL'Y 109, 138-39 (1983); Warren, The Timing of Taxes, 39 NAT'L TAX 3. 499, 501 (1987).
The ALI Reporter's 1982 and 1989 studies both attribute the neutrality of a uniformly imposed
distributions tax in part to the compensatory relationship between the distributions tax burden and
the corporate income tax burden. As we shall see, however, the principle holds true independent of
any relationship between the distributions tax and the corporate income tax. See infra text accompanying notes 85-90.
This same basic conclusion has been reached in several other contexts. See, ag., Graetz, Life
Insurance Company Taxation: An Overview of the Mutual-Stock Differential, in LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY TAXATION: THE MUTUAL VS. STOCK DIFFERENTIAL, supra, at 1-9 to -11 (tax treatment
of mutual life insurance companies); Gutman, A Comment on the ABA Tax Section Task Force
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For example, assume a uniform distributions tax of 30 percent and an annual before-tax rate of return, for investments held in or out of corporate
solution, of 10 percent.78 At the beginning of a particular year, a corporation
has $100 of earnings that it may either distribute to its shareholders or retain
in corporate solution. Given these assumptions, would it be preferable to
distribute the earnings immediately to the shareholders or to retain the earnings in corporate solution and make the distribution at the end of the year?
Immediate distribution of the $100 triggers the 30-percent distributions
tax, leaving $70 for the shareholders to invest at the beginning of the year.
The 10-percent return yields $7 for them during the year. Hence, at the end
of the year, the shareholders will have $77 before payment of any income
taxes.
In contrast, if the distribution is deferred until the end of the year, the base
for the distributions tax grows to $110 (before corporate income taxes). The
30-percent distributions tax for the year-end distribution will be $33. This
alternative, therefore, will also net $77 to the shareholders by the end of the
year. The same result occurs regardless of how long the distribution is
79
deferred.
There is, of course, one factor missing from the foregoing example, and
that is the effect of corporate and individual income taxes on the transaction. 80 But that effect is quite simple to identify, for the growth rate of the
distributions tax base (in the event of a deferred distribution) must be the
same as that of the proceeds after payment of the distributions tax (in the
event of an immediate distribution) after all income taxes are taken into account. In other words, the after-(income) tax rate of return for both the
shareholders and the corporation must be the same. Or, in the above example, if the pre-tax rate of return for corporations and shareholders is assumed
to be identical, then the applicable income tax rate for the two must also be
the same."' If, therefore, the foregoing example is modified to assume the
existence of an identical 30-percent corporate and shareholder income tax,
Report on Transfer Tax Restructuring, 41 TAX LAW. 653, 654 (1988) (estate and gift taxation);
Halperin, Interest in Disguise: Taxing the "Time Value of Money," 95 YALE L.J. 506, 521 (1986)
(taxation of deferred compensation).
78. Assume all investments have equal degrees of risk.
79. See infra note 82.
80. For purposes of this example, assume that any distributions tax is separate and distinct from
the regular income tax applicable to shareholders or corporations.
81. This assumption, of course, is not reality. Nevertheless, as a result of changes enacted as part
of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, the current rate relationship is somewhat closer to satisfying this
condition than at any time in recent history. The principal case under current law in which this
assumption is quite clearly erroneous is when the shareholder is in the zero tax bracket; but even in
this case, the presence of the unrelated business income tax, see I.R.C. § 511 (1988), may tend to
mitigate the difference in rates. For this proposal's tax treatment of distributions to tax-exempt
shareholders, see infra Part II.c.3.
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the numbers change but the two alternatives remain economically equivalent.
In the case of an immediate distribution of the $100, the shareholders' $70
investment (after payment of the $30 distributions tax) will yield $4.90 after
income taxes are taken into account, resulting in $74.90 to the shareholders
at the end of the year. If the distribution is deferred, the distributions tax
base will grow to only $107 in one year after taking account of the corporate
income tax, producing a 30-percent distributions tax of $32.10 and therefore
82
netting the same $74.90 to the shareholders.
This example indicates that it is possible to design a distributions tax that
is more neutral than the current system with respect to corporate distribution
and acquisition policy. In particular, it suggests that under certain circumstances, there is no tax advantage to deferring a corporate distribution, despite the existence of an immediate tax burden on such a distribution. In the
example, deferral of the immediate $30 distributions tax for one year generates an after-tax benefit of $2.10. But this is exactly offset by the $2.10 increase in the distributions tax burden (now $32.10) at the end of the year.
This increase results from the larger distributions tax base created by the
earnings retained in the corporation for the year and subjected to the corpo83
rate income tax.
There are two important implications of the foregoing. First, critical to
the above conclusion is that if there is to be a tax levied on corporate distributions, the same rate of tax be imposed regardless of when and how the
distribution takes place. To illustrate, assume the same facts as in the above
82. Algebraically, the equivalence of these two alternatives after one year can be demonstrated as
follows: Assume that X is the amount of earnings to be distributed or retained, r is the annual
before-tax yield on corporate or shareholder investments, t is the corporate and shareholder income
tax rate, and d is the distributions tax rate.
If the corporation immediately distributes X to the shareholder at the beginning of the year and
the shareholder invests the after-tax proceeds, the shareholder will have at the end of the year an
amount equal to:
X - dX + r(X - dX) - t(r(X - dX)) =
X - dX + (r - tr)(X - dX) =
(1 + r - tr)(X - dX) =
(I - d)(l + r - tr)(X)
In contrast, if the corporation retains X for one year and then distributes to the shareholder X
plus the after-tax earnings on that amount, the shareholder will have at the end of the year an
amount equal to:
X + rX-t(rX)- d(X + rX-t(rX)) =
(I - d)(X + rX - t(rX)) =
(1 - d)(1 + r - tr)(X)
If the choice involves a comparison of the two options over a period of y years rather than over
just one year, each alternative results in an amount to the shareholders equal to:
(1 - d)(1 + r - try(X)
83. If the corporate after-tax return on investments exceeds the shareholder after-tax return
(either because of a lower corporate tax-rate, a higher before-tax corporate yield, or both), there will
be an advantage to retaining earnings. The converse is also true. The assumption in the text is that
the after-tax rate of return of the corporate and shareholder investments are the same.
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example except that the distributions tax rate is 30 percent for distributions
at the beginning of the year, but only 25 percent for end-of-year distributions.
Under this variation, the "immediate distribution" option would still result
in $74.90 to the shareholders, after taxes, by the end of the year. In contrast,
the "corporate retention" alternative would require a 25-percent distributions tax of only $26.75, leaving the shareholders with $80.25 after taxes at
the end of the year. In other words, by varying the level of the distributions
tax depending upon the timing of the distribution, the law would bias the
decision whether to retain or distribute corporate earnings. 84
Second and perhaps equally important, the analysis does not depend upon
any particular correlation between the level of distributions tax imposed if
there is an immediate distribution, and the level of corporate income tax
foregone on the distributed earnings. In other words, if one views the distri-

butions tax as separate and distinct from the corporate and shareholder income taxes, then the neutrality between a deferred distribution and an

immediate distribution will hold true even when the distributions tax rate is
different from the income tax rate applicable to shareholders and corporations.8 5 Indeed, to that extent, the "tollcharge" label that is sometimes at84. Similarly, if the distribution is in the form of a debt instrument, the law would create a bias
by imposing the distributions tax on the principal amount of the instrument at the time the instrument is satisfied rather than on the present value of the instrument at the time of the distribution.
For example, assume the same facts as in the text (with a constant 30-percent distributions tax),
except assume there is available for distribution at the beginning of the yinr a $100 one-year note
bearing a market interest rate of 10 percent. Imposition of a $30 distributions tax at the beginning
of the year (assuming the present value of the note is its principal amount) will reduce the amount
of the note to $70, and the shareholder will have after-tax earnings of $4.90 on the note during the
year. At the end of the year, the distribution of $70 principal in satisfaction of the note (without
any further distributions tax consequences) will result in the shareholder having $74.90, the same
amount described in the basic text examples.
In contrast, if the corporation distributes a $100 note at the beginning of the year without immediate imposition of a distributions tax, the shareholder will earn $7 after taxes on the note during
the year. At the end of the year, satisfaction of the $100 note will yield $70 to the shareholder after
payment of the $30 distributions tax, so the shareholder will end up with $77, not $74.90. In either
case, tax treatment of the transaction to the distributing corporation will be the same because its
earnings on the pfincipal amount will be exactly offset by the interest paid to the holder of the note.
But cf Thurston, supra note 75, at 110-13 (distributions of debt instruments should trigger ALI
excise tax only as the corporation satisfies the instruments).
85. In the formula set forth in note 82, supra, the distributions tax rate (represented by d) and
the shareholder and corporate income tax rates (represented by t) may vary independently of one
another without affecting the basic equivalence of the two options. Cf. ALI REPORTER'S 1989
STUDY, supra note 6, at 34-35 (example (9)) (even if distributions were taxed at less than half the
corporate income tax rate, "it would still be a matter of relative indifference whether a distribution
occurs sooner or later.").
But see Warren, The Relation and Integration of Individual and Corporate Income Taxes, 94
HARV. L. REv. 719, 764-65 & n.141 (1981) (equivalence could be achieved only if there were no tax
on capital gains and the personal, corporate, and distributions tax rates were all equal). Professor
Warren arrived at his conclusion because he assumed the continued existence of a shareholder-level
distributions tax equal to the shareholder income tax. Id. at 765. Furthermore, he assumed that
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tached to this analysis may be somewhat misleading. 86
To illustrate, assume the same facts as in the basic example except that the
distributions tax rate is only 25 percent while the corporate and shareholder
income tax rates remain at 30 percent. Now, immediate distribution of the
$100 causes only the 25-percent distributions tax, leaving $75 for the shareholders to invest. Investment at 10 percent yields $7.50, or $5.25 after payment of the 30-percent individual income tax. At the end of one year, then,
the shareholders will have $80.25 after taxes.
If, instead, the corporation retains the $100, it would earn $10, or $7 after
payment of the 30-percent corporate income tax. Distribution of the $107 at
the end of the year would result in a 25-percent distributions tax of $26.75,

again leaving the shareholders with $80.25 after taxes. This relationship
holds true no matter how long the corporation defers distribution.
This result can be explained simply. The burden of the corporate income
tax on a corporate investment is counterbalanced by the burden of the shareholder-level income tax had the investment not been made in corporate solu-

tion.8 7 Thus, the "extra" burden of a corporate investment is a result of the
distributions tax, not the corporate income tax.
In short, the desired neutrality can be achieved even if the distributions tax
rate on earnings distributed is measurably different from the corresponding
corporate income tax rate on earnings retained. Indeed, even if the distribu-

tions tax were eliminated, the same neutrality would remain and shareholdstock purchases are discounted to reflect the capitalization of future corporate income taxes rather
than the future distributionstaxes. Id. at 763 (table 11, note a); see infra note 98 and accompanying
text (discussing discount to share price for future distributions tax). If, however, the shareholderlevel distributions tax is replaced by a corporate-level distributions tax in all cases in which there is
an actual distribution and the share discount reflects capitalization of the future distributions tax,
the distributions tax rate may vary independently from the shareholder and corporate income tax
rate while still preserving the equivalent consequences of the corporate alternatives. Using Professor Warren's abbreviations (E = the amount of earnings to be retained or distributed, r = the
before-tax annual rate of return, p = the corporate and shareholder income tax rate, and e = the
distributions tax rate), the "general result" for each of the four cases he hypothesizes is (1-p)(1-e)Er.
See Warren, supra, at 765 (table 12).
86. The "tollcharge" explanation treats the distributions tax as the price or "tollcharge" for the
liberation of the amount distributed from corporate solution. The liberation provides the benefit of
removing the future corporate income tax burden from the amount distributed. The offsetting cost
of that benefit is the immediate distributions tax. If there is a retention rather than a distribution of
the corporate assets, the distributions tax is deferred, but the cost of that deferral is the continuing
corporate income tax burden on the retained assets. See ALI REPORTER'S 1982 STUDY, supra note
6, at 347-51, 414-16; ALI REPORTER'S 1989 STUDY, supra note 6, at 6-7, 31-32, 39, 45-46, 58, 61.
This explanation is faulty to the extent it suggests some necessary correspondence between the
distributions tax imposed and the corporate income tax thereby avoided. As described in the text,
no such relationship is required. It is necessary, however, to assume that the corporate and shareholder income tax rates are the same, or at least that the corporate and shareholder after-tax rates
of return on investments are identical. See supra notes 82-83 and accompanying text.
87. This continues to assume the same rate for those two taxes or, at minimum, that the after-tax
rates of return for corporate and shareholder investments be identical.
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ers would be indifferent about whether the corporation made a distribution
or retained its earnings.88 Hence, although this theory can be used to justify,
and does support, the imposition of an additional tax burden on nondividend
distributions to parallel the consequences of a comparable shareholder sale
transaction,8 9 it equally justifies a reduction in the tax burden on shareholder
sale transactions to be consistent with the consequences of the nondividend
distribution. As the examples indicate, the effect of changing the distributions tax rate consistently is merely to vary the overall tax burden on the
corporate earnings. 90
But if there is to be a distributions tax, then a goal of neutrality demands
its consistent application, in sharp contrast to current law. Although it is
true, in part because of the varying income tax rates of corporations and
shareholders, that we cannot achieve complete neutrality in the corporate
decisionmaking process, such neutrality can be enhanced by a tax system
that imposes the same rate of distributions tax no matter when or how the
distribution is made.
The proposal described in this article is a step toward designing such a tax
system. It assumes the continuation of our classical system of taxing corporations, including the continued imposition of some tax burden on corporate
distributions. 91 But it also assumes that within those parameters an ideal
distributions tax should have, to the greatest extent possible, a neutral impact
88. As indicated in note 82, supra, the amount of after-tax proceeds to the shareholder at the end
ofy years is represented by the formula (1 - d)(l + r - tr)Y(X), when X is the amount of corporate
earnings available to be distributed at the beginning of the period, r is the annual before-tax yield on
corporate and shareholder investments, t is the corporate and shareholder income tax rate, and d is
the distributions tax rate. This is true regardless of whether the corporation makes an immediate
distribution of the earnings at the beginning of the period or retains the earnings and makes the
distribution at the end of the period. See supra note 82.
If d, the distributions tax rate, were zero, then the net amount to the shareholder at the end of the
period in either case would be (1 + r - tr)Y(X). The shareholder still would be indifferent about
whether the distribution takes place at the beginning or end of the period. Moreover, if one thinks
ofX as an amount of capital available for investment by an individual at the beginning of the period,
the same formula, (1 + r - tr)Y(X), represents the amount of after-tax proceeds to the individual
after investment of the capital for the period ofy years. This demonstrates that based on the stated
assumptions, the additional burden of a corporate investment is a function of the distributions tax; if
there is no such tax, the after-tax proceeds of a corporate or individual investment are the same.
89. See ALl REPORTER'S 1982 STUDY, supra note 6, at 436-86, (proposing a corporate-level
excise tax in the case of nondividend distributions). Although the Reporter's proposal produces the
desired neutrality, there is a theoretical argument, discussed infra Part II.c.5.d., that the overall
resulting tax burden would be excessive. See Beghe, The American Law Institute Subchapter C
Study: Acquisitions and Distributions, 33 TAX LAW. 743, 764-65 (1980) (suggesting that the ALI
Reporter's corporate-level excise tax would constitute triple taxation).
90. If we again return to the formula set forth in note 82, supra, which describes the amount of
after-tax proceeds to the shareholder at the end of y years generated by X amount of corporate
earnings available for distribution at the beginning of the period, we can see that an increase in the
distributions tax rate, d, simply operates to reduce the after-tax proceeds to the shareholder.
91. One rationale for this assumption is discussed below. See infra Part II.c. 1.
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on the corporate decision of whether and when to make a distribution or
acquisition, and how to effect it.92 This proposal is notably distinguished
from current law because it imposes the distributions tax at the corporate
rather than the shareholder level. This change not only would greatly facilitate accomplishment of the neutrality goal just described, but also would implement a rule structure significantly simpler than current law.
B. OUTLINE OF THE PROPOSAL

1. General rules
Under the proposal, a corporation must pay a "corporate distributions
tax" (CDT) on the full amount of any nonliquidatingdistribution (dividend
or nondividend) made by the corporation. Assuming that the revenue to be
raised by the tax on distributions should equal that raised under current law
when the distribution is to a shareholder in the 28-percent tax bracket, the
CDT rate is approximately 38.89 percent.
On any liquidatingdistribution, a corporation must pay the same tax, but
the tax base is reduced by the amount, if any, in the corporation's "contributed capital account" (CCA).
The proposal removes the tax normally imposed on the distributee on the
receipt of any distribution, liquidating or nonliquidating. Furthermore, the
proposal eliminates the tax on any gain or loss recognized on the sale of
corporate shares.
2. Special rules
a. Intercorporateinvestments.
The proposal treats a taxable acquisition of stock by a corporate holder
from a noncorporate holder as a distribution by the acquiring corporation
subject to the CDT. The tax base is generally the amount of the consideration paid by the acquiring corporation less any amount in the CCA of the
acquired corporation.
No CDT is imposed in the case of a liquidating or nonliquidating distribution to a corporate holder of stock. During the period of time when a corporation's stock is owned by a corporate holder, the CCA of the issuing
corporation is always equal to its net asset value.
For purposes of these rules, the terms "corporate holder" and
"noncorporate holder" have their normal meanings, except that a corporation that owns or acquires no more than a portfolio investment in stock is
92. Cf.Kahn, Should General Utilities Be Reinstated to Provide PartialIntegration of Corporate
and PersonalIncome-Is Halfa Loaf Better Than None?," 13 J. CoP. LAW 953, 968 (1988) (absent a deliberate legislative choice to use the tax laws to influence corporate choices, the tax laws
should be neutral to avoid unintended economic harm).
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treated as a noncorporate holder of the stock. "Portfolio investment" is generally defined as any stock interest consisting of less than 80 percent of the
voting power or value of the stock of the issuing corporation.
b. Distributionspursuant to a reorganization.
To the extent that current law permits the stock or securities of a party to
a reorganization to be received tax-deferred, the proposal does not impose a
CDT on the distribution of such stock or securities. The proposal treats the
distribution of boot pursuant to a reorganization in the same manner it treats
a nonliquidating distribution by the acquiring corporation.
c. Stock dividends and distributionsof stock of a controlled subsidiary.
Except with respect to a straight, pro rata common stock dividend, a distribution of the distributing corporation's stock is treated as a distribution of
cash followed by a reinvestment of the proceeds in the stock of the distributing corporation. The proposal imposes no CDT on a parent's distribution of
stock of a controlled subsidiary except where the distribution is a subterfuge
or device for the withdrawal and recontribution of corporate earnings.
C. EXPLANATION AND ANALYSIS

1. Rationale for a distributions tax; rate of the tax
As we have seen, the desired neutrality with respect to corporate distribution and acquisition policy can be achieved even though the distributions tax
rate is set uniformly at zero. 93 Although the distributions tax is sometimes
framed as a surrogate for the corporate income tax burden that arises if there
is no distribution out of corporate solution, it does not really serve that function. 94 The prospective corporate income tax revenue forgone in the event of
a distribution is counterbalanced by the shareholder income tax imposed on
the future earnings arising from the amount distributed. 95 But recognition of
these relationships presents an important threshold issue: what is the role of
the tax on distributions, and should the distributions tax be preserved? Integrationists may favor repeal of the tax as a means of equalizing the overall
96
tax burden on corporate and noncorporate investments.
One explanation suggests that some form of distributions tax should be
preserved to prevent windfall gains to existing shareholders.9 7 This view as93. See supra note 88 and accompanying text.
94. See supra notes 85-86 and accompanying text.
95. See supra notes 86-87 and accompanying text.
96. See, ag., C. MCLuRE, MUST CORPORATE INCOME BE TAXED TWICE? 26-27 (1979); War-

ren, supra note 85, at 764-66.
97. See, ag., R. GOODE, THE CORPORATION INCOME TAX 68-71 (1951); Auerbach 1986, supra
note 73, at 109; Auerbach, Taxation, CorporateFinancialPolicy and the Cost of Capital,21 J. ECON.
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sumes that equity markets can "capitalize" the cost of anticipated taxes;
hence, an extra dollar of earnings retained by a corporation increases the
market value of the corporation's stock by something less than one dollar.
Indeed, if we assume that the after-tax rates of return for corporate and
shareholder investments are the same, one dollar of additional corporate
earnings may increase share price by exactly one dollar minus the rate of the
distributions tax. 9B Thus, if new shareholders discounted their purchase
price for the stock to reflect the anticipated distributions tax burden, then
elimination of that burden would create a windfall benefit to them.

Under this "discount" theory, the "losers ' are those former investors who
originally contributed assets to the corporation subject to the prospective dis-

tributions tax, or who owned stock when the distributions tax was first instituted (or increased). Some of the "loss" may also be shared by the issuing
corporation and its shareholders during those times. The bias is caused by
the asymmetry between the tax treatment of contributions to corporations
(no tax deduction allowed) and distributions from corporations (tax imposed). 99 The inability to deliver the benefit of a repeal of the distributions
tax to the losers rather than to existing shareholders (who are assumed to
have purchased their stock subsequent to those incidents) creates the possibility of the windfall wealth redistribution in favor of the latter. 10
LIT. 905, 923-26, 934 (1983); Bradford, supra note 77, at 3, 21; but cf. Poterba & Summers, The
Economic Effects of Dividend Taxation, 1984 HARv. INST. OF ECON. Rns. 73 (Discussion Paper
No. 1064). Professor Warren has suggested that this view of the distributions tax makes preservation of the tax a "negative grandfather clause"-its purpose is the opposite of a typical grandfather
clause, which attempts to maintain existing law in order to prevent unexpected losses to taxpayers.
See Warren, supra note 85, at 754. This view is somewhat troubling because its logical application
could preclude Congress from being able to make just about any changes in the tax laws, either for
or against taxpayers.
98. Bradford, supranote 77, at 3. See Ballentine, supra note 77, at 3-2 to -5; McLure, Corporate
Income Tax: Restoration,Integration,or Elimination?,in To PROMOTE PROSPERITY: U.S. DoMEsTIC POLICY IN THE MID-1980s 303, 308-10 (J. Moore ed. 1984); Shoven, supra note 73, at 30-31.
The analysis is somewhat more complicated, and may be less valid, if the capital gains tax is also
taken into account. See infra notes 108-117 and accompanying text; Auerbach, Wealth Maximization and the Cost of Capital, 93 Q.J. ECON. 433, 441-42 (1979) [hereinafter Auerbach 1979]; Warren, supra note 85, at 726-27.
99. Auerbach 1986, supra note 73, at 108-09; Stiglitz, Taxation, CorporateFinancialPolicy, and
the Cost of Capital,2 J. Pua. ECON. 1, 7 (1973).
100. Early on, the Supreme Court recognized that purchasers of stock take into account in the
price paid their expectations of their future taxation of distributions, stating:
[I]f an investor happened to buy stock shortly before the dividend, paying a price enhanced by an estimate of the capital plus the surplus of the company, and after distribution of the surplus, with corresponding reduction in the intrinsic and market value of the
shares, he were called upon to pay a tax upon the dividend received, it might look in his
case like a tax upon his capital. But it is only apparently so. In buying at a price that
reflected the accumulated profits, he of course acquired as a part of the valuable rights
purchased the prospect of a dividend from the accumulations-bought 'dividend on,' as
the phrase goes-and necessarily took subject to the burden of the income tax proper to be
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For example, consider a corporation whose only assets are ten $1,000

bonds.101 Each bond offers a market-rate yield of 10 percent annually. In
this situation, a prospective purchaser of 10 percent of the stock of the corporation would presumably pay less than the value of 10 percent of the assets of
the corporation--i.e., less than the value of a single $1,000 bond-because
after the stock purchase, the bonds would continue to be held in corporate
solution where their value to the buyer would be less than if he simply owned
one of the bonds directly. Moreover, if we assume that the bonds will provide the same after-tax rate of return whether invested directly by the buyer
or through the corporation, the discount the buyer will demand will reflect
the distributions tax that will be incurred upon withdrawal of the bond from
corporate solution; that is the "extra" burden that the buyer assumes by acquiring incorporated, as opposed to unincorporated, bonds. Retention of a
distributions tax is, therefore, necessary to prevent a windfall to those share10 2
holders who acquire their stock- at such discounted prices.
One potential problem with this theory is the uncertainty under current
law about the amount of the distributions tax burden, which may depend

upon when and how the distribution is effected, and to whom. 03a Not all
distributions are taxable as dividends;' 4 not all dividends result in full tax
assessed against him by reason of the dividend if and when made. He simply stepped into
the shoes, in this as in other respects, of the stockholder whose shares he acquired, and
presumably the prospect of a dividend influenced the price paid, and was discounted by
the prospect of an income tax to be paid thereon.
United States v. Phellis, 257 U.S. 156, 171-72 (1921). See Shoup, Taxation of Dividends, in 3 H.
COMM. ON WAYS AND MEANS, TAx REVISION COMPENDIUM: COMPENDIUM OF PAPERS ON
BROADENING THE TAX BASE 1537, 1540-41 (1959). But cf Kraakman, Taking Discounts Seri-

ously: The Implicationsof "Discounted"Share PricesAs an Acquisition Motive, 88 COLUM L. REV.
891, 895-97 (1988) (share prices are discounted below corporate net asset value, but for nontax
reasons).
101. This example is taken from the ALI Reporter's 1982 Study, supra note 6, at 427-29.
102. The discount hypothesis also supports the proposition that the existence of a distributions
tax does not operate as a disincentive to corporate-sector investment. In the example, an investor
would pay only about $700 for 10 percent of the corporation's stock, assuming a uniform distributions tax of 30 percent. This means that his after-distributions tax proceeds of $70 per year from his
corporate investment (assuming all corporate earnings are immediately distributed to the shareholders) produces the exact same after-tax annual rate of return to the investor (i.e., $70/$700, or 10
percent) as if he had invested in a single bond directly for $1,000 and obtained a 10-percent after-tax
return from the bond. (This assumes that corporate and shareholder income taxes are equivalent,
and disregards any capital gains tax on eventual sale of the shares.) See Auerbach 1986, supra note
73, at 108-09; cf. Warren, supra note 85, at 724-25 (modern capital theory supports the view that, in
the absence of taxation, assets earn the same rate of return whether in or out of corporate solution).
103. See Feldstein & Green, Why Do Companies Pay Dividends?, 73 AM. ECON. REV. 17, 19
(1983); Poterba & Summers, supra note 97, at 19. In coining the phrase, "the miracle of income
without gain," Professor Powell articulated this same basic criticism. See Powell, Income from
CorporateDividends, 35 HARv. L. REv. 363, 370-73 (1922) (analyzing the Supreme Court's reasoning in United States v. Phelis, 257 U.S. 156 (1921)).
104. One commentator has suggested that the focus on dividends may not be unreasonable, at
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consequences to the recipient of the distribution; 10 5 and not all shareholders
are in the same tax bracket. But these distinctions affect how a buyer will
calculate the amount of discount and therefore only have an impact on what
the appropriate rate for the distributions tax should be. Presumably, we
should retain a distributions tax to accommodate the windfall concern, but it
should be set at a blended rate to take account of all the foregoing factors.
Moreover, once we identify the appropriate blended rate, imposition of a uniform tax at that rate on all distributions, no matter how effected, should
eliminate this. uncertainty in the future.
Some might argue that the discount theory has no validity when a shareholder purchases stock in anticipation of the corporation's continued retention of its earnings. 106 But, as we have seen, if we assume a uniform
distributions tax and identical after-tax rates of return on corporate and
shareholder investments, the present value of the tax "cost" of a distribution
is equivalent, regardless of whether there is an immediate distribution or a
deferred one. 10 7 Thus, even if the stock purchaser anticipates corporate retention rather than distribution of earnings, the discount he demands presumably will be unchanged.
Of greater concern is the argument that since repeal of the capital gains
preference in 1986, there is no longer any potential windfall problem to
worry about. Under this view, share price is affected both by the discount
demanded by the buyer to account for his future distributions tax burden and
by the premium insisted upon by the seller to compensate for the taxes due
on the sale of the stock. Thus, the potential windfall created by elimination

of the distributions tax is simply the amount by which the buyer's discount
exceeds the seller's premium-it is a measure of the degree to which the
least in the case of public corporations. See Mundstock, Taxation of IntercorporateDividends under
an UnintegratedRegime, 44 TAX L. REv. 1, 29 n.163 (1988).
105. A corporate purchaser of stock which anticipates a dividend distribution would not necessarily demand the same discount as a noncorporate purchaser because of the existence of the intercorporate dividends-received deduction. I.R.C. § 243(a). See infra Part II.c.8.b. This could
present a problem in markets dominated by corporate purchasers, such as the preferred stock market. Issuers of preferred stock may be able to offer a return inferior to that provided by comparable
investments because of the unusual tax situation of the stock purchasers. Imposition of a uniform
corporate distributions tax premised on the discount demanded by typical noncorporate buyers
could therefore unfairly penalize the corporate holders of preferred stock, the issuers of such stock,
or both. Largely for this reason, the ALI Reporter's 1982 Study recommended a different, more
liberal rule regarding distributions on previously issued preferred stock. See ALI REPORTER'S 1982
STUDY, supra note 6, at 399-400, 483, 504-06. The 1989 Study indicates that the special rule is only
necessary because most holders of preferred stock are corporations, thus, a distribution with respect
to such stock does not produce any movement of funds out of corporate solution. See ALI REPORTER'S 1989 STUDY, supra note 6, at 64-65. But see Thurston, supra note 75, at 114-17 (suggesting that preferential treatment of preferred stock may be unnecessary because corporations are
likely to be able to diversify their investments, decreasing the magnitude of their losses).
106. See Powell, supra note 103, at 371.
107. See supra note 77 and accompanying text.
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dividend tax burden exceeds the stock sale tax burden. With no capital gains
preference, these two burdens are roughly equivalent and there is no potential windfall problem; the 1986 Act has already let the windfall "horse" out
of the barn.10 8
One can respond by arguing that share price is unaffected by the seller's
tax situation. Under this line of reasoning, share price is determined by taking into account underlying asset value and prospective tax burdens attached
to the shares, which affect equally all buyers, rather than tax burdens associated with the stock sale. 10 9 Although it may be true that a rational buyer
would not ordinarily pay a premium for shares depending upon the level of
tax paid by the seller in the transaction, it is difficult to see why a rational
seller would sell without recovering at least some portion of his transaction
tax cost, especially when he could recover that cost by disposing of the stock
in an alternative transaction. 110 Moreover, if we assume that all sellers bear
more or less the same tax burden on a sale, would it still be fair to conclude
that share price would be unaffected by the amount of that burden? 1
A better response is that even in the absence of a special tax rate for capital
gains, the realization doctrine provides some degree of preference for the sale
108. See Auerbach 1979, supra note 98, at 441-42; Powell, supra note 103, at 373; Shoven, supra
note 73, at 30-31; Warren, supra note 85, at 726-27. Under this theory, one may think of the sale
price for stock as equal to (1 - t)/(1 - k) x E, when t is the dividend tax rate, k is the accrual
equivalent capital gains rate, and E is the net value of corporate earnings. For example, assume that
X corporation consists solely of $100 of accumulated earnings and A, the sole shareholder of X, has
a zero basis in his stock. In a world without taxes, A might sell his stock to purchaser B for $100.
If, however, there is a dividend tax rate (t) of 50 percent, B might demand a discount of that
amount, reducing the sales price to about $50, to compensate for the future tax B will bear upon
withdrawal of the $100 in earnings from the corporation. If, in addition, there is an accrual
equivalent capital gains tax rate (k) of 20 percent imposed on the sale, then A might insist upon a
premium over $50 to compensate him for the tax on the sale, and the ultimate price would be
approximately $62.50. Sale by A at that price would net him $50 after payment of his 20-percent
stock sale tax, thereby making him "whole." B, of course, would insist upon the same premium
when he disposes of his stock, and his purchaser would demand the same discount, assuming that
tax rates are unchanged.
Thus, if t = k, there would no longer be any discount, and stock price would approximately
equal net value of the corporate earnings. If t was previously greater than k, then those shareholders holding the stock when the two rates became the same would obtain a windfall (assuming that
the rate change was unexpected).
109. See ALI RFPORTER'S 1989 STUDY, supra note 6, at 59-60.
110. In the ALI Reporter's 1989 Study, it is assumed that shareholders who sell their shares on
the market fully bear their stock sale tax burden and obtain no relief through, for example, premium pricing. On the other hand, if they sell their shares back to the corporation, their stock sale
tax is relieved through the credit generated by the corporation's payment of a minimum tax on the
distribution. See ALI REPORTER'S 1989 STUDY, supra note 6, at 56-61.
111. In addition, if share pricing were unaffected by the seller's tax, then a cut in that tax would
presumably not change the volume of sales. Yet the recent controversy regarding the extent to
which a capital gains tax reduction increases the number of realizations tends to belie that conclusion. See Jones, Treasury, JCT Square Off on CapitalGains Figures, 47 TAx NomS 7-9 (1990).
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end of the transaction. 12 Furthermore, the stock sale tax may not be borne
in those cases, for example, in which the seller is tax-exempt or has a high
basis attributable to the application of section 1014.113 For these reasons,
one could contend that even without the capital gains preference, complete
elimination of the distributions tax burden still creates some amount of po1 14
tential windfall.
A more practical response is simply to point to the revenue considerations
involved, including the distributional impact of repealing the distributions
tax. 1 5 Any potential advantage that would be obtained from repeal of the
distributions tax must be weighed against the disadvantage that would be
caused by provisions that would have to be enacted to replace the revenue
produced by the present tax.11 6 Quite clearly, this balance cannot be struck
in the abstract.
In any event, there is considerable irony in this line of analysis. The proposal described in this article, although developed in response to the repeal of
the capital gains preference in 1986, may turn out to be less justified because
of that repeal. Or, put another way, the looming reinstatement of the preference (and therefore reinstitution of the potential windfall) may make this
11 7
proposal more necessary and acceptable.
A final question is whether the distributions tax could be repealed and
replaced by a higher corporate income tax that would offset the windfall benefit of the repeal to existing shareholders. The answer is no. Unless the increase in the corporate income tax rate were accompanied by a
corresponding increase in the shareholder income tax rate, corporations
could distribute their earnings free of any distributions tax liability, thereby
avoiding the heavier corporate income tax burden. In short, far from creating a "neutral" tax system with respect to corporate distribution and acquisition policy, such a proposal would bias the decisionmaking process strongly
112. See Stein, The Taxation of Realized Capital Gains, 43 TAX NoTs 1013, 1013-14 (1989)
(realization doctrine allows purchaser to hold capital asset without paying tax on appreciation,
thereby lowering effective rate of tax at sale).
113. I.R.C. § 1014 (providing for stepped-up basis on appreciated property acquired from a
decedent).
114. A partial counterargument here is that the appropriate measure of the buyer's discount may
not be the pure dividend-tax expectation but rather some blended tax burden that takes into ac- '
count the buyer's ability to withdraw funds from the corporation in the future without bearing the
full dividend tax. See supra notes 103-105 and accompanying text.
115. See J. PECHMAN, FEDERAL TAX POLICY 179-81 (5th ed. 1987).
116. See ALI REPORTER'S 1989 STUDY, supra note 6, at 52 n.47; Surrey, Reflections on "Integration" of Corporationand IndividualIncome Taxes, 28 NAT'L TAx J. 335, 337-39 (1975).
117. Indeed, for reasons developed subsequently, and regardless of where one stands on the capital gains issue generally, there is a great deal of merit to reintroduction of a reduced tax rate on
gains from corporate stock sales. Under the proposal, it is specifically recommended that such gains
not be taxed; this lends greater plausibility to the discount pricing of shares in the various examples
illustrating the operation of the proposal. See infra Part II.c.6.
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in favor of immediate distributions and would do little to prevent the windfall to current shareholders.
Interestingly, this suggests that recent efforts to limit the deductibility of
interest by corporations may be misplaced. 118 The use of the interest deduction to shelter the future income stream of a corporate investment presumably could be replicated by the leveraging of the investment had it not been
made by a corporation. 119 Thus, increasing the amount of corporate debt
outstanding does not necessarily produce any windfall to existing shareholders, just as increasing corporate income tax rates does not eliminate the potential windfall created by elimination of the distributions tax.1 20 Congress
should instead focus on whether debt replaces existing equity without payment of the proper distributions tax. One way to do this is to deny the interest deduction on debt used to carry out a "corporate equity reduction
transaction," a term first utilized in the 1989 Act. 121 Unfortunately, this approach would be difficult to implement; money being fungible, it is nearly
impossible to determine with any degree of confidence the use to which loan
proceeds are put. 122 Moreover, this approach would do nothing to restrict
the windfall possibilities under current law of a distribution without debt.
The proposed distributions tax provides a more comprehensive, yet simpler,
123
method of preventing the windfall gains to existing shareholders.
118. See, e.g., The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989, § 7202, 103 Stat. at 2330-32
(adding I.R.C. § 163(e)(5)) (denying portion of interest deduction with respect to certain high yield
original issue discount obligations). A number of other proposals were the subject of House Ways
and Means Committee hearings in 1989. See HOUSE COMM. ON WAYS AND MEANS, 101ST CONG.,
1ST SESS., PRESS RELEASE No. 13 (Apr. 12, 1989), reprintedin 43 TAx NOTES 349 (1989); cf. CRS
REPORT, supra note 74, at 35-36.
119. See Stiglitz, supra note 99, at 7 (because individual borrowing is a substitute for corporate
borrowing and interest payments on individual borrowing are also tax deductible, the advantage of
corporate borrowing is not the savings in the corporate income tax, but the difference between such
savings and the savings that would have accrued had there been individual borrowing instead).
120. An increase in the amount of debt financing may present legitimate tax policy and revenue
concerns because of the tax rate differential that is commonly present between the debtor and creditor, or because of the failure of the tax system to adjust debt for factors such as inflation. Although
these concerns may justify an across-the-board reexamination of the tax treatment of debt transactions, they cannot be used to explain a proposal that focuses solely upon the corporate interest
deduction.
121. The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989, § 7211(b), 103 Stat. at 2342, (adding
I.R.C. § 172(m)(3)). See ALI REPORTER'S 1982 STUDY, supra note 6, at 381-83; ALI REPORTER'S
1989 STUDY, supra note 6, at 80-83; CORPORATE TAX REFORM: A REPORT OF THE INVITATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SUBCHAPTER C 245 (G. Yin & G. Mundstock eds. 1988) [hereinafter
CORPORATE TAX REFORM] (comments of Professor William Andrews); Bryan, supra note 74, at
1069.
122. Of course, this doesn't stop the Internal Revenue Service from trying. Cf. Treas. Reg.
§ 1.163-8T (1987) (prescribing rules for allocating interest expense for purposes of applying code
sections relating to passive loss limitations and nonbusiness interest limitations).
123. This conclusion of course makes no judgment regarding whether there may be valid nontax
reasons, such as the increased threat of bankruptcy, to justify some congressional limitation on the
use of corporate debt.
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2. Imposition of a distributions tax at the corporate level
This proposal assumes the imposition of a tax upon the distribution of
earnings out of corporate solution. But that tax could be imposed either on
the distributing corporation or, as under current law, on the distributee upon
receipt of the distribution.
Liquidity considerations do not provide a preference for which party
should be burdened with the tax. Current law generally resolves liquidity
concerns by imposing the tax only upon those who actually receive a distribution of assets out of corporate solution. 124 But a tax imposed at the corpo-

rate level resolves these concerns just as easily because it reduces the
distribution by the amount of the tax. The distributee receives a smaller dis-

tribution, but without any further tax burden imposed. Mathematically, the
revenue raised by a shareholder-level distributions tax at rate r on the

amount received by a distributee (before payment of the tax) can be matched
by a corporate-level tax at rate r/(-r)on the amount distributed by the cor125
poration (after payment of the tax).
Considerations involving the collection of the tax militate strongly in favor

of imposing the burden at the corporate level. From a compliance stand-

point, there is evidence of a substantial amount of underreporting or uonreporting of income that arises in the form of dividends and interet, 126 yet the
public may not be willing to accept remedial measures, such as withholding,
to insure a greater level of compliance.127 The proposal addresses this con124. I.R.C. § 305(b)-(c) are exceptions to this, requiring, under certain circumstances, that an
actual or constructive stock dividend be taxed as a distribution of property subject to section 301.
125. For example, a 28-percent shareholder-level tax on the gross amount of a distribution will
generate the same amount of revenue as a corporate-level tax of approximgttely 38.89 percent on the
net amount distributed by the corporation after its payment of the tax. Thus, if a corporation has
$100 of earnings available for distribution to its shareholders, a 28-percent shareholder-level tax
produces $28 of tax revenue. A 38.89-percent corporate-level tax produces exactly the same
amount of revenue if the tax base is $72 (38.89% x $72 = $28), the net amount distributed by the
corporation after payment of the corporate-level distributions tax. In either case, the shareholders
wind up with $72 after taxes.
126. In 1982, the IRS estimated that there was a compliance rate of only 85 percent with respect
to dividend income and only 89 percent with respect to interest income, in contrast to a 99 percent
rate for wage income. S. REP. No. 494, 97th Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 1, at 228 (1982). This was estimated to result in an annual revenue loss in excess of $8 billion. SENATE COMM. ON FINANCE,
98TH CONG., lsT SEss., EXPLANATION OF COMMITTEE AMENDMENT TO H.R. 2973 3 (Comm.
Print 1983) [hereinafter EXPLANATION OF COMM. AMENDMENT TO H.R. 2973].
127. The interest and dividend withholding provisions that were enacted by the Tax Equity and
Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982, Pub. L. No. 97-248, §§ 301-08, 96 Stat. 576-91, were repealed in
1983 by Pub. L. No. 98-67, § 102, 97 Stat. 369-71 (codified as amended at I.R.C. §§ 3451-56 (1988))
before the provisions ever went into effect, following considerable turmoil and controversy.
Whether this action reflects the public's unwillingness to accept withholding is, however, unclear.
One reason for the repeal was the "perception that withholding might impose undue burdens on
conscientious taxpayers." EXPLANATION OF COMM. AMENDMENT TO H.R. 2973, supra note 126,
at 6. But this perception has been criticized as invalid. See LeDuc, An Evaluation of Recent Tax-
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cern by shifting the burden of the tax from the shareholder to the corporation. Thus, the proposal is not merely a withholding scheme whereby the
distributees continue to be the taxpaying entities who must cope with the
administrative nuisance of matching amounts distributed with amounts of
tax withheld. With the corporation as the taxpaying entity, a tremendous
amount of paperwork would be eliminated, while also greatly enhancing the
collection of the tax.128

The current imposition of the tax burden on the distributees also undermines collection of a uniformly determined distributions tax because of a
variety of factors at the shareholder level that are extraneous to, and sometimes inconsistent with, the imposition of that tax. Historically, the most
obvious bias in the determination of the distributions tax has been that certain distributions were eligible to be taxed at preferential capital gains rates.
In addition, under current law, if the distributee has inherited his stock recently, the distributions tax may be greatly reduced or completely eliminated. 129 Yet if the inheritance occurs immediately after the distribution, the
proper amount of distributions tax may be collected. 130 Further, when the
distributee is not a taxpaying entity, but is, for example, a charity, pension
fund, or foreigner not subject to tax in this country, the distributions tax may
be nonexistent. 13 ' A tax imposed at the corporate level is unaffected by these
payer Compliance Legislation and Future Options, 20 TAx NOTES 115, 121 (1983) (noting that
taxpayers can avoid burdens of estimated tax payments if withholding is implemented). Some have
attributed the congressional action simply to "panic" spread by the "banking industry's campaign
to combine misinformation with sophisticated mass mailing techniques." H.R. REP. No. 120, 98th
Cong., 1st Sess. 22 (1983) (supplemental views of Congressmen Dan Rostenkowski, Barber B. Conable, Jr., J.J. Pickle, Fortney H. Stark, Thomas J. Downey, James M. Shannon, Robert T. Matsui,
and Bill Frenzel).
128. The General Accounting Office (GAO) recently reviewed one aspect of the backup withholding provisions enacted in 1982 and amended in 1983 in conjunction with the repeal of interest
and dividend withholding. Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982, § 301, 96 Stat. at 578,
repealed by Interest and Dividend Compliance Act of 1983, § 102(a), 97 Stat. at 369 (codified as
amended at I.R.C. § 3406 (1988)). Under backup withholding, payees who fail to furnish an accurate taxpayer identification number are generally subject to withholding at a rate of 20 percent.
I.R.C. § 3406(a)(1). The GAO discovered that of the over 400 million interest and dividend returns
filed for tax year 1985, approximately 28.5 million contained missing or inaccurate taxpayer identification numbers, and no withholding was taking place with respect to the overwhelming majority
of those erroneous or incomplete returns. UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, TAX
ADMINISTRATION: ACCURACY OF TAXPAYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS ON INFORMATION RETURNS CAN BE IMPROVED 17-18 (1988).
129. See I.R.C. § 1014(a)(1).
130. There is no particular policy to support this distinction. Some might contend that this is an
example of a larger problem, Le. section 1014, which should be addressed directly. This proposal
adopts a much more incrementalist view, and attempts to remedy some of the anomalous results
under section 1014 in the corporate distributions area only. Congress has recently demonstrated a
willingness to "chip away" at section 1014 in exactly this manner. See Pub. L. No. 99-514, § 501,
100 Stat. 2085, 2236-37 (1986) (codified as amended at I.R.C. § 469(g)(2) (1988)).
131. See I.R.C. § 512(b)(1), (5), which excludes from unrelated business taxable income of a tax-
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considerations and insures that a distribution out of corporate solution results in the same level of burden regardless of whether Congress resurrects
the capital gains preference and regardless of when the distribution takes
place or who the distributee is.
In short, aside from the clear compliance and paperwork-reduction benefits of a corporate-level distributions tax, its principal advantage is that it
furthers the policy goal of imposing a uniform level of tax, no matter how the
distribution is effected. Of course, this "advantage" may also be its principal
shortcoming. Specifically, one could object to a distributee-blind corporatelevel distributions tax precisely because it is insufficiently sensitive to the income tax status of the distributee. This issue is discussed next.
3.

Treatment of tax-exempt investors; the problem of shareholder tax
rate differentials

Because the proposal calls for a uniform corporate-level tax on all distributions, regardless of the distributee's tax status, it raises special problems in
the area of distributions to tax-exempt shareholders as well as lower-bracket
shareholders.1 32 What is the rationale for imposing the same indirect burden
on all shareholders, without any mitigation for differences in their income tax
status?
As a preliminary matter, it should be noted that there are competing policy concerns here: the desirability of having taxpayers in different income tax
brackets, including the zero tax bracket, versus the need to implement a uniform tax burden on all corporate distributions. Current law is far from "neutral" with respect to these competing concerns. In effect, current law simply
permits other policies to override the policy of imposing a consistent distributions tax. This can have the adverse effect of disrupting corporate decisionmaking by creating biases for or against the existence and form of a
distribution.
In addition, the current law's exemption of tax-exempt shareholders from
the distributions tax in certain circumstances permits the avoidance of that
tax even by taxable shareholders. This may be the result when a taxable
shareholder contributes corporate stock to a charity and claims a charitable
deduction for the full value of the stock, even though the corporation subsequently redeems the charity's interest.1 33 There does not seem to be any parexempt entity both dividends and gains from the sale or exchange of property (other than inventory-

type property).
132. The flattened tax rate structure enacted as part of the 1986 Act mitigates this concern somewhat. See I.R.C. § 1.
133. See Grove v. Comm'r, 490 F.2d 241, 242, 247 (2d Cir. 1973) (no income recognized by
taxpayer who annually donated shares of closely held corporation to tax-exempt educational institu-

tion, even though taxpayer retained life interest in income earned from the gift and corporation
redeemed the gift shares annually); Carrington v. Comm'r, 476 F.2d 704, 709 (5th Cir. 1973)
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ticular policy justification for this result.
One could argue that a uniform corporate-level distributions tax is justified
to the extent the market price of shares reflects the expectation of a fully

taxable distribution. For example, assume a distributions tax of 30 percent
and the existence of no other taxes. Under the discount theory, if share price
fully capitalizes the eventual distributions tax, then the stock of a corpora-

tion whose only assets consist of $100 in accumulated earnings should trade
at about $70. If the stock is available at that price to both taxable and tax-

exempt purchasers, it appears that the tax-exempt buyer, who is exempt from
the distributions tax, can obtain a windfall by purchasing the stock. Accord-

ing to this argument, a corporate-level distributions tax is justified as a means
13 4
of eliminating that windfall.

The problem with this argument is that the same could be said with respect to almost any investment made by a tax-exempt entity. A taxable bond
is presumably priced on the assumption that its yield will be taxable to the
holders of the bond. 135 One could therefore argue that a tax-exempt purchaser of the bond also obtains a "windfall." In fact, the "windfall" is argua-

bly nothing more than the value of the tax exemption.
A somewhat better argument is that it is not appropriate simply to focus
upon the particular distributee's tax status. As discussed earlier, any nondiv-

idend distribution may be reconstructed as a pro-rata distribution to all
shareholders followed by purchases and sales of stock among those shareholders. 136 Because of this, one could characterize the distributions tax as a
substitute for the tax burden to all the shareholders had there been such a

pro-rata distribution. Therefore, it must take into account their collective
(same). The Internal Revenue Service has generally acquiesced in this result, and will challenge
such cases "only if the donee is legally bound, or can be compelled by the corporation, to surrender
the shares for redemption." Rev. Rul. 78-197, 1978-1 C.B. 83. Charitable bailouts ordinarily can
be structured to avoid this condition without difficulty. The 1986 Act has reduced the attractiveness of this transaction somewhat by treating the unrealized appreciation in the contributed stock as
a preference item for purposes of the alternative minimum tax. See I.R.C. § 57(a)(6). Even this
tiny effort at squelching charitable bailouts, however, has been strongly opposed by charities, and
the Senate Finance Committee voted in late 1989 to repeal the rule for one year. See H.R. 3299,
101st Cong., 1st Sess. § 6611(d) (1989), 135 CONG. REG. S12629 (daily ed. Oct. 4, 1989) (as approved by Senate Finance Committee). The bill got caught up in the 1989 capital gains controversy, and was dropped on the Senate floor. See 135 CONG. REC. S13349-57, 13388 (daily ed. Oct.
13, 1989).
134. See ALI REPORTER'S 1989 STUDY, supra note 6, at 74.
135. For this reason, issuers of tax-exempt instruments can reduce their yield below the market
rate for comparable taxable instruments. See STAFF OF THE JOINT COMM. ON TAXATION, TAX
REFORM PROPOSALS: TAX TREATMENT OF STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT BONDS 50-51

(Comm. Print 1985). This subsidy has been criticized as inefficient because of the inability to reduce
the yield of the instrument to reflect the full tax benefit available to bondholders in the highest tax
bracket. Id. See also Oliver, Section 265(2): A CounterproductiveSolution to a Nonexistent Problem, 40 TAX L. REv. 351, 402-08 (1985).
136. See Chirelstein, supra note 49, at 746.
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13 7
tax status and not just that of the shareholders who are actually redeemed.

But this argument still does not completely explain why a full distributions
tax burden should be imposed when there is a pro-rata distribution and some
138
of the shareholders are tax-exempt.
Reconsideration of the nature and purpose of the corporate distributions
tax itself provides another possible argument. As we have seen, the effect of
a distributions tax is to impose an "extra" burden on corporate investment.
"hat that tax represents and why it is imposed, however, are far from clear.
Some have justified it as the price of access to capital markets. 139 But
whatever the reason for the tax, what it does not seem to represent is a levy
on "income." The tax is more akin, perhaps, to a charge that is imposed
each time the corporate form is utilized and that should be shared pro-rata
by all of those owning shares at the time and obtaining the "benefit" of cor-

porate form. 140 As such, there is no apparent reason why the amount of the
137. See ALI REPORTER'S 1989 STUDY, supra note 6, at 73-74.
138. The ALI Reporter's 1989 Study avoids part of this problem by excepting ordinary dividends
from its minimum tax on distributions. According to the Study, this exception would allow for the
preservation of shareholder income tax rates in such distributions. See ALI REPORTER'S 1989
STUDY, supra note 6, at 7, 55, 62-63. But this exception seems inconsistent with the notion that a
uniform tax burden should be imposed on all distributions, no matter how effected. The exception
would create a bias in favor of the excepted form of distribution; indeed, far from simply removing
the current law bias in favor of nondividend distributions and taxing them just like dividends, the
exception would actually impose a tax on nondividend distributions that is more harsh than the one
on ordinary dividends.
Moreover, as a practical matter, the exception could reintroduce complexities thought to have
been eliminated by the distributions tax proposal. For example, if an ordinary dividend is to be
excepted from the minimum tax on distributions, should a distribution effected in the form of a
nondividend, but with a dividend "effect" (as determined from the shareholder's perspective), similarly qualify for the exception? Would this recreate the need for provisions such as section 302 of
the Code?
More generally, the exception ignores the view, discussed infra text accompanying notes 139-40,
that the distributions tax, at heart, is not an "income" tax, and that therefore, the income tax status
of the distributee is really irrelevant to the measurement of the proper tax burden.
139. See CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE, REVISING THE CORPORATE INCOME TAX 41-45

(1985) (justifying corporate income taxation as payment for the benefits of incorporation, including
access to financial capital markets, and other reasons); R. GOODE, supra note 97, at 27-30 (justifying corporate income taxation as charge for corporate benefits including limited liability, perpetual
life, and easy transfer of ownership); J. PECHMAN, supra note 115, at 129-30 (justifying corporate
income taxation as a charge for the earnings and economic power derived from a large supply of
capital and as a safeguard for the individual income tax). According to one commentator, a principal rationale for the income tax exemption for nonprofit organizations is the need to compensate
these organizations for their lack of access to capital markets. See Hansmann, The Rationalefor
Exempting Nonprofit Organizationsfrom the CorporateIncome Tax, 91 YALE L.J. 54, 72-75 (1981)
[hereinafter Hansmann 1981]. An unanswered question is whether the greater availability of capital
to corporations translates into enhanced efficiency and productivity for assets held in corporate
solution.
140. It is instructive that when the corporate income tax, rather than the distributions tax, is
viewed as the "extra" burden on corporate investment, the corporate income tax has been described
in the same manner as this. See Flint v. Stone Tracy Co., 220 U.S. 107, 151-52 (1911) (corporation
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burden or charge should fluctuate with the income tax bracket of the shareholder involved.
In fact, the inability of the corporate income tax to take into account
shareholder income tax rate differentials may be the true failing of the corporate tax system. Under current law, the marginal burden of the corporate

income tax is relatively greater for low-bracket shareholders than for highbracket ones. 14 1 But if the corporate income tax is meant simply to mirror

the shareholder-level income tax, this result may not be justified. Had the
shareholders invested directly in an income-producing activity rather than
through a corporation, the tax rate differential would have been preserved
with respect to the income generated. 142 There does not appear to be any
theoretical reason why that differential should be lost when the investment is
143
made through a corporation.
Under this view, because of the unrelated business income tax, 144 tax-ex-

empt entities may be less justified in criticizing a uniform distributions tax
than low-bracket shareholders. One can argue that a tax-exempt entity owning corporate stock should indirectly bear both the corporate income tax and

the corporate distributions tax: the former as a surrogate for the unrelated
business income tax that would arise had the tax-exempt entity invested directly in the corporate business activity, and the latter as the price for utiliza1 45
tion of corporate form.
tax measured by income justified as payment for privilege of operating as corporate organization).
See also sources cited supra note 139. In that regard, the ALI Reporter's original "excise tax" may
be as accurate a term as possible.
141. For example, assuming a flat corporate income tax rate of 30 percent, a shareholder in the
15-percent tax bracket bears a total tax burden of 40.5 percent (30% + (15% x 70%)) of each
dollar earned by the corporation. A shareholder in the 30-percent tax bracket bears a total tax
burden of 51 percent (30% + (30% x 70%)) of corporate earnings. Thus, for each dollar earned
by the corporation, the higher bracket shareholder has an approximately 26 percent ((51 - 40.5)/
40.5) greater tax cost than the lower bracket shareholder. In contrast, had the income been earned
directly by the shareholders and not through a corporation, the higher bracket shareholder would
have had a 100-percent ((30 - 15)/15) greater tax cost than the lower bracket shareholder. See J.
PECHMAN, supra note 115, at 179-81; Mundstock, supra note 104, at 21; Warren, supra note 85, at
771 n.155. The corporate tax system is believed to be progressive ultimately because of the relatively high bracket status of investors as a whole. See C. MCLURE, supra note 96, at 29-30; J.
PECHMAN, supra note 115, at 179-80.

142. Indeed, in a fully integrated corporate system, presumably that is how the income would be
taxed. See C. MCLURE, supra note 96, at 3.
143. See Bradford, supra note 77, at 2 ("the problem [of current law] ... is not the extra tax
imposed on distributions, but the divergence between shareholder and corporation tax rates on
retained earnings"). The proposal generally assumes that the income tax rates of corporations and
shareholders are the same. The discussion in the text suggests that this assumption should be an
explicit policy goal.
144. I.R.C. § 511(a)(1).
145. This assumes, of course, the legitimacy of the unrelated business income tax. A different
conclusion would be reached if one viewed the unrelated business income tax as unjustified. See
Bittker & Rahdert, The Exemption of Nonprofit Organizationsfrom FederalIncome Taxation, 85
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Finally, there is an alternative, more pragmatic reason for imposing a uniform tax on all distributions, including those made to tax-exempt entities. If
there were no unrelated business income tax, there would be a strong bias in
favor of distributing earnings to tax-exempt shareholders instead of reinvesting those earnings in corporate solution. Also, tax-exempts presumably
would be encouraged to sell their corporate portfolio stock investments and
to own their unrelated business assets directly, thereby decreasing investment
diversification. 146 A tax imposed on the distribution might serve the useful
purpose of counteracting these biases to some degree. 147
This rationale holds true even when we consider the current unrelated
business income tax. This tax is not comprehensive-various forms of passive investment income are exempt.148 A uniform corporate distributions tax
therefore helps to make less attractive the distribution of passive-income generating assets out of corporate solution and directly into a tax-exempt entity's
hands. 149

The existence of a comprehensive unrelated business income tax' 5o would
YALE L.J. 299, 316-26 (1976) (arguing that tax on unrelated business activity makes income tax
more regressive); Rose-Ackerman, Unfair Competition and CorporateIncome Taxation, 34 STAN.
L. REv. 1017, 1036-39 (1982) (arguing that the unrelated business activity tax "creates more unfairness than it can possibly prevent"). Under this view, the indirect burden of the corporate income
tax, and not the corporate distributionstax, may be the price for the use of corporate form. See
Hansmann 1981, supra note 139.
Professor Hansmann has argued that the exclusion of passive investment income, and particularly dividend income, from the unrelated business income tax should be preserved. His rationale is
that earnings of a corporation owned by a tax-exempt entity would be subject to two taxes if the
dividend exclusion were repealed, whereas the same earnings would be subject to only one tax (the
unrelated business income tax) if the business were owned by the tax-exempt in unincorporated
form. See Hansmann, Unfair Competition and the UnrelatedBusiness Income Tax, 75 VA. L. REv.
605, 625-26 (1989) [hereinafter Hansmann 1989]. But the exact same point could be made with
respect to taxable shareholders of a corporation. Hansmann's rationale, therefore, supports repeal
of the distributions tax altogether. If the distributions tax is to be preserved, the tax should be
applicable to both taxable and tax-exempt investors.
146. See Hansmann 1989, supra note 145, at 614-15.
147. Indeed, to the extent the tax serves this role, the "tollcharge" theory, see supra note 86 and
accompanying text, becomes more plausible. The tax may be thought of as approximating the
present value of the future corporate income tax burden had the earnings not been distributed out of
corporate solution. This tollcharge is appropriate because there is no offsetting future shareholderlevel income tax burden on the earnings after the distribution.
Technically, however, a uniform distributions tax is neutral, and therefore cannot offset a bias in
favor of immediate distribution. See supra Part II.A. But the tax can increase the cost of removing
earnings from corporate solution whether the distribution is immediate or delayed.
148. The principal items are dividends, interest, annuities, royalties, rents, and gains from the
sale or exchange of capital assets. See I.R.C. § 512(b)(1)-(3), (5).
149. For example, under current law, it is clearly more advantageous for a corporation to distribute an asset such as a corporate bond directly to its tax-exempt shareholders rather than to
retain the bond in corporate solution and distribute earnings derived from the bond to these shareholders. This is so because interest flowing from the bond will be subject to taxation if held by the
corporation, but not if held by the tax-exempt. See id. § 512(b)(1).
150. By "comprehensive," I mean an unrelated business income tax on all income other than
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present a tougher case, but a uniform corporate-level distributions tax could
still be justified under those circumstances. Assume, for example, a situation
in which, because of a comprehensive unrelated business income tax, the corporate income tax burden on an investment were comparable to a tax-exempt
investor's income tax burden on the same investment had it been made directly. The question in this case is whether distributions to the tax-exempt
investor should be free of the corporate distributionstax while distributions
to taxable investors would be subject to that tax. One might argue that if the
overall "mix" of tax-exempt and taxable investors in the equity markets were
relatively stable over time, there would be no bias created in favor of the
distribution versus retention of corporate earnings, even though distributions
to tax-exempt investors would escape the distributions tax altogether.1 51 But
this analysis is accurate only in the aggregate. On an individual, firm-by-firm
basis, as the composition of a firm's investors changed over time, there would
be incentives created either to distribute or to retain corporate earnings. The
proposal should take into account these firm-by-firm effects as well as the
1 52
overall impact.
Of course, to the extent the corporate income tax is not made sensitive to
shareholder tax rate differentials and a uniform distributions tax is nevertheless implemented, the marginal impact of the proposal for tax-exempt and
low-bracket shareholders will be to increase their cost of holding corporate
stock, making portfolio stock investments relatively less attractive to these
taxpayers than other comparable investments. At least in the case of taxexempts, this may already be the case.1 53 A possible remedy might be to
extend the unrelated business income tax to other forms of passive income as
well. 154
In conclusion, a uniform corporate-level distributions tax presents an effecitems, such as dividends, potentially subject to the corporate distributions tax. The taxation of such
items would then be controlled by the scope of the distributions tax.
151. For example, if there were a constant mix of approximately 50% tax-exempt and 50%
taxable investors in the equity markets over time, the aggregate distributions tax burden would be
unaffected by the timing of the distribution even if tax-exempts were consistently exempted from the
distributions tax.
152. For example, on an overall basis, a tax provision that induces a takeover of X corporation
could be considered "neutral" if the same provision also deters a takeover of comparably sized Y
corporation. But it is difficult to justify the existence of the provision, at least from a neutrality
standpoint, if its individual effects on X and Y are considered.
153. See Auerbach & King, Taxation, Portfolio Choice, andDebt-Equity Ratios: A GeneralEquilibrium Model, 98 Q.J. ECON. 587, 605-08 (1983) (examining the tax preference between debt and
equity for individual and pension plan portfolios).
154. A recent proposal to replace the corporate interest deduction with a bondholder-type credit
would have an effect similar to making interest income subject to the unrelated business income tax
(while leaving the corporate interest deduction unchanged). See Graetz, The Tax Aspects of Leveraged Buyouts and Other CorporateFinancialRestructuring Transactions,42 TAx NOTEs 721, 72425 (1989).
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tive, nondistortive means of implementing the policy goal of imposing a consistent tax burden on all distributions. Furthermore, the mechanics of
imposing and collecting the tax are far simpler and more efficient than under
current law. A necessary concomitant to imposing the distributions tax at
the corporate level is the discharge of any tax liability to distributees, and the
155
proposal so provides.
4. Ordinary distributions
The following examples illustrate the treatment of ordinary distributions
under the proposal. In each example, I have assumed a distributions tax rate'
based upon the current highest marginal income tax rate for individuals (assumed to be 28 percent) in order to facilitate comparison between the proposal and current law. Accordingly, the distributions tax rate is about 38.89
percent.156
Example (3): Corporation X makes a dividend distribution of $100 to
its shareholder, Mr. A.
Under current law, if Mr. A is in the 28-percent tax bracket, he is obliged
to pay a tax equal to 28 percent of the dividend, or $28. He is left with $72
after taxes.
Under the proposal, the tax on the distribution is imposed at the corporate
level, rather than at the shareholder level. If the corporation has $100 with
which to make a distribution, the corporation will only distribute an amount
that, after payment of the CDT, will result in a total outlay of $100. X will
determine that if it distributes $72, it will incur a CDT of $28 (38.89 percent
x $72), and so expend a total of $100. A receives the $72 distribution without
obligation to pay any tax. Thus, as under current law, Mr. A has $72 to keep
after taxes.
Example (4): Same as Example (3), except that Mr. A is only in the 15percent tax bracket.
Under current law, he has to pay 15 percent of the dividend, or $15, and
retains the remaining $85. In contrast, under the proposal, X corporation
still is subject to the $28 CDT, and A receives only $72 after taxes.
155. In contrast, the ALI Reporter's 1982 Study did not accompany its excise tax proposal (to be
imposed on the distributing corporation with respect to certain nondividend distributions) with any
relief to the redeeming shareholder. See ALI REPORTER'S 1982 STUDY, supra note 6, at 401-86.

But the Reporter's proposal was made during a time when the redeeming shareholder would have
been taxed at preferential capital gains rates. The reason for the Reporter's 1982 recommendation,
and its inapplicability to the present proposal, are explored infra, text accompanying notes 176-182.

The Reporter's 1989 Study offers relief to the distributee through a nonrefundable shareholder
credit. See ALI REPORTER'S 1989 STUDY, supra note 6, at 56-57.

156. See supra note 125.
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Example (5): Same as Example (3), except that the distributee is a taxexempt charity. Under current law, the $100 dividend is generally not
unrelated taxable income to the charity, so no tax is paid on its receipt.
Under the proposal, the CDT is $28, and the charity receives a distribution of only $72.
Example (6): Individuals A and B jointly form corporation Y; A contributes $6,000 in cash for a 60-percent interest in Y, and B contributes
$4,000 cash for the remaining 40-percent interest. Over time, Y earns
$75,750 and pays a corporate income tax of $25,750 (assuming a flat 34percent tax rate). 157 Y then distributes all of its after-tax earnings prorata to its shareholders as a dividend.
Under present law, the total distribution is $50,000, $30,000 to A and
$20,000 to B. Assuming that they are both in the 28-percent tax bracket,
they retain $21,600 and $14,400 after taxes, respectively. The government
collects a total of $14,000 as a result of the dividend distribution. Combined
with the corporate income tax payment of $25,750, the total tax liability of
$39,750 represents approximately 52.5 percent of the $75,750 corporate
earnings.
Under the proposal, Ypays a CDT of $14,000 (38.89 percent x $36,000
$14,000) and distributes $36,000: $21,600 to A and $14,400 to B. These
amounts are not subject to tax and are equal to what A and B would net
under current law. The proposal imposes the same combined 52.5 percent
tax burden of $39,750 on the total corporate earnings as current law.
-

5.

Recovery of contributed capital and treatment of nondividend and
liquidating distributions

In general, the distributions tax base should be the total amount of corporate earnings distributed. Thus, the tax base should exclude the amount of a
distribution that represents a return of contributed capital. Current law
deals with this issue inadequately because it often mismeasures the amount of
permissible capital recovery and provides inconsistent rules for the timing of
such recovery.
a Amount of permissible capital recovery
In imposing the distributions tax at the shareholder level, current law necessarily looks to the shareholder's basis to determine the amount of capital
recovery. But a shareholder's basis in his stock often reflects something
other than the amount of capital he has contributed to the corporation. In157. In order to facilitate comparisons with current law, these examples assume a flat corporate
income tax rate of 34 percent and an individual income tax rate of 28 percent, except as otherwise
indicated. Under "ideal" circumstances, the two rates would be the same.
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deed, a shareholder's basis in his corporate stock generally results from one
of three sources: (1) the amount of capital previously contributed to the corporation by the shareholder; (2) the amount by which the shareholder's basis
has been changed as a result of section 1014 of the Code; or (3) the cost of
the stock to the shareholder in a purchase from another shareholder. 158
A distribution equal to the amount of basis from the first source should not
properly be subject to any distributions tax, either at the shareholder or corporate level. This distribution is a return of the shareholder's capital
investment.
On the other hand, if a distribution equal to the amount of basis from the
second source-the section 1014 basis-is not taxed, earnings will have been
distributed out of corporate solution without imposition of the proper tax
burden. Although the shareholder may have basis in his stock equal to the
amount distributed, this amount nevertheless is comprised of the corporation's earnings and is not a mere return of contributed capital. As such, no
reduction in the distributions tax is justified.
A distribution equal to the amount of basis from the third source--basis
resulting from the cost of stock purchased from another shareholder-should
escape the distributions tax burden, but only if the seller of the stock was
subject to tax on the sale. In that event, the cost basis to the purchaser is
necessary to prevent duplication of the distributions tax. By paying tax on
the sale of stock, the seller in essence paid the distributions tax on the corporate earnings "distributed" to him in the form of sale proceeds. Those same
earnings should not be subject to another distributions tax when they are
actually distributed out of corporate solution to the share purchaser. 159
If, however, as is proposed here, the seller of the stock is not subject to tax
on the sale, there is no rational basis for providing a tax-free recovery of an
amount that reflects this third item of basis. Indeed, it would be totally inappropriate to do so.
In sum, the proposal permits a reduction in the distributions tax base only
by the amount of contributed capital. Only to that extent does a corporate
distribution reflect the mere return of contributed capital and not the distri158. In a transferred basis stock acquisition, see, eg., I.R.C. § 1015, the acquiring shareholder's
basis may also derive from one of these sources with respect to a previous owner of the stock.
159. The ALI Reporter takes a different view of this issue. He concludes that even if the seller of
the stock was subject to tax on the sale, the purchaser should not be entitled to avoid the tax on a
distribution reflecting a return of the purchaser's cost basis. See ALI REPORTER'S 1989 STUDy,
supra note 6, at 58-61. The Reporter's position is premised on the assumption that share price
reflects only the buyer's prospective tax burdens, and is unaffected by the seller's tax cost on the
sale. Under these circumstances, any attempt to exempt the buyer from tax on a distribution equal
to the amount of his cost basis would amount to granting a windfall to the buyer. The Reporter
agrees that the proper solution is to reduce the tax burden to the seller on the stock sale, although
the Study does not make any specific recommendation to that effect. Id. at 49.
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bution of corporate earnings. Because a shareholder's basis in stock is not
limited to this single item, the proposal requires the corporation, as the taxpaying entity, to keep track of the amount of contributed capital by maintamining a "contributed capital account" or "CCA."16° In the case of a taxdeferred contribution to a corporation of appreciated or depreciated property, the CCA would ordinarily reflect the contributing shareholder's basis in
the property contributed.161
b. Timing of permissible capital recovery
Current law is also deficient in its determination of when capital may be
160. As suggested earlier, maintenance of a contributed capital account, at least on a goingforward basis, may be considerably simpler than accounting for earnings and profits and may permit repeal of the earnings and profits concept for distributions tax purposes. See supra text accompanying notes 20-22. Accounting for past contributed capital, however, presents formidable
obstacles and, in the absence of some simplifying convention, it might be preferable to ignore such
amounts altogether. Cf. ALI REPORTER'S 1982 STUDY, supra note 6, at 480-83; ALl REPORTER'S

1989 STUDY, supra note 6, at 66-69. Thus, the burden would be on the corporation to establish the
amount of its CCA and, if the burden is not yet satisfied, the amount would be treated as zero. This
is basically a transitional problem, and should be dealt with as such.
The ALI Reporter's 1982 and 1989 Studies both recommend maintenance of a "qualified contributed capital" account, defined generally as the equity capital paid into a corporation after the effective date of the proposal. ALI REPORTER'S 1982 STUDY, supra note 6, at 367-68; ALI REPORTER'S

1989 STUDY, supra note 6, at 88-89. The purpose of the account is to equalize the tax treatment of
debt and equity capital by permitting a deduction for dividends paid on the "new equity" contributions. The special problems presented by the bias against equity contributions are discussed infra
Part II.c. 10.a. The present proposal is more limited; it does not differentiate between new and old
equity and is designed simply to allow the eventual recovery of contributed capital without any
distributions tax consequences. One could argue that if the distributions tax is not an "income" tax,
there is no need to be wedded to income tax principles such as the notion of a tax-free recovery of
basis. Under this view, the CCA concept could be dispensed with altogether.
161. Cf. I.R.C. § 362(a) (transferred basis for property acquired in § 351 transaction or as contribution to capital). For example, assume a person has a basis of $300 in property worth $1,000. If
that person contributes the property to a corporation in a tax-deferred manner under section 351 of
the Code, the proposal would treat the property transfer as a contribution of $300 of capital and
$700 of built-in gain or potential corporate "earnings." Although one could argue that the built-in
gain is really shareholder rather than corporate earnings, and therefore should not increase the
distributions tax base of the corporation, the extra tax burden can be justified as the "price" for
deferring the tax to the shareholder at the time of the contribution. Cf Beghe, supra note 89, at
766 n.93 (in a tax-deferred contribution of appreciated property, ALI qualified contributed capital
should be increased only by basis of property contributed in the absence of any tax detriment on the
transfer); Blum, Taxing the CorporateShareholder-Some Old Problems Reconsidered, 53 TAxES
217, 224 (1975) [hereinafter Blum 1975] (distortion of tax base that occurs when a controlling group
contributes appreciated assets to the controlled corporation is "necessary cost of passing up recognition of gain to controlling group on contribution of appreciated assets."). To prevent the duplication of built-in losses, perhaps a different rule should be adopted for contributions of depreciated
property. See Yin, Taxing CorporateLiquidations (andRelatedMatters)After the Tax Reform Act
of 1986, 42 TAx L. REv. 573, 645-48 (1987). A different rule also may be appropriate for corporate
contributors of property. In this case, to preclude an inappropriate increase in the potential distributions tax base, the subsidiary's CCA presumably should be increased by the net value (and not
just the basis) of the assets contributed. See infra notes 263-265 and accompanying text.
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recovered. In the case of ordinary distributions, the Code generally provides
that corporate earnings are distributed first; thus the distribution is taxable as
a dividend to the extent of the corporation's current or accumulated earnings
and profits. 162 If the distribution exhausts the earnings and profits account,
however, current law permits the excess, which may merely reflect net un63
realized corporate-level gain, to be treated as a tax-free return of capital.1
Timing deficiencies are even more pronounced in the case of nondividend
distributions. In those cases, even when corporate earnings and profits have
not yet been exhausted, current law sometimes permits recovery of capital
treatment. 164 In fact, since repeal of the preferential capital gains rate, one of
the principal reasons for distinguishing between dividend and nondividend
distributions has been to determine whether the distributee can recover

basis. 165
The principal source of these timing deficiencies is the false analogy the
Code draws between a nondividend distribution and a straight sale of stock
to another shareholder.1 66 As we have seen, these two transactions are
viewed as comparable from the shareholder's perspective.1 67 Accordingly,
current law attempts to cut a fine line, identifying those cases in which the
recipient of a nondividend distribution should be permitted recovery of basis,
as would be the case in a stock sale.1 68 The analogy and resulting distinction
are false because they completely ignore the corporation's perspective of the
transactions. One transaction removes assets from corporate solution; the
other does not. This difference affects not only the question of whether a
distributions tax should be imposed, but also the share pricing of the stock
1 69
sale and redemption.
The proposal cures these deficiencies by imposing a distributions tax on
nondividend distributions but not on stock sales.' 70 In addition, because the
162. I.R.C. §§ 301(a), (c)(1), 316(a).
163. Id. § 301(c).
164. Under section 302(d), a redemption is taxed as an ordinary distribution unless it falls within
one of the section 302(b) safe harbors. If a safe harbor test is satisfied, the transaction is treated as a
distribution "in part or full payment in exchange for the stock [redeemed]." Id. § 302(a). As an
"exchange", the redeemed shareholder is entitled to offset the amount distributed to him by all or
some portion of his basis in the stock, even if the distributing corporation's earnings and profits
account exceeds the amount of the distribution. Id. § 1001(a). A distribution received by a shareholder in liquidation of a corporation is generally afforded "exchange" treatment. Id. § 331(a).
165. See Wolfman, Subchapter C and the 100th Congress, 33 TAx NOTES 669, 670 (1986).
166. See I.R.C. § 302(a).
167. See supra Part I.c.
168. See supra notes 31-44 and accompanying text. The analogy to a stock sale transaction is
also the reason that liquidating distributions and redemptions qualifying as an "exchange" have
traditionally been afforded preferential capital gains treatment. See B. BrITrKER & J. EUSTICE,
supra note 15, at t 9.01.
169. See infra pp. 1887, 1890, examples (12) and (14).
170. See infra text accompanying notes 208-217.
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proposal substitutes a uniform corporate-level distributions tax for the current shareholder-level tax, the combined current and prospective distributions tax burdens involved in a nondividend distribution and a stock sale are
identical. 17 1 These changes eliminate most of the timing distinctions under
current law. As a practical matter, the proposal reserves capital recovery for
liquidating distributions and treats distributions prior to liquidation as out of
172
corporate earnings.
c. Treatment of nonliquidatingdistributionsin excess of corporateearnings
A further capital recovery problem arises under current law when, for example, distributions are made either by a corporation that has distributed all
of its earnings but has not yet liquidated, or by a corporation that has depreciated assets but also has earnings and profits sufficient to cover a forthcoming distribution. How should a subsequent distribution be treated for tax
purposes? Depending upon whether the corporate earnings and profits account has been measured correctly (or even if it has been measured correctly
in the case of the corporation with depreciated assets), current law can create
a combination of dividend income to the distributee plus a capital loss on the
subsequent surrender of the stock.173 This may seem to some unfair, at least
as long as the limitation on the deductibility of capital losses remains in
effect.

174

Under the proposal, all distributions prior to a liquidating distribution are
assumed to be out of earnings, and not a return of contributed capital. This
means that if contributed capital is, in fact, distributed prior to the liquidation, there will be an overpayment of the distributions tax. However, upon
the liquidating distribution, the proposal provides for a negative distributions
tax, or a distributions tax credit, to offset the previously overpaid distribu175
tions tax.
171. In the stock sale, the prospective corporate distributions tax is the total amount of accumulated corporate earnings times the distributions tax rate. In the redemption, there is an immediate
corporate distributions tax based upon the earnings distributed plus a prospective tax on the remaining earnings not distributed. Those two tax burdens should ordinarily be the same. See infra
pp. 1887, 1890, examples (12) and (14).
172. The continuing bias against corporate equity capital contributions also distorts the timing of
capital recovery. See infra pp. 1891-92, examples (15A)-(15C) and accompanying discussion. See
also infra Part II.c.10.a.
173. See, eg., CORPORATE TAX REFORM, supra note 121, at 242-43 (comment regarding this
inequitable result under current law in the area of stock buybacks). This problem can also arise
when there is a deficit in one of the earnings and profits accounts.
174. I.R.C. § 1211. Because of this perceived unfairness, some commentators have proposed
allowing capital losses to offset an unlimited amount of dividend income. See Ginsburg, Levin,
Canellos & Eustice, Reexamining Subchapter C: An Overview and Some Modest Proposals to Stimulate Debate, in CORPORATE TAX REFORM, supra note 121, at 43.
175. See infra pp. 1886-87, examples (10) and (11).
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d. Is there a need for an additional tax burden under the proposal in the
case of nondividend distributions?
In 1982, the ALI Reporter recommended imposing an excise tax on nondividend distributions in order to offset an asserted tax advantage of these
transactions under existing law. 176 This advantage flowed from the fact that,
in contrast to a stock sale to another shareholder, a nondividend distribution
actually removes funds from corporate solution, thereby eliminating a portion of the future corporate income tax base.
For instance, in the earlier example involving the corporation whose only
assets consist of ten $1,000 bonds, with each bond providing an annual market-rate yield of 10 percent, assume that Mr. A, a 10-percent shareholder of
the corporation, is interested in disposing of his stock in the corporation.

From a tax standpoint, sale of the stock either to Mr. B, a prospective purchaser of the stock, or back to the corporation produces the same conse-

quences to Mr. A.177 But from an economic standpoint, the discount
hypothesis suggests that B would capitalize the prospective tax burden in his
assessment of the shares' value and therefore would offer something less than
the value of a single $1,000 bond for the 10-percent interest in stock. 178 On
the other hand, because a share repurchase by the corporation would actually reduce some portion of the corporation's prospective tax burden, it
might result in the distribution of an entire $1,000 bond to Mr. A. In other

words, A would ordinarily prefer to sell his shares back to the corporation
rather than to Mr. B. 179 The Reporter proposed negating this bias by impos-

ing a special corporate-level excise tax on nondividend distributions. The
excise tax would have applied in addition to the normal shareholder-level

taxation consequences of the distribution. 180

176. See ALI REPORTER'S 1982 STUDY, supra note 6, at 401-86.

177. This assumes that the share repurchase completely terminates A's actual and constructive
interest in the corporation, so that both sales will result in "exchange" treatment to A. See I.R.C.
§§ 302(a), (b)(3), 1001(a).
178. The ALI Reporter indicated that the discount would exactly reflect the purchaser's share of
the prospective corporate income tax burden, so that if the corporate income tax rate were 34 percent, B would pay only $660 for the stock, while being willing to pay $1,000 for the bond itself. See
ALI REPORTER'S 1982 STUDY, supra note 6, at 427-29.
179. This is true regardless of whether there is a ready market for the corporation's shares. If
there were such a market, however, and Mr. B's discounted price were more or less the established
"market price" at which A's shares could be redeemed, then the benefit of the share repurchase
would inure to the corporation and the continuing, nonredeeming shareholders who manage to buy
out a 10-percent shareholder with less than 10 percent of the corporation's assets.
180. See ALI REPORTER'S 1982 STUDY, supra note 6, at 413-17, 427-40. One commentator has
suggested that adoption and enactment of the excise tax proposal "would have marked the dawn of
a new age of triple taxation." Beghe, supra note 89, at 764. It should be noted again, however, that
when the 1982 recommendation was offered the preferential tax treatment for capital gains was still
in effect; the excise tax was designed, in part, to compensate for the failure to impose a dividend tax
on the shareholder in the share repurchase transaction.
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But there is another way to analyze and cure this bias. As we have seen,
the "extra" burden assumed in an acquisition of incorporated, as opposed to
unincorporated, bonds is a measure of the prospective distributionstax that
8
will be incurred upon withdrawal of the bonds from corporate solution.' '
Under the discount hypothesis, then, the current advantage of the share re-

purchase transaction, and the disadvantage of the straight stock sale, is a
function of the distributions tax burden rather than the corporate income tax
burden. Hence, while it is true that the consequences of a share repurchase
and a straight stock sale can be made consistent by imposing an additional
tax burden on the former, the same result can be achieved by removing the

distributions tax burden from the latter. And, for reasons described in
greater detail below, the proposal does exactly that. In short, there is no

need for the excise tax under this proposal. 182
e. Examples
4 Liquidatingdistributions

Example (7): Mr. A forms X corporation and contributes $50,000 to it.
181. See supra text following note 87 and accompanying notes 101 and 102. If a purchaser
invested directly in the bonds, the yield would be subject to his individual income tax rate, roughly
equivalent to the corporate income tax rate. It is for this reason that although share prices presumably reflect the anticipated corporate income tax burden as well as the distributions tax burden, the
former burden may not result in any discount in the price of the shares below net asset value.
One should also recall that the present value of the distributions tax burden is unaffected by the
time the distribution is expected to take place. The longer the distribution is deferred, the greater
will be the build-up of the future distributions tax base caused by accumulation of corporate earnings net of corporate income taxes. See supra notes 75-90 and accompanying text.
182. The ALI Reporter's 1989 Study has also eliminated the excise tax recommendation. In its
place is a proposed minimum tax on nondividend distributions. Because the recommendation also
provides a nonrefundable shareholder credit, this tax is generally in lieu of, rather than in addition
to, normal shareholder-level taxation. The Reporter, however, has not accompanied this change
with any reduction in the tax burden on stock sales, although he views such a reduction favorably.
See ALI REPORTmR'S 1989 STUDY, supra note 6, at 49. As a result, the bias in favor of share
repurchase transactions generally would continue under the Reporter's latest proposals.
For example, assume shareholder A has a zero basis in shares that reflect underlying asset value
of $100. Under the Reporter's latest proposals, if the minimum tax rate on nondividend distributions were 28 percezrt, a purchase ofA's shares by the corporation would trigger a $28 minimum tax
to be paid by the corporation. The tax would also generate a credit, however, which would exactly
offset A's tax liability on the sale if he were in the 28-percent tax bracket. A would end up with $72
net proceeds after taxes. Id. at 57 (Example (1)).
In contrast, if A were to sell his stock to individual B, the discount hypothesis suggests a sale
price of no more than about $72. (The Reporter indicates that sale price is affected only by the
purchaser's share of prospective corporate tax burdens, not by the seller's tax consequences in the
sale. Id. at 58-61.) In other words, A would bear an implicit tax of approximately $28 in the share
pricing. In addition, A would have to pay an explicit tax of $20.16 on the stock sale (28% x $72
gain). His net proceeds after taxes using this route therefore would be only $51.84. Given this
result, A would almost certainly prefer to sell his stock back to the corporation rather than to Mr.
B. This is exactly the bias the Reporter's 1982 excise tax proposal was designed to eliminate. See
generally infra p. 1890, example (14) and accompanying explanation.
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Over time, X earns $75,750 and pays a flat 34-percent corporate income
tax on its earnings, or $25,750. Therefore, X's net value before taking
into account its future liability for the CDT is $100,000, consisting of
$50,000 of contributed capital and $50,000 of accumulated earnings. At
this point, X completely liquidates, distributing all of its after-tax proceeds to Mr. A.
Under current law, X has no distributions tax liability, so it distributes all
$100,000 to A. Mr. A has a $50,000 gain on the liquidation, which results in
a $14,000 tax liability, assuming that he is in the 28-percent tax bracket.
Therefore, A has net after-tax proceeds of $86,000 from the liquidation. The
$75,750 in corporate earnings have effectively borne a tax burden of $25,750
corporate income tax plus $14,000 shareholder liquidation tax, or a total tax
burden of $39,750 (52.5 percent of the corporation's earnings).
Under the proposal, because this is a liquidating distribution, the tax base
for the CDT is reduced by the amount in the CCA, which is $50,000 in this
case. X will distribute $86,000 to A, which, when reduced by the $50,000
CCA, leaves a tax base of $36,000. X's CDT liability is, therefore, $14,000
(38.89 percent x $36,000). Mr. A would receive the $86,000 net proceeds
without any further tax liability. The proposal does not change the total
overall tax burden of 52.5 percent of the amount earned in corporate
solution.
Example (8): Same as example (7), except that immediately prior to the
liquidation, Mr. A dies and bequeaths all of his X stock to his daughter,
Ms. B.
Under current law, Ms. B obtains a date of death fair market value basis of
$100,000 in the X stock under section 1014 of the Code. Thus, upon liquidation, B has no gain and there is no shareholder liquidation tax. Because of
the fortuity of A's intervening death, the $75,750 of corporate earnings have
only been subjected to an overall tax of 34 percent and B obtains $100,000 in
after-tax proceeds. Had Mr. A died immediately after the liquidation, Ms.
B's bequest would have been only $86,000, and the corporate earnings would
have borne the normal 52.5-percent overall tax burden.
Under the proposal, X's liability for the CDT is unaffected by A's death.
The CCA is still only $50,000. Therefore, X still has a CDT liability of
$14,000, and Ms. B obtains $86,000 in after-tax proceeds as a result of the
liquidation. The corporate earnings bear the normal 52.5-percent overall tax.
Example (9): Same as example (7), except that immediately prior to the
liquidation, Mr. A sells all of his X stock to Mr. C for its fair market
value.
Assuming the sale price is $100,000, under current law Mr. A has $50,000
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gain (and a $14,000 tax liability) on the sale. 183 Mr. A therefore keeps
$86,000 in after-tax proceeds. Mr. C obtains a $100,000 basis in the X stock,
so upon liquidation there is no further gain to C and no shareholder liquidation tax due. Mr. A, in essence, already has paid the $14,000 shareholder
liquidation tax, so there should not be any further tax to C. The fair market
value cost basis obtained by C accomplishes this result. The overall tax burden on the corporate earnings is still 52.5 percent.
Under the proposal, the sale price would be discounted to about $86,000
because of the future CDT liability of $14,000 to be borne by X.184 The sale
is not taxable to A, so he keeps the full $86,000. Upon liquidation, X bears
the $14,000 CDT liability, and the $86,000 in net after-tax proceeds distributed to C exactly equals what he paid for the stock. There is no reason to
reduce or eliminate the CDT liability to X on the liquidation because it was
not prepaid by A. The overall tax burden on the corporate earnings is again
52.5 percent.
Example (10): Same as example (7), except that just prior to the liquidation, X makes a nonliquidating distribution of three-fourths of its assets
to Mr. A. X subsequently makes a liquidating distribution of its remaining assets. Assume that the two distributions are treated separately, and
not as two liquidating distributions.
Under present law, the $75,000 nonliquidating distribution may be treated
as a dividend to A, depending upon whether the corporation's earnings and
profits have been measured correctly. If so, A has ordinary income in that
amount, without any offset for his $50,000 basis, producing a $21,000 tax
liability. On the subsequent liquidation, A recognizes a $25,000 capital loss.
Because of the limitation on the deductibility of capital losses to individuals
under current law, 185 A 's immediate tax benefit will depend, in part, upon
whether he has sufficient capital gains to offset his losses. As a result, the
overall tax burden on the corporate earnings may be greater than 52.5 percent in this case.
Under the proposal, the nonliquidating distribution is treated as a distribution of earnings. Accordingly, X will distribute $54,000 to A, thereby incurring a CDT liability of $21,000 (38.89 percent x $54,000). Upon liquidation,
the tax base for the CDT is a negative $18,000 ($25,000 remaining assets less
$50,000 amount in CCA plus $7,000 for overpaid distributions tax), producing a CDT credit of $7,000 (38.89 percent x $18,000 = $7,000). This credit,
183. In this case, Mr. C does not discount the $100,000 price to take account of a prospective
distributions tax because the stock sale takes place immediately prior to the liquidation of X.
184. The discount is appropriate here because, in contrast to current law, under the proposal the
distributions tax will arise in the forthcoming liquidation. Also, the seller will not demand a premium because there is no tax imposed on the stock sale.
185. I.R.C. § 1211(b).
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representing excess CDT previously paid by X, is refunded to X and distributed to A. .The overall CDT liability is again $14,000 and A receives a total
of $86,000 ($54,000 in the initial distribution plus the $25,000 in remaining
assets and the $7,000 CDT credit in the liquidation). The overall tax burden
on the corporate earnings remains 52.5 percent.
Example (11): Same as example (10), except that immediately following
the nonliquidating distribution and just before the liquidating distribution, A sells his X stock to Mr. D for its fair market value.
Current law produces the same result as under example (10). Mr. A may
still be treated as having received a dividend of $75,000 and an ordinary
income tax of $21,000. The sale is for $25,000, so A has a potentially
unusable capital loss of $25,000. D, who takes a fair market value cost basis
in the stock, has no gain or loss on the liquidation.
Under the proposal, the sale is for about $32,000 because of the lurking
$7,000 CDT credit. Mr. A receives that amount without further tax consequences. Combined with the receipt of $54,000 in the non-liquidating distribution, A ends up with $86,000 in net after-tax proceeds. D receives $32,000
in after-tax proceeds in the liquidation, representing the $25,000 in remaining assets and the $7,000 refund for excess CDT tax paid. This exactly compensates him for the $32,000 purchase price paid to A.
iM Nondividend distributions
Example (12): Individuals A and B jointly form Y corporation, with A
contributing $6,000 cash for a 60-percent interest, and B contributing
$4,000 cash for the remaining 40-percent interest. Over time, Y earns
$75,750 and pays a $25,750 corporate income tax. At this point, when
Y's value (not taking into account the future distributions tax burden) is
$60,000 ($50,000 accumulated earnings and $10,000 contributed capital), Y makes a distribution solely to A in complete redemption of all of
A's stock in Y.
Under current law, in exchange for his 60-percent interest in Y, A receives
a redemption distribution of about $36,000 (60 percent of $60,000), the value
of his interest in Y before any distributions tax liability. 18 6 The tax treatment
of the distribution to A depends upon whether it qualifies under one of the
safe harbors contained in section 302(b) of the Code. If not, the entire distribution is taxable to A as a dividend.
186. This assumes that A can extract from the corporation his proper 60-percent share of its net

asset value. This is likely to be the case in this example because of A's controlling interest in the
corporation. As discussed earlier, there may be cases in which a shareholder is shortchanged because of an established "market price" below that amount. See supra note 179.
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In this case, absent the applicability of any ownership attribution from B,
the complete termination of A's interest in Y qualifies the distribution under
section 302(b)(3). Accordingly, the distribution is treated as payment in exchange for A's stock. A recovers his $6,000 basis in the stock and recognizes
a gain of $30,000, on which he is assessed a 28-percent tax ($8,400), leaving
him with net after-tax proceeds of $27,600. If this transaction is appropriately treated as a partial return by Y of A's capital, it produces an overall tax
burden of approximately 52.5 percent on A's 60-percent share ($45,450) of
18 7
the $75,750 in total corporate earnings.
Had the distribution been taxable as a dividend to A, he would have had
ordinary income of $36,000, a 28-percent tax liability of $10,080, and net
after-tax proceeds of only $25,920. This would be the proper distributions
tax burden if the distribution consisted solely of Y's earnings; however, it
would shortchange A (and give B a windfall) in the sense that A would have
surrendered his basis to B without any compensation. 8
Because the proposal imposes the distributions tax upon the corporation,
Y takes into account its present and potential CDT liability in determining
the amount of its nondividend distribution to A. Thus, under the proposal,
the $60,000 total value is reduced by about $14,000 (the anticipated CDT
liability on corporate earnings of $50,000) to about $46,000. A's 60-percent
share is worth $27,600 (60 percent of $46,000). This is the amount that Y
distributes to A, who receives it tax-free. The distribution results in CDT
liability of approximately $10,733 (38.89 percent x $27,600).
Example (12) illustrates why there is no need to differentiate between dividend and nondividend distributions under the proposal. First, the proposal
assumes that any nonliquidating distribution, dividend or nondividend, consists solely of corporate earnings. It therefore imposes a distributions tax
that insures an overall tax burden of approximately 52.5 percent of the portion of the corporation's total earnings deemed distributed. 189 Secondly, un187. A's 60 percent share of the $25,750 total corporate income tax paid is $15,450. If this is
added to his distributions tax liability of $8,400, his $45,450 share of the corporate earnings bears a
direct and indirect tax burden of $23,850, or about 52.5 percent of his share of earnings.
188. The distribution would only be taxable to A as a dividend if there were ownership attribution from B to.A. In that case, the regulations indicate that B succeeds to A's basis in his stock of Y.
Treas. Reg. § 1.302-2(c), example (2) (1986); cf. 1959 Hearings,supra note 31, at 369 (proposal
would have allowed redeemed shareholder to add basis of his redeemed shares to basis of shares of
any related shareholder, or to obtain immediate loss for unrecovered basis).
189. The amount distributed ($27,600) plus the CDT tax due ($10,733), or $38,333, represents
approximately 76.67 percent of the difference between total pre-tax earnings ($75,750) less the corporate income tax paid ($25,750). Thus, the portion of the corporation's total earnings attributable
to the distribution is $58,078 (76.67% of $75,750). The portion of the corporate income tax attributable to the distribution is $19,743 (76.67% of $25,750). The latter amount plus the CDT liability
of $10,733 equals $30,476, or approximately 52.5 percent of $58,078, the portion of the total earnings attributable to the distribution.
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like the "dividend" alternative under current law, and despite
characterization of the distribution as being solely of corporate earnings, the
proposal effectively permits A, who is completely redeemed in the transaction, to recover his capital investment in the corporation. He completes the
transaction under the proposal with $27,600 in after-tax proceeds, exactly
the same amount as under the "sale or exchange" alternative of current law.
This is in sharp contrast to the "dividend" outcome under current law,
which left A with only $25,920. The difference between the two results, or
$1,680, reflects precisely the value of the recovery of A's original capital contribution. 190 Hence, under the proposal A is not shortchanged and B does
not obtain a windfall. One can think of the transaction as involving a distribution of an extra $1,680 to B who uses the proceeds to "purchase" A's share
in the CCA.1 9 1
The larger total distribution under the proposal produces a slightly greater
CDT ($10,733) than the current law's shareholder-level tax to A when the
distribution is treated like a dividend ($10,080). The difference between the
two again reflects A's prior capital investment. 192 If, as is often the case, the
bulk of corporate net asset value is represented by accumulated earnings
rather than contributed capital, the two tax liabilities will be almost identical.
One other way to explain the result of example (12) under the proposal is
to analogize the share redemption to a pro-rata dividend distribution followed by a purchase and sale at the shareholder level of the redeemed
shares.193 Under this view, there is a pro rata distribution of $27,600 to the
shareholders, $16,560 (or 60 percent) to A and $11,040 (or 40 percent) to B.
This produces a distributions tax of approximately $10,733 to y,194 while A
and B receive their distributions with no further tax consequences. B completes the transaction by purchasing all of A's shares in Y for $11,040, the
amount of the cash dividend distributed to B, resulting in the exact same
consequences as in example (12) under the proposal.195
190. $6,000 x 28% = $1,680, or ($6,000 - $1,680) x 38.89% = $1,680.
191. Technically, Y corporation, as the taxpaying entity, has given A proper credit for his prior
capital contribution because it reduces Y's future CDT liability. Y has in effect "purchased" A's
share of the CCA by means of a larger distribution ($27,600 as opposed to $25,920) to buy out his
stock interest. B, as the sole shareholder of the corporation following the redemption, bears the
consequences of this action.
192. In this case, A's share of the CCA was worth $1,680 ($6,000 X 28%). A distribution of that
amount results in a CDT of about $653 ($1,680 x 38.89%), which is precisely the difference between
the tax required under the proposal and that imposed under the dividend alternative of current law.
193. See Chirelstein, supra note 49, at 739-56.
194. $27,600 x 38.89% = $10,733.
195. Immediately following tle distributions to A and B, Y is worth approximately $18,400
($60,000 less the sum of (1) the amount of the distributions ($27,600), (2) the CDT paid by Y as a
result of the distributions ($10,733), and (3) the future CDT liability on earnings still in corporate
solution ($3,267)). A's 60-percent share of Yis therefore $11,040. Following the sale, which is tax-
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Example (13): Same as example (12), except that A dies and his wife,
Ms. F, inherits his Y stock immediately prior to the redemption.
This example illustrates why the proper tax treatment of a redemption
under current law may still be a very important issue, even after the repeal of
the capital gains preference. If the $36,000 distribution to F is treated as
payment in exchange for her stock in Y, then she has no gain on the distribution and no tax. If the distribution is treated as a dividend, she has a tax
liability of $10,080, and only $25,920 in after-tax proceeds. (This assumes
that she is in the 28-percent tax bracket.) The result under the proposal is
the same as in example (12), unaffected by A's fortuitous death.
Example (14): Same as example (12), except that in lieu of being redeemed, A sells all of his Y stock to Mr. G for its fair market value.
Under current law, determination of the fair market value of the stock sold
is essential to ascertain the tax consequences of this transaction. If the price
paid for A's stock is roughly equal to 60 percent of the corporation's net asset
value, or $36,000, then A has gain of $30,000 on the sale, a tax liability of
$8,400, and net after-tax proceeds of $27,600. It is because of the perceived
need to conform to this result that the redemption distribution to A in example (12) may be treated as payment in exchange for A's stock.
In fact, Mr. G probably will discount the sale price below $36,000 because
following the sale, all of the Y assets will remain in corporate solution and be
subject to a future distributions tax. These assets, held through Y, have a
smaller value to G than the same assets held directly by G. Indeed, G's
discount should reflect something approximating the distributions tax liability that will be incurred upon withdrawal of the assets from the corporation. 196 As a result, A's after-tax proceeds from the stock sale will be less
than $27,600 and thus less than what A would have received after taxes
under the "sale or exchange" redemption alternative in example (12). 197
This difference is the source of the current law's bias in favor of disposing of
a stock interest by means of a redemption rather than a stock sale to another
shareholder.
Under the proposal, Mr. G will take into account Y's future CDT liability
and discount the price he is willing to pay for A's stock to about $27,600.198
free to A, he has total net proceeds from the transaction of $27,600 ($11,040 paid by B for A's
shares plus the prior $16,560 dividend to A). Also, B is left owning all of the Y stock.
196. The exact discount under current law is uncertain because of the various means by which
the assets may be withdrawn from the corporation, the varying tax consequences of those methods,
and the tax consequences of the stock sale to the seller. See generally supra notes 103-108 and
accompanying text.
197. Under current law, the redemption distribution does not present the same discount issue
because assets are withdrawn from the corporation in the transaction.
198. This is the same as the stock pricing in the redemption case, see supra p. 1887, example (12),
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A receives that amount tax-free. Thus, whether A disposes of his stock
through a sale to another shareholder or through redemption by the corporation, he obtains roughly the same amount of after-tax proceeds. The only
difference between the two transactions is that in the stock sale to Mr. G,
there is no distribution out of corporate solution, so no CDT is imposed.
A comparison of examples (12) and (14) highlights the differences among
the ALI Reporter's 1982 recommendation, his 1989 revision, and this proposal. The 1982 proposal would have imposed a corporate-level excise tax in
the example (12) stock redemption transaction to compensate for the
favorable treatment it receives compared to the example (14) stock sale transaction. 199 This tax would have been levied in addition to the shareholderlevel tax already resulting from the redemption, a combination some consider
excessive. 2°° The 1989 proposal avoids the potential overtaxation in example
(12), but leaves in place the disparate consequences of the two transactions. 20 1 This proposal avoids any additional tax burden in example (12) and
removes the disparate consequences of the two transactions by eliminating
the stock sale tax in example (14). The proposal does not impose tax on the
stock sale because such a sale does not involve a distribution out of corporate
solution. This makes the two economically equivalent transactions
equivalent from a tax standpoint as well.
The proposal requires payment of an immediate distributions tax in example (12) (the stock redemption) but not in example (14) (the stock sale). This
difference in the timing of the tax does not, however, create any bias. A
winds up with the same net after-tax proceeds under either option, so he
presumably will be neutral in deciding how to liquidate his investment. The
corporation and the continuing shareholders will be similarly neutral.
Although the stock sale defers payment of the distributions tax, that deferral
advantage is offset by the greater future distributions tax that will result from
the growth of the tax base due to the accumulation of earnings in corporate
20 2
solution.
There is, however, one important potential difference between examples
(12) and (14) under the proposal. It is illustrated by the following examples
(15A), (15B), and (15C):
Example (15A): Same as example (12), except that immediately followbecause the distributions tax under the proposal is imposed on the corporation. Hence, in either
transaction, the sum of the CDT actually paid plus the prospective CDT of the corporation should
be the same. See supra note 171.
199. See ALI REPORTER'S 1982 STUDY, supra note 6, at 401-86.

200. See supra note 180.
201. See ALI REPORTER'S 1989 STUDY, supra note 6, at 49; supra note 182.
202. See supra note 77.
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ing the redemption of A, Y corporation is liquidated and all after-tax
proceeds are distributed to the remaining shareholder, B.
Under current law, the $24,000 distribution to B is treated as payment in
exchange for her stock in y.2o3 If A previously qualified for a section 302(b)
safe harbor and was treated as having received a payment in exchange for his
stock, then B's basis remains $4,000 and she has a $20,000 gain, a 28-percent
tax liability of $5,600, and keeps $18,400 after taxes. However, if the previous distribution to A received dividend treatment, then B will succeed to A's
basis and so have gain of only $14,000, tax liability of $3,920, and after-tax
proceeds of $20,080. The difference between these two results ($1,680) is the
measure of the windfall (28 percent of $6,000) arising from B's no-cost acquisition of A's basis.
Under the proposal, the potential $21,667 CDT base2°4 is reduced by (1)
B's original $4,000 share of the CCA, (2) A's $6,000 share of the CCA,
which B has "purchased," and (3) the CDT liability of about $3,267. The
resulting CDT base is about $8,400, and the CDT liability is approximately
$3,267 (38.89 percent x $8,400). Y distributes $18,400 ($21,667 - $3,267) to
B, which she receives tax-free. This is equivalent to the $18,400 in after-tax
proceeds B receives under current law (assuming she does not have the benefit of the $1,680 windfall). Taking examples (12) and (15A) together, the
total CDT liability on the $50,000 of corporate earnings is $14,000, and the
total tax burden (including corporate income tax) on those earnings is about
52.5 percent.
Example (15B): Same as example (14), except that immediately following A's sale of stock to Mr. G, Y corporation is liquidated and all aftertax proceeds are distributed pro-rata to the remaining shareholders, B
and G.
The value of Y corporation is unchanged by the intervening sale of stock to
Mr. G. The corporation pays no CDT in that transaction. Hence, under the
proposal, the value of Y immediately prior to the liquidation is about $46,000
(total asset value of $60,000 less anticipated CDT liability of $14,000 on the
corporate earnings of $50,000). Y pays the $14,000 CDT upon liquidation
and the remaining $46,000 is distributed tax-free to the shareholders:
$27,600 (60 percent) to G (his purchase price for A's stock), and $18,400 (40
percent) to B (the same result to her as under example (15A)).
Example (15C): Same as examples (15A) and (15B), except that in each
case, the liquidation occurs exactly one year after the redemption or
203. I.R.C. § 331(a).
204. See supra p. 1887, example (12). Y's net asset base of $60,000 has been depleted by the
$27,600 distribution to Mr. A and the $10,733 CDT paid, so the remaining asset base is $21,667.
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stock sale, rather than immediately following these events. Assume that
the corporation earns a 7-percent after-tax annual yield on all of its
investments.
After the stock redemption, the corporation is left with an asset base of
$21,667.205 In one year, the asset base grows by 7 percent to about $23,183.
Liquidation at that time results in a net tax-free distribution of about $19,492
to B after payment of CDT of about $3,691 (38.89 percent of ($19,492 $10,000) or 28 percent of ($23,183 - $10,000)).
After the stock sale, the corporation is left with an asset base of $60,000.
In one year, the asset base grows by 7 percent to $64,200. Liquidation at that
time results in a net tax-free distribution of about $49,024 after payment of
CDT of approximately $15,176 (38.89 percent of ($49,024 - $10,000) or 28
percent of ($64,200 - $10,000)). B's 40-percent share of this is about
$19,609, or $117 more than what she receives in the liquidation taking place
one year after the stock redemption.
Examples (15A)-(15C) demonstrate that under the proposal, if there is an
immediate liquidation following either a stock redemption or stock sale, the
continuing shareholders of the corporation are indifferent as to whether a
redemption or sale takes place. In either case, B obtains a tax-free distribution of $18,400. If, however, the liquidation is not immediate, the examples
reflect a preference on the part of the continuing shareholders in favor of the
stock sale. In the examples, if the liquidation is. delayed one year, B's taxfree share of the liquidation proceeds is $117 greater under the stock sale
scenario than under the stock redemption.
This discrepancy is symptomatic of the proposal's larger bias against contributions of corporate equity capital. The proposal imposes a tax on earnings produced by such capital, but does not tax earnings on capital held
outside of the corporate sector. Hence, unless this bias is neutralized, a comparison of examples involving differing amounts of contributed corporate
capital necessarily will produce disparate consequences.
In fact, examples (12) and (14) each hypothesize the same amount of contributed capital ($10,000). But after the stock sale, B remains a 40-percent
shareholder of the corporation whereas after the stock redemption, B becomes a 100-percent shareholder. Thus, during the year subsequent to these
events but preceding the liquidation, B's interest in the contributed capital of
the corporation is $6,000 greater in the stock redemption example than in the
stock sale example. Her $117 preference for the stock sale transaction is
directly attributable to this-it equals the distributions tax on after-tax earnings produced by that capital during one year.20 6 It is as if B made an addi205. Id.
206. $6,000 x 7% x 28% = $117.
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tional capital contribution to the corporation after the stock redemption, and
2 07
the $117 is the penalty for having done so for one year.
6. Tax treatment of stock sales to noncorporate purchasers
a. The stock sale tax as a distributionstax
Under current law, a shareholder who sells appreciated corporate stock
generally recognizes gain equal to the amount realized less his adjusted basis
in the stock. 208 The gain reflects the accumulation of earnings in corporate
solution plus the net unrealized change in value of corporate assets (whether
due to inflation or real change in value) during the period of the shareholder's stock ownership. 20 9 The purchaser obtains a cost basis in the stock
to insure that the amount taxed to the seller is not taxed again on a subsequent taxable disposition of the stock. 2 10 One can therefore characterize the
tax that arises on a stock sale as a distributions tax on accumulated corporate
earnings and net unrealized corporate asset appreciation; the purchaser's
stepped-up basis ensures that only a single distributions tax will be collected
on these amounts.
Viewed in this manner, current law is deficient in its timing of the tax. In
particular, by imposing a distributions tax on the selling shareholder prior to
any withdrawal of funds from corporate solution, current law inappropriately accelerates the tax. The effect of this acceleration is illustrated by example (16):
Example (16): All of the stock of X corporation, which consists solely
of $100 in accumulated earnings, is owned equally by unrelated individuals A and B, who each also have $50 cash that is not held in corporate
solution. Assume that each shareholder has a zero basis in his respective shares of stock, that both corporate and individual investments
yield 10 percent before taxes, and that the corporate and shareholder
income taxes and the distributions tax are all 30 percent.
As we have seen, under these circumstances, the parties are indifferent
207. The bias against corporate equity contributions affects the proposal in other ways, which are
discussed infra Part II.c.10.a. One possible solution is to index the CCA to the rate of growth of
corporate investments generally. If the CCA in each of the two cases were indexed by 7 percent to
$10,700 after one year, a liquidation one year after the stock redemption would net B about $19,688
after payment of CDT of approximately $3,495 (38.89% of ($19,688 - $10,700) or 28% of ($23,183
- $10,700)). A liquidation one year after the stock sale would yield approximately $49,220 after
payment of CDT of $14,980 (38.89% of ($49,220 - $10,700) or 28% of ($64,200 - $10,700)). B's
40-percent share remains $19,688. The bias has been eliminated.
208. I.R.C. § 1001(a).
209. See Gravelle & Lindsey, CapitalGains, 38 TAX NOTS 397, 398 (1988). This includes socalled "goodwill gains." Cf. Break, The Report of the Royal Commission on Taxation and Economic
Policy in Canada, 16 CAN. TAX J. 229, 240 (1968).
210. I.R.C. § 1012.
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whether X immediately distributes its earnings to A and B or retains those
earnings. 21 1 After one year, A andB each have $90.95, or a combined wealth
of $181.90, regardless of whether the distribution takes place at the beginning
212
or end of the year.
If the corporation retains its earnings for the year and A sells all of his
stock to B at the beginning of the year (assume that the sale price for the
stock is $50), A incurs a $15 tax on the sale, leaving him with $85 ($50 cash
plus $35 after-tax proceeds from sale) to invest for the year. He, therefore,
ends the year with $90.95 after taxes. B, on the other hand, having used her
$50 cash to buy all of the stock previously owned by A, now only owns X
stock. X distributes $107 to B at the end of the year and, because B's basis is
now $50, her distributions tax is $17.10 (($107-$50) x 30 percent).2 13 B
therefore winds up with $89.90 in after-tax proceeds at the end of the year.
In fact, B likely will negotiate a better price for the purchase of the stock
so that her position will be closer to A's at the end of the year. But in the
aggregate, the stock sale scenario produces a shortfall to A and B ($1.05 in
this example), as compared with the other alternatives.
The problem here is not the amount of the distributions tax imposed; it is
the timing of the tax. Because earnings were retained for the year, the total
distributions tax of $32.10 in the stock sale hypothictical ($15 on the sale of
stock plus $17.10 on the end-of-year distribution) is proper. 214 The problem
is that the stock sale transaction required payment of a $15 tax at the beginning of the year even though there was no distribution out of corporate solution at that time. Indeed, the $1.05 shortfall is exactly attributable to this
accelerated payment of tax: the $15 would have produced exactly $1.05 (7
percent of.$15) after taxes by the end of the year had it not been paid to the
Treasury prematurely.
Example (16) therefore illustrates that the current tax treatment of stock
sales to noncorporate purchasers disrupts the desired neutrality of the tax
system vis-a-vis corporate distribution and acquisition policy. Specifically,
by imposing a distributions tax prior to the actual withdrawal of funds from
corporate solution, current law creates an incentive to distribute earnings
211. See supra text accompanying notes 77-83.
212. An immediate pro-rata distribution leaves A and B each with $85 to invest for the year ($50
cash initially plus $35 after-tax proceeds from the distribution). Each therefore will have $90.95
($85 + 7% of $85) after taxes at the end of the year, for a total of $181.90.
Retention of earnings for one year results in a $107 end-of-year distribution, or $37.45 to each
shareholder after the distributions tax. This produces the same $90.95 for each shareholder by the
end of the year ($50 cash + $3.50 after-tax noncorporate earnings + $37.45 after-tax proceeds
from the end-of-year distribution), for a total of $181.90.
213. This assumes that the end-of-year distribution entities B to "exchange" treatment. See
IR.C. § 302(a).
214. When earnings are retained but there is no stock sale, the distributions tax is also $32.10
($107 x 30%).
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immediately: if the law is going to impose a distributions tax, it may as well
be accompanied by the offsetting benefit of a withdrawal of funds from corporate solution. As a practical matter, this incentive is another way of explaining why corporate share repurchases are more advantageous than
215
straight stock sales between shareholders.
Market theory suggests an alternative explanation of current law's deficiency. Any increase in the market price of stock results from a combination
of the accumulation of corporate earnings and the net appreciation in the
value of corporate assets 'during the period of a shareholder's ownership.
These changes in the corporation also increase the future distributions tax to
be incurred, but that factor may similarly be reflected in the stock's market
price. In other words, there is an implicit distributions tax borne by the
appropriate party through the share pricing. Hence, there is no reason to
impose an explicit distributions tax (or, in the case of stock that has depreciated in value, provide a tax loss) at the time of the sale.
For example, assume that Z corporation consists solely of $100 in accumulated earnings. Individual D purchases all of the stock of Z and holds it
during a period when Z accumulates $50 of additional earnings. At that
point, D sells all of his Z stock to unrelated individual E. D's after-tax gain
from his stock ownership should be about $35, assuming a distributions tax
rate of 30 percent. But if D purchases his stock for about $70 after taking
into account the future distributions tax consequences of his purchase, and E
does likewise in purchasing his stock for about $105, the resulting $35 gain to
D is exactly the amount to which D is entitled after payment of any distributions tax. Thus, no further distributions tax should be imposed upon D at
the time of the sale. The tax should arise only at the time of an actual distri216
bution out of corporate solution.
Because of this, the proposal eliminates the tax that normally arises upon
the sale of corporate stock. 2 17 The proposal thereby negates the current
215. See supra text accompanying notes 176-182.
216. The same explanation justifies the disallowance of any loss on the sale of corporate stock.
The loss represents the decline in value of the corporation's assets, the depletion of corporate earnings during the time of the shareholder's ownership, or both. These two factors affect the prospective amount of distributions tax, which, in turn, is reflected in the share price; hence, allowance of
loss (representing a distributions tax credit) at the time of the stock sale is premature.
217. Neither the ALI Reporter's 1982 study nor the 1989 study contains a similar recommendation, although both view a reduction in the tax rate for stock sale gains with approval. See ALI
REPORTER'S 1982 STUDY, supra note 6, at 416; ALI REPORTER'S 1989 STUDY, supra note 6, at 49;
see also Warren, supra note 85, at 729 (theory of ALI Reporter's 1982 Study leads to the conclusion
that there should be no taxation of gain arising from stock sale transactions).
The discussion in the text technically only applies to stock sales to noncorporate purchasers
because no funds leave corporate solution in these transactions. Because the proposal provides for
special treatment of corporate acquisitions, see infra Part II.c.8, it eliminates the stock sale tax on
all stock sales.
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efficiency gains and
law's bias against stock sale transactions and creates 218
other advantages typical of a tax reduction of this sort.
b. The stock sale tax as a surrogate tax
One may also view the stock sale tax as more than merely an ill-timed
distributions tax. Indeed, to justify elimination of the stock sale tax altogether, we must address the possible "surrogate" roles that the tax may play.
To begin with, one may consider the stock sale tax an effective means of
eliminating the shareholder-level deferral advantage obtained when the corporation retains rather than distributes its earnings. But, as we have seen,
under certain circumstances, as long as a consistent rate of tax is imposed
to
whenever a distribution is made, there generally is no economic advantage
21 9
deferring a distribution and retaining earnings within the corporation.
One still may argue, however, that the stock sale tax is a necessary check
on the tax advantages created by provisions such as section 1014 of the Code.
The theory here is that it is proper to accelerate the appropriate distributions
tax, because otherwise it may never be collected. For example, it is arguably
proper to tax A's sale of stock to B, even though nothing has left corporate
solution, because B may die and the distribution to B's devisee will escape
distributions tax liability altogether. Although the stock sale tax may in part
serve this purpose under current law, this would not be necessary under the
proposal, where provisions such as section 1014 would no longer operate to
eliminate the future distributions tax burden.
Another argument is that the stock sale tax is a surrogate for the nonexistent corporate income tax on unrealized corporate gains. But if this is the
tax's true function, it certainly operates in a whimsical, ad hoc manner. For
example, the stock sale tax is imposed regardless of the degree to which the
shareholder-level gain reflects unrealized corporate gain as opposed to accumulated corporate earnings. Thus, current law would impose a stock sale tax
even when there were no unrealized corporate gains.
Moreover, from a theoretical standpoint, it is not clear that a surrogate tax
for this purpose is justified. Unless accrual realization is introduced generally into the tax system, there is no reason to treat unrealized corporate-level
gains any differently from unrealized shareholder-level gains that would arise
(and not be taxed) from investments made out of corporate solution. Since
repeal of the General Utilities doctrine, 2 20 there is generally no longer any
method of exempting unrealized corporate-level gains from tax. The absence
218. See generally Gravelle & Lindsey, supra note 209, at 402-03 (reduction eliminates lock-in
effect caused by current treatment of basis at death and would lead to more efficient allocation of
resources).
219. See supra notes 77-83 and accompanying text.
220. General Util. & Operating Co. v. Helvering, 296 U.S. 200, 206 (1935) (corporation does not
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of a corporate income tax on unrealized gains is now "simply" a deferral
221
issue rather than an exemption concern.
Yet another possible rationale for the stock sale tax is that it serves as a
form of transfer or excise tax for participating in the corporate securities
markets.2 22 But if this is the proper rationale for the tax, it needs to be drastically revamped: neither the income tax bracket of the selling shareholder
nor the shareholder's "gain" or "basis" in his stock seem relevant to determining the amount of an excise tax. Moreover, this rationale would
not justify imposition of the tax upon sales of nonpublicly traded stock.
Finally, one may argue that the stock sale tax is an appropriate surrogate
for the nonexistent shareholder-levelincome tax on corporate earnings. The
concern here is the historical use of the corporate entity to shelter current
earnings from high individual income tax rates. This is not a live issue today,
because the current corporate income tax rates are generally as high or
higher than individual rates. Nevertheless, retention of the current tax rate
relationship, or the existence of a system in which corporate income tax rates
are not significantly lower than individual income tax rates, may be a prerequisite to this proposal's validity. Thus, reintroduction of a preferential capital gains rate would not threaten this proposal unless it were accompanied by
an increase in the ordinary income tax rate for individuals to a level significantly higher than the corporate income tax rate.
7. Distributions in connection with corporate asset dispositions
a Taxable asset sales and subsequent liquidations
Under current law, in a taxable corporate asset sale, the transferor corporation recognizes gain or loss equal to the difference between the amount
realized and the corporation's adjusted basis in the assets sold. 223 The purchaser obtains a cost basis in the assets acquired. 224 If the sale is accompanied by a liquidation of the transferor, the shareholders of the transferor also
recognize gain or loss upon receipt of the liquidating distribution. 225
The proposal only changes these general rules in one respect: upon liquidation it imposes the distributions tax on the liquidating corporation rather
than on the shareholders. If the transferor does not liquidate, neither the
recognize gain or loss on distributions of appreciated or depreciated property) (codified at I.R.C.
§§ 311, 336, 337 (1954), repealed by Tax Reform Act of 1986, § 631(a), 100 Stat. at 2269.
221. The absence of accrual realization of income at the corporate level, although perhaps not a
justification for the stock sale tax, does raise an important question regarding the neutrality of the
overall proposal. See infra Part II.c.10.b.
222. Cf. Kiefer, A Stock Transfer Tax: PreliminaryEconomicAnalysis, 35 TAx NOTES 595, 59597 (1987).
223. I.R.C. § 1001(a).
224. Id. § 1012.
225. Id. § 331(a).
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proposal nor current law imposes a distributions tax. This is true regardless
of whether the purchaser of the assets is a corporate or noncorporate entity.
In either case, absent a liquidation of the transferor corporation, there is no
net movement of funds out of corporate solution and, therefore, no need to
226
impose a distributions tax.
With the repeal of the General Utilitiesdoctrine, 2 27 a corporation generally
recognizes gain or loss on both a liquidating sale and a distribution of assets.22 8 This rule is unchanged under the proposal. Hence, a liquidating distribution of appreciated assets under the proposal prompts both the General
Utilities tax and the corporate distributions tax. The former is the corporate
income tax liability on accrued corporate-level gains; the latter is the distributions tax liability imposed upon the corporation in lieu of a shareholderlevel tax.
b. Tax-deferred transfers of assets
If an asset transfer qualifies as a reorganization under current law, the
transaction is generally tax-deferred for all parties involved and the acquiring
corporation obtains a transferred basis in the assets acquired. For example,
assume that in a qualifting "C" reorganization, 229 T corporation transfers all
of its assets to P corporation solely in exchange for P voting stock and T
liquidates pursuant to the plan of reorganization. Neither the exchange of
assets for stock, nor the liquidating distribution of the P stock, nor the exchange of T stock for P stock by the T shareholders constitutes a taxable
exchange or distribution to the parties involved. 230 P takes a transferred ba-,
the T shareholders take
sis in the assets it acquires from T corporation, while
2 31
an exchanged basis in the P stock they obtain.
Under current law, the same results will generally ensue even if part of the
consideration paid by P consists of P securities or boot, except that the T
shareholders will recognize gain upon receipt of the boot and the securities, if
they are treated as boot. 232 In determining the character of the shareholderlevel gain in this situation, current law treats the T shareholders as receiving
226. In a sale of assets to a noncorporate entity, the consideration paid by the purchaser replaces
the assets sold in the corporate tax base of the transferor. Thus, unless the transferor liquidates, the
amount in corporate solution does not change.
227. See supra note 220.
228. I.R.C. §§ 1001(a), 336(a).
229. Id. § 368(a)(1)(C).
230. Id. §§ 361(a), (c)(1), (c)(2)(B), 1032(a), 354(a)(1).
231. Id. §§ 362(b), 358(a)(1).
232. Id. § 356(a)(1). Boot securities are securities whose principal amount exceeds the principal
amount of the securities surrendered in the exchange. Id. § 354(a)(2)(A). The amount of theboot
is the fair market value of the excess. Id. § 356(d)(2)(B).
The exchange of assets for boot and the distribution of any boot received in the reorganization
generally have no corporate income tax consequences. Id. §§ 361(a), (b)(1)(A), (c)(1), (c)(2)(B)(ii),
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solely P stock in the transaction, followed by a redemption of the portion of
P stock represented by the amount of the boot received. 2 33 Oddly, even if the

distribution is characterized as a dividend under the foregoing test, the
amount of gain recognized by the T shareholders is limited to the amount of

gain inherent in the T stock they surrendered. 234

The proposal does not change the tax-deferred treatment of the basic reorganization transaction. Thus, the distribution of P stock or securities by T
corporation in the above example does not cause any distributions tax to T to
the same extent the stock and securities are permitted to be received taxdeferred by the T shareholders under current law.
In a distribution of boot, one must decide under the proposal whether the

distribution should be viewed as resulting from a liquidation of the transferor
corporation or from a nonliquidating distribution of either the transferor or
acquiring corporation. This determines whether the distributions tax base
should be reduced by the CCA of the transferor, the normal consequence if
the transaction is characterized as a liquidation of that corporation. One of

the theories underlying the reorganization provisions is that the transferor
corporation continues in the guise of the acquiring corporation following the
transaction. 2 35 As such, it seems inconsistent to treat the distribution as a
liquidation of the transferor. 236 Accordingly, the proposal treats the boot

distribution as a nonliquidating distribution by the acquiring corporation,
and any amount in the CCA of the transferor is transferred and added to the
2 37
CCA of the acquiring corporation.
358(a)(2). However, the distribution of preexisting boot (Le., assets retained by Tin the reorganization exchange) may trigger an income tax at the corporate level. Id. § 361(c)(2)(A).
233. Compare Clark v. Comm'r, 109 S. Ct. 1455, 1462-63 (1989) (boot treated as paid in hypothetical redemption immediately after the reorganization) and Wright v. United States, 482 F.2d
600, 607-08 (8th Cir. 1973) (same) with Shimberg v. United States, 577 F.2d 283, 288-89 (5th Cir.
1978), cert. denied 439 U.S. 1115 (1979) (character of gain determined by treating T corporation as
distributing the boot immediately prior to the acquisition; this view was rejected by the Supreme
Court in Clark, 109 S. Ct. at 1462-63). A still unresolved question is whether the earnings and
profits of T corporation, P corporation, or both should be considered. See I.R.C. § 356(a)(2)
(1988).
234. I.R.C. § 356(a)(1), (2). This rule has been widely criticized. See, e.g., STAFF OF SENATE
COMM. ON FINANCE, 99TH CONG., lsT SEss., FINAL REPORT ON THE SUBCHAPTER C REVISION
ACT OF 1985 45 (Comm. Print 1985) [hereinafter FINAL SFC STAFF REPORT]; Blum, Drawing the

Line Between Dividends and Investment Adjustments: 4 Proposalfor More Consistency, 55 TAXES
30, 36 (1977) [hereinafter Blum 1977] ("conceptually indefensible" to confine amount of dividend to
gain recipient realized on investment at time of reorganization).
235. See Treas. Reg. § 1.368-1(b) (as amended in 1980).
236. Compare General Housewares Corp. v. United States, 615 F.2d 1056, 1063 (5th Cir. 1980)
(liquidation and reorganization provisions of I.R.C. may concurrently apply) with FEC Liquidating
Corp. v. United States, 548 F.2d 924, 927-28 (Ct. Cl. 1977) (corporate reorganizations and liquidations cannot coexist for tax purposes); see also Yin, supra note 161, at 604-08, 615-19 (liquidation
rules incompatible with reorganizations).
237. This characterization is consistent with the holding of Clark, 109 S. Ct. at 1462-63 (boot
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8. Intercorporate Investments
a. Corporate acquisitionsof stock-in general
In determining the tax consequences of a stock acquisition, current law
does not differentiate between corporate and noncorporate purchasers. In
either case, the transaction is generally a taxable event to.the seller, and the
238
purchaser acquires a cost basis in the stock acquired.
But from a distributions tax standpoint, the two transactions are not the
same. As we have seen, a stock acquisition by a buyer that is not a corporation does not reduce the amount of funds in corporate solution. 239 In contrast, a stock acquisition by a corporate buyer (from a noncorporate seller)
removes the amount of the purchase price from the corporate tax base.
Therefore, a distributions tax consequence is appropriate in the latter situation, but not the former.
To understand this, it is useful to compare the corporate acquisition of a
target corporation's stock with a corporate acquisition of the target's assets.
The asset acquisition does not remove anything from corporate solution and
therefore does not trigger any distributions tax. But if the asset acquisition is
combined with a liquidation of the target corporation and distribution of the
sale proceeds to noncorporate target shareholders, there is an immediate distributions tax consequence: to the extent of the distribution, assets have been
withdrawn from the corporate tax base. A corporate acquisition of target
stock from these same noncorporate shareholders removes the same amount
from corporate solution, so it should have the same distributions tax impact.
The proposal accomplishes this result by generally treating a taxable stock
acquisition by a corporation from a noncorporate shareholder as a taxable
distribution by the acquiring corporation. 24° The seller is not taxed. The
amount of distributions tax imposed in the transaction is generally the same
as the amount that would have been imposed had there been an asset acquisition followed by a liquidation of the target corporation. In addition, followtreated as paid by the acquiring corporation). The effect of the transaction generally would be the
same if it were characterized as a nonliquidating distribution by the transferor corporation.
238. I.R.C. § 1012.
239. See supra Part II.c.6. If the seller also is not a corporation, the amount in corporate solution does not change. If the seller is a corporation, the transaction results in an increase of corporate funds by the amount of the purchase price. In effect, the transaction is a "reverse distribution."
Problems relating to this increase in corporate funds are discussed below. See infra Part II.c.10.a.
240. The ALI Reporter's 1982 and 1989 studies both contain similar proposals relating to imposition of the special corporate excise tax and the minimum tax on distributions, respectively. ALI
REPORTER'S 1982 STUDY, supra note 6, at 497-98; ALI REPORTER'S 1989 STUDY, supra note 6, at
3-4, 97-98.
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ing the stock acquisition, the CCA of the newly acquired subsidiary 24 1 is

increased to reflect the payment of the distributions tax. This is analogous to
the asset acquisition being followed by a dropdown of the acquired assets
into a new subsidiary of the acquiring corporation. 242

To illustrate, assume that Mr. A contributes $10,000 cash in the formation
of Z corporation. Over time, Z earns $75,750 and pays a corporate income
tax of $25,750. Assume that Z's assets consist solely of bonds, all purchased
at par and still valued at par.24 3 At this point, Mr. A decides either to sell all

of his Z stock to P corporation, or to have Z sell all of its assets to P and then
liquidate.
Under the proposal, a sale by Z of all of its assets to P for $60,000 has no

distributions tax consequences. Absent a liquidation, the $60,000 in bonds
held by Z in corporate solution is simply replaced by the $60,000 consideration paid by P. Upon liquidation of Z, however, Z is liable for a distributions
tax of $14,000.2 44 A receives the $46,000 net distribution without further tax

liability.
Mr. A's sale of his stock for $60,000 results in a similar distributions tax of
$14,000 to P, the purchasing corporation. It leaves A with sales proceeds of

about $46,000, which he receives without further tax consequences. P's distributions tax liability is the same as Z's tax liability would have been had Z

been liquidated. The tax can be determined by subtracting the amount in
Z's CCA ($10,000) from the sales proceeds ($46,000) and multiplying the

difference by the distributions tax rate of 38.89 percent. 245 Following the
stock acquisition, Z's CCA is $60,000. This is equivalent to what Z's CCA
would have been had P acquired the Z assets directly and then contributed
241. The tax treatment of corporate acquisitions of less than a subsidiary interest in another
corporation is discussed infra at Part II.c.8.b.
In general, this portion of the article utilizes the terms "parent" and "subsidiary" to differentiate
control relationships from mere "portfolio" holdings in stock. Thus, a corporation that owns more
than a portfolio interest in the stock of another corporation is a "parent" corporation and the
issuing corporation is its "subsidiary." The dividing line between these two concepts is explained
below. See infra Part II.c.8.d.
242. Alternatively, the stock acquisition could be treated as a taxable distribution by the target
corporation, as if the target were being liquidated. This would be more closely analogous to the tax
treatment of an acquisition of the target's assets. This approach would have the advantage of imposing the same distributions tax burden in a stock acquisition as in an asset acquisition followed by
a liquidation,even if the acquiring corporation (say, a foreign corporation) were otherwise exempt
from taxes. See infra pp. 1913, 1916, examples (21) and (33).
243. This assumption is made to simplify the corporate income tax consequences of the illustration. See infra pp. 1912-19, examples (17)-(37) for illustrations of the impact of appreciated corporate assets in these cases.
244. The distributions tax base in the liquidation consists of $60,000 (gross assets) less $10,000
(CCA) less $14,000 (CDT due), or $36,000. 38.89 percent of $36,000 is approximately $14,000.
245. For an illustration of these calculations when less than 100% of the target corporation stock
is acquired, see infra p. 1916, example (33).
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them to a newly formed subsidiary. 246 By purchasing all of the Z stock from
Mr. A, P has, in effect, fully "paid up" Z's potential distributions tax liability. Hence, immediately following the acquisition, Z should have a net tax
base for distributions tax purposes of zero. 247
One exception occurs if the stock acquisition is effected in a tax-deferred
manner. If the consideration paid by P for the Z stock consists solely of P
voting stock in a qualifying "B" reorganization, 248 the distributions tax consequences are the same as they would have been had P acquired the Z assets
in a qualifying tax-deferred asset acquisition. As indicated earlier, a tax-deferred asset acquisition made solely for P voting stock does not trigger any
distributions tax consequences. At the same time, however, P's CCA is increased by the amount in Z's CCA, and Z's CCA is adjusted to equal the net
value of Z's assets. This is analogous to a tax-deferred acquisition of Z's
assets by P, followed by a dropdown of those assets into a newly formed
subsidiary. 249
A change in Z's CCA to equal its net asset value might at first seem
counterintuitive. After all, no distributions tax is paid in the tax-deferred
acquisition, so why should the potential distributions tax base of Z be eliminated? The answer is that as a result of the acquisition, P has succeeded to
Z's former distributions tax base. As a result of issuing stock in the acquisition, P's net asset value increased, and that increase is offset only by Z's
preexisting CCA (which P inherited). After the stock acquisition, P's distributions tax base is equal to the sum of the tax bases of Z and P prior to the
acquisition (as would be the case in a tax-deferred acquisition of Z's assets);
thus, the potential distributions tax base of Z should properly be zero.
b. Treatment of portfolio stock investments by corporationS
In theory, the foregoing rules should apply whenever a corporate pur246. See infra notes 264-265 and accompanying text.
247. For the same reasons, at least in theory, a stock sale that triggers distributions tax consequences should also result in an immediate CDT refund to the purchasing corporation if the target
corporation had a negative distributions tax base at the time of the acquisition. To illustrate, assume that Z corporation, which is wholly owned by Mr. A, has at the time of the acquisition
$25,000 of net assets but a CCA of $50,000. Under the proposal, a sale of Z's assets to P corporation for $25,000 followed by a complete liquidation of Z will result in a $32,000 distribution to A.
On the liquidation, Z's distributions tax base is a negative $18,000 ($25,000 assets plus $7,000 CDT
credit less $50,000 CCA), which produces the CDT credit of $7,000 (38.89% of $18,000). The
$7,000 credit is refunded to Z and, combined with the $25,000 in net assets, yields a total distribution of $32,000 to A, which he receives without further tax liability.
A sale of Z stock to P corporation should produce the same consequences. Hence, the consideration paid to Mr. A should be about $32,000 to reflect the lurking CDT credit. P corporation should
then be entitled to collect the $7,000 refund in excess CDT previously paid, and the CCA of Z
should be reduced to net asset value.
248. I.R.C. § 368(a)(1)(B).
249. Cf. Blum 1975, supra note 161, at 224-25.
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chaser acquires stock from a noncorporate shareholder. In practice, however, such a requirement would be infeasible because of the difficulty of
calculating the proper distributions tax and CCA adjustments on a mere
portfolio acquisition of shares. Moreover, because no distributions tax need
be paid if the seller is a corporation (a fact of which the buyer may be unaware in a portfolio acquisition), there may be uncertainty in determining
whether any tax is due.
The proposal resolves this dilemma by treating a corporation that acquires
or holds only a portfolio stock interest as a noncorporatepurchaser or holder
of such stock.2 50 This has several simplifying consequences. From the
buyer's standpoint, it avoids the need to impose a distributions tax on corporate stock purchases that amount to acquisitions of only a portfolio interest.
From the seller's standpoint, the cases in which no distributions tax should
arise because the seller is a corporation are limited to those readily identifiable transactions in which the seller holds more than a portfolio interest in
the company whose shares are being sold. Thus, if P corporation acquires
only a portfolio interest in the stock of X corporation, there is no distributions tax no matter who or what sells the stock. Further, even if P acquires
more than a portfolio interest in X, there is still no distributions tax if the
seller is also a corporation owning more than a portfolio interest in X at the
time of the sale. The proposal imposes a distributions tax only when P acquires more than a portfolio interest in X and the seller is not a corporation
that also owns more than a portfolio interest.
There is one other necessary consequence of this assumption, and that involves the treatment of a distribution to a corporate shareholder who owns
only a portfolio interest in the distributing corporation. Under current law, a
corporate shareholder generally is entitled to a deduction equal to some portion of the dividends received by it from domestic corporations. 2 51 The reason for this deduction is that although Congress intended to impose a
"double tax" on distributed corporate earnings, it did not intend to tax those
earnings more than twice. If corporate earnings are taxed to the issuing corporation when earned, then again to a corporate shareholder upon distribution to it, and still again to the shareholders of the corporate shareholder
upon further distribution to them, the same earnings will have been subject
to excessive taxation. The corporate dividends-received deduction represents
an effort to mitigate this effect.
In fact, this concern has been addressed by current law in a haphazard
manner. For example, although earnings distributed by a corporation as a
250. The ALl Reporter's 1982 and 1989 studies effectively propose the same simplifying assumption. See ALI REPORTER'S 1982 STUDY, supra note 6, at 487-92; ALI REPORTER'S 1989 STUDY,
supra note 6 at 12-13, 97-98.
251. See I.R.C. § 243(a); supra notes 23-24 and accompanying text.
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dividend to a corporate shareholder are subject to a reduced level of tax by
reason of the dividends-received deduction, the same earnings are fully subject to tax if distributed in nondividend form or if realized by the corporate
shareholder through a straight sale of stock. This has created an incentive to
structure these latter transactions at least in part as dividend distributions. A
number of courts have attempted to differentiate among these hybrid transactions to determine the applicability to each of the dividends-received de2 52
duction, but thus far have had little success.
There is also a serious question whether the deduction achieves its policy
253
goal if one considers it in conjunction with the pricing of stock shares.
Under the discount hypothesis, the price of corporate stock is discounted
below underlying net asset value to reflect the distributions tax liability that
will arise upon withdrawal of funds from the corporation whose stock is acquired. If, however, the stock purchaser is a corporation that will be able to
withdraw those same funds at a reduced level of distributions tax, then the
discount may not fairly represent the economic consequences of the transaction to the corporation. The dividends-received deduction may simply pro254
vide a windfall to the corporate purchaser.
For example, assume that X corporation consists solely of $100 of accumu2 55
lated earnings, and that the applicable distributions tax rate is 30 percent.
Under the discount hypothesis, a noncorporate buyer of X's stock would
likely discount the value of the stock to below $100-perhaps to around
$70-to reflect the $30 tax that will arise upon withdrawal of the $100 in
earnings from the corporation. If, however, a corporate buyer such as P corporation can purchase the same stock at the same price and then withdraw
those same earnings at a reduced distributions tax cost, P will have obtained
256
a windfall.
One could argue that the $70 price for the stock does not provide a windfall to P because the interest P acquires will still be held in corporate solution
and therefore will still be subject to a future distributions tax. Thus, assume
that P liquidates X after purchasing its stock for $70 and assume a 100-per252. See supra note 27.
253. See ALI REPORTER'S 1982 STUDY, supra note 6, at 494 (dividend-received deduction "creates an opportunity for corporations to make mostly tax-free investments at prices that may be fixed
by the market on the assumption of taxability").
254. See Auerbach 1986, supra note 73, at 108-10; see generally Mundstock, supra note 104 (calling for the taxation of intercorporate dividends to eliminate the possibility of tax windfalls accruing
to corporate shareholders eligible for the dividends-received deduction).
255. This example assumes the corporate and shareholder income taxes offset one another and
therefore ignores them.
256. It is also possible that the presence of a number of potential corporate buyers would push
the price of the stock above $70, in which case the selling shareholder might share in the windfall,
but noncorporate buyers would be shortchanged.
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cent dividends-received deduction on the liquidation. 57 After the liquidation, it might appear that P has obtained $100 in accumulated earnings for
$70. However, the $100 in earnings is still held in corporate solution (now in
P instead of X), so the value of the earnings to the shareholdersof P (assuming they are not corporations) is only about $70.
This analysis is flawed, however, because it does not consider the fact that
P's shares will have been discounted prior to its acquisition of X's stock. To
illustrate, assume that P consists solely of $200 in accumulated earnings.
Under the discount hypothesis, assuming a distributions tax rate of 30 percent, the value of the P stock should be about $140. Now, suppose that P
retains $130 of its earnings and uses the remaining $70 to purchase all of the
stock of X corporation (which consists solely of $100 of accumulated earnings). If there is a 100-percent dividends-received deduction on the liquidation of X into P, after the liquidation P will consist of $230 of accumulated
earnings ($130 retained plus $100 received tax-free in the distribution). In
other words, solely as a result of the corporate stock acquisition and the
existence of the 100-percent dividends-received deduction, the value of the P
stock will have increased to around $161 (70 percent of $230), a 15-percent
increase over its pretransaction value of around $140.258
The proposal eliminates this windfall by repealing the dividends-received
deduction in the case of corporate shareholders holding only a portfolio interest in the distributing corporation. Thus the proposal taxes distributions
to these corporate shareholders and, in effect, compensates for the failure to
impose a distributions tax when the portfolio stock interest was acquired. 2 59
A distribution to such corporate shareholders is treated as a distribution to a
noncorporate distributee, which triggers the distributions tax.
The proposal does not tax distributions to corporations that own more
than a portfolio interest in the distributing corporation. One might think of
these as transactions in which nothing leaves corporate solution. At another
level, one might recognize that because a distributions tax is paid in the acquisition of the greater-than-portfolio interest, a subsequent distribution by
the subsidiary to the parent corporation should not result in any further
tax. 2 60 To avoid some of the distortions that might arise as a result of this
257. Under current law, the liquidating distribution of the subsidiary generally is tax-free to the
parent. I.R.C. § 332(a).
258. The increase is only 15 percent because P used only one-half of its assets to make the stock
purchase. Had it used all of its assets in the acquisition, the increase would be 30 percent.
259. The deferral advantage obtained by not paying the distributions tax upon acquisition of the
portfolio stock interest is offset by the relatively greater future distributions tax that will arise as a
result of the accumulation of earnings in corporate solution. Once again, the difference in the timing of a distribution should not be economically significant, at least in the "model" case. See supra
text accompanying note 77.
260. Technically, an exception to the distributions tax may not be needed even in this case. For
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the proposal
partial retention of the dividends-received deduction concept,
261

makes several adjustments, discussed in the next section.

c. Treatment of parent-subsidiaryintercorporateinvestments

i. Adjustments upon establishment of the parent-subsidiaryrelationship
As we have seen, the acquisition by a corporation of more than a portfolio
stock interest in another corporation changes the subsidiary corporation's
CCA to an amount equal to the net value of its assets.2 62 The theory underlying this adjustment is the distributions tax imposed in the acquisition effec-

tively pays up the subsidiary's distributions tax liability. For somewhat
different reasons, the same result occurs even when the subsidiary is acquired

through a tax-deferred reorganization in which no distributions tax is imme263
diately paid.
The same result also should occur when the parent-subsidiary relationship
is created by the parent's tax-deferred transfer of appreciated or depreciated
property to the subsidiary. In this case, the proposal provides for the subsidiary's CCA to reflect the net value of the assets contributed. 264 To do otherwise would be to preserve more than one potential distributions tax with
265
respect to the same corporate earnings.
reasons described infra text accompanying notes 262-271, the CCAs of subsidiaries acquired (or
formed) after implementation of the proposal will equal the net value of the assets of the subsidiary
for the duration of the parent-subsidiary relationship. In other words, throughout that period, the
distributions tax base of the subsidiary will always be zero. Thus, repeal of the dividends-received
deduction concept in the parent-subsidiary context would have no impact on distributions from the
subsidiary to its parent. But it may be easier to conceptualize the situation as if there were an
exception for such intercorporate distributions. Repeal would adversely affect distributions by transitional subsidiaries-i.e., subsidiaries acquired or formed prior to the effective date of the proposal-but this may be the proper result, depending upon how the share price of the subsidiary was
determined at the time of the acquisition or formation. See Mundstock, supra note 104, at 41.
261. For the same reasons, the ALI Reporter's 1982 and 1989 studies both make a similar distinction between distributions made to corporations holding portfolio interests and those made to
corporations holding more substantial interests. See ALI REPORTER'S 1982 STUDY, supra note 6,
at 489-98; ALI REPORTER'S 1989 STUDY, supra note 6, at 4, 13, 97-98.

262. See supra text accompanying notes 242-249.
263. See supra text accompanying note 249.
264. In the case of transfers by individuals, the proposal generally increases the CCA of the
corporation only by the basis of the assets in the hands of the contributing shareholder. See supra
note 161 and accompanying text.
265. In theory, this rule should apply to incorporating transfers of appreciated or depreciated
property by any corporation, and not just transfers in a parent-subsidiary context. For example,
assume that 10 corporate joint venturers form a corporation with appreciated property and each
takes back 10 percent of the stock of the new corporation. If the 10-percent stock interest is treated
as a "portfolio" interest, distributions from the newly formed corporation to the corporate shareholders that reflect the built-in gain will trigger a distributions tax. But this tax is not compensation
for the failure to impose a distributions tax at some earlier point; rather, it is a duplication of the
distributions tax that will arise upon distributions by the joint venturers to their shareholders. Ac-
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it Adjustments during the parent-subsidiaryrelationship
For distributions tax purposes, the proposal treats the parent and subsidi-

ary corporations as if they comprised a single corporate entity with two or
more internal divisions. The principal significance of this approach is that

the earnings of the two corporations will be accounted for only once for distributions tax purposes, presumably by the parent corporation. During the
period the two corporations maintain their parent-subsidiary relationship,

accounting separately for the subsidiary's earnings at the subsidiary level
could result in excessive taxation of those earnings.

For example, assume that P corporation acquires all of the stock of X corporation from some noncorporate shareholders. Under the proposal, the acquisition requires P to pay a distributions tax. Also, as a result of the

acquisition, the proposal adjusts X's CCA to equal the net value of X's assets. One may think of the distributions tax paid by P as the price for the

withdrawal of X's assets out of corporate solution and the reincorporation of
those assets provides X with a fresh zero distributions tax base.
But any amounts subsequently earned by X during P's ownership of it
increase its distributions tax base above zero. If these earnings are separately
accounted for at the subsidiary level, it creates the following discontinuity. If

X simply distributes the earnings to P, no distributions tax arises because of
the parent-subsidiary relationship. P, therefore, realizes the full benefit of the

earnings without any distributions tax cost. In contrast, if P attempts to
realize the benefit of the earnings by selling its X stock to a noncorporate
purchaser, the purchaser will insist upon discounting the purchase price to
reflect the distributions tax that will arise upon the distribution of those earn-

ings to him.266 Thus, P will not obtain the full benefit of X's earnings in the
cordingly, even in this case, the distributions tax base of the newly formed corporation should be
zero following the transfer.
To illustrate, assume that P corporation owns a single asset whose fair market value is $100 and
basis is $0. If corporate and shareholder income tax rates and the distributions tax rate are all 30
percent, P's stock is worth about $49 ($100 underlying asset value less prospective $30 corporate
income tax liability on built-in gain, less future $21 distributions tax liability on withdrawal of $70
in net earnings). Assume that P transfers its sole asset to S corporation in conjunction with the
transfer by nine other corporations to S of assets with values and amounts of built-in gain identical
to that of P's asset. Each corporate shareholder obtains a 10-percent stock interest in S, which is a
"portfolio" interest. IfS immediately sells all of its assets and then distributes the net proceeds prorata to its shareholders, the amount distributed to P will be $49 ($1,000 total underlying asset value
less $300 corporate income tax on sales, less $210 distributions tax paid by S on distributions, all
divided by 10 for P's share). Consequently, P's stock value will have shrunk to about $34.30 (70%
of $49). The problem is the extra level of distributions tax collected as a result of the incorporation.
Proposals for the preferred treatment of "new equity" may be one means of resolving this concern.
See infra Part II.c.10.a.
266. This is, again, a "reverse distribution" case, in which there is an increase rather than a
decrease to the amount of funds in corporate solution, see supra note 239 and accompanying text.
The "new equity" proposals present an alternative method of addressing this problem, see infra Part
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stock sale. This is simply the Waterman Steamship problem revisited.2 67

The mistake here is in X's separate accounting of its earnings. Insofar as
the parent-subsidiary relationship is analogous to a single corporation with
two divisions, there should be a single consolidated accounting for the earnings of the two corporations during the period that the corporations maintain
the relationship. 268 One method of accomplishing this result is to treat X as
if it immediately distributes all of its earnings to P, which then recontributes
to X those amounts not actually distributed. The deemed distribution has no

distributions tax effect, but the recontribution increases X's CCA to reflect
the amount of its retained earnings. 269 As a result, X's tax base, which always begins at zero, never changes from zero while P owns it; therefore
noncorporate purchasers of X stock will not need to discount their purchase
0
price to reflect any future distributions tax liability of X.27

This solution fails, however, when at the time of P's acquisition of X, X
has either net built-in gain or net built-in loss assets. In this situation, X's

subsequent recognition of the built-in gain or loss will increase (or decrease)
X's "earnings" without any addition to (or subtraction from) net asset value.
Thus, under the method suggested above, X's CCA will eventually deviate

from its net asset value, producing the discontinuities just described. A better remedy, therefore, is to mandate that during the period of the parent-

subsidiary relationship, the subsidiary's CCA is always equal to the net value
of its assets, and the proposal so provides. 27 1
II.c.10.a. For example, if the noncorporate purchaser were assured of a benefit from the increase in
corporate equity that results from the transaction, and if that benefit more or less offset the future
distributions tax liability, presumably little or no discount would arise in the stock purchase.
267. See Waterman Steamship Corp. v. Comm'r, 430 F.2d 1185 (5th Cir. 1970) cert. denied, 401
U.S. 939 (1971); supra notes 26-27 and accompanying text.
268. The House Ways and Means Committee version of the 1989 Act generally would have
required a consolidated computation of earnings and profits by a consolidated group of corporations
for purposes of determining whether any distribution from any member of the group to nonmember
shareholders constituted a dividend. See H.R. REP.No. 247, 101st Cong., 1st Sess. 1215-16 (1989).
The Conference Committee, however, agreed to a more targeted approach to the problem. See
H.R. CONF. REP. No. 386, 101st Cong., Ist Sess. 546-49 reprintedin 1989 U.S. CODE CONG. &
ADMIN. NEWS 3149-52 (requiring calculation of earnings and profits of a group of affiliated corporations on an individual company basis, but no group loss items may reduce that portion of a
subsidiary's separately computed income used to pay dividends on certain preferred stock).
269. Cf.Treas. Reg. § 1.1502-32(b)(1)(i) (providing that in a consolidated group, parent's basis
in subsidiary's stock be adjusted upward in an amount equal to an allocable part of the undistributed earnings and profits of the subsidiary).
270. X's CDT tax base also should not be permitted to go below zero, in order to prevent the
creation of a hypothetical CDT credit that might justify a premium price for X's stock.
271. See infra Part II.c.8.f (examples (27) and (28)) for an illustration of the operation of the
general rule. Cf.I.R.S. Notice 87-14, 1987-1 C.B. 445 (consolidated return regulations will be
amended to prevent increase to parent's basis in its subsidiary's stock by reason of sales or distributions of the subsidiary's assets if the increase is attributable to built-in gain at the time of acquisition
of the subsidiary's shares); Treas. Reg. § 1.1502-20T (1990) (temporary regulations, just issued,
generally adopting a "meat ax" approach to the problem: parent corporation not permitted to
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d. Definition of 'portfolio investment"
The actual distinction between a "portfolio" and a "subsidiary" stock investment has relatively little substantive import. The specific rules for each

type of investment differ markedly, but the net results are fairly comparable.
Corporate acquisitions of portfolio stock interests do not have immediate distributions tax consequences, but this is offset by the tax imposed on subse-

quent distributions from the corporation whose stock is acquired. Corporate
acquisitions of subsidiary interests from noncorporate shareholders trigger
an immediate distributions tax, but then no further tax is paid on distributions during the parent-subsidiary relationship. Further, the different timing
272
of the tax in these two cases does not create any bias.
In the end, the distinction between portfolio and subsidiary investment is
primarily one of administrative convenience. Although a number of other
standards could be justified, the proposal adopts the "80-percent test" contained in section 1504(a) of the Code, for purposes of differentiating between

"portfolio" and "subsidiary" stock investments. 273 Thus, in general, an interest consisting of at least 80 percent (by vote and value) of the stock of
claim loss on disposition of subsidiary stock even when no part of parent's basis in such stock is
attributable to disposition of built-in gain assets). Rules consistent with those described in the text
would also apply to lower-tier subsidiaries. In addition, special rules may be needed when members
of the same affiliated group make the acquisition but no single member acquires more than a portfolio amount of stock. Cf.Treas. Reg. § 1.1502-34 (1966) (requiring aggregation of portfolio interests
held by an affiliated group of corporations in another corporation for purposes of determining each
member's stock ownership under various provisions of the Code).
Although different in detail, the general goal of this article's proposal is consistent with proposals
set forth by the ALI Reporter and the Senate Finance Committee staff, as well as the basis adjustment rules contained in the consolidated return regulations. See FINAL SFC STAFF REPORT, supra
note 234, at 54-55, 160-67, 237-39 (Comm. Print 1985) (proposing that the basis of a controlling
corporate shareholder in the stock of its subsidiary be set to the "net inside basis of the assets of the
subsidiary"); Treas. Reg. § 1.1502-32 (requiring a corporation filing a consolidated return to adjust
the basis of stock held in a subsidiary for earnings and distributions of the subsidiary); ALI STUDY,
supra note 6, at 51-66 (proposing "integration in the computation of a parent corporation's taxable
income from its investment in a subsidiary ... by fixing the basis for determining gain or loss on a
transfer of subsidiary shares by reference to the subsidiary's asset basis"); ALl REPORTER'S 1989
STUDY, supra note 6, at 121-31 (proposing that basis "be set equal to a proportionate part of net
aggregate asset basis" for unpurchased subsidiary shares, and equal to purchase price adjusted in
accord with the taxpayer's computation of taxable income for purchased subsidiary shares); of.
Dahlberg, Aggregate va Entity: Adjusting the Basis of Stock in a SubsidiaryFiling a Consolidated
Return, 42 TAX L. REV. 547, 567 (1987) (proposing to modify the investment adjustment rules to
provide for a closer match between a parent's basis in its subsidiary's shares and the subsidiary's
basis in its assets).
272. See supra note 259. The dividing line is, however, not completely without substantive consequences. For example, distributions of earnings of corporations formed (not acquired) by a
number of corporate joint venturers, all of whose stock is merely portfolio in nature, would seem to
be unfairly subject to a distributions tax under the proposal. See supra note 265.
273. The Code uses this test for a number of purposes such as eligibility to file a consolidated
return, to make a section 338 election, and to effect a section 332 liquidation. See I.R.C. §§ 1501 &
1504(a)(2); 338(a), (d)(3); 332(b)(1).
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another corporation is a subsidiary interest; anything less is a portfolio
interest.
There are several justifications for this standard. The consolidated treatment of earnings proposed in the case of a parent-subsidiary relationship is
most intuitive when the parent corporation owns all, or almost all, of the
stock of its subsidiary.2 74 Moreover, a stock ownership standard of 50 percent or less would create the complicating possibility of two or more "parents" of the same corporation at the same time. Similarly, it is easier to
understand the imposition of a distributions tax on a stock acquisition when
the acquisition is closely analogous to an acquisition of substantially all of
the assets of the target corporation followed by a liquidation of the target. 275
Adoption of an 80-percent standard means, of course, that major corporate stock acquisitions, which deplete the amount in corporate solution, will
escape an immediate distributions tax. But the disallowance of the dividends-received deduction should counterbalance this loss. Thus, distributions to corporate shareholders who own less than 80 percent of the voting
power or value of the distributing corporation will be fully subject to the
distributions tax.
e. Transition between portfolio and subsidiary status
The proposal treats an acquisition or sale of stock that changes a corporate
investor's status from "subsidiary" to "portfolio" or vice versa as an acquisition or sale of stock between a corporate and noncorporate shareholder. For
example, assume that M corporation owns 70 percent of the stock of N corporation and that this stock ownership is considered a portfolio investment.
If M acquires the remaining 30-percent interest in N, the proposal treats M
as having acquired 100 percent of the stock of N from noncorporate shareholders. Because M is a corporate investor, it must pay a distributions tax,
the amount of which is based on an acquisition of 100 percent of the N stock.
N's CCA is thereafter equal to the net value of its assets.
f Summary and examples
The proposal generally treats intercorporate transactions in the same manner as distributions outside of that context, with the exception of certain simplifying rules designed for administrative ease. Thus, for example, a
corporate acquisition of stock triggers a distributions tax only if the acquisition consists of at least a "subsidiary" interest in the target corporation, and
274. Cf.Blum 1975, supra note 161, at 220-21 (case for treating gain by parent corporation on
sale of shares in subsidiary as a dividend to the extent of the-subsidiary's retained earnings strongest
when 80 percent, rather than some lesser standard, is met).
275. See supra text accompanying notes 239-242.
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only if the seller is not a corporation owning a subsidiary interest in the stock
sold. When applicable, the acquiring corporation pays the tax, which is calculated on a base generally equal to the consideration paid less the CCA of
the target corporation. For this purpose, a "subsidiary" interest is defined as
stock consisting of at least 80 percent of the voting power and value of a
corporation. No tax arises in a stock acquisition carried out in the form of a
tax-deferred reorganization unless boot is involved. 276 Distributions between
corporations having a parent-subsidiary relationship are exempt from the
distributions tax. In addition, throughout the period the parent-subsidiary
relationship is maintained, the subsidiary's CCA is always equal to the net
value of its assets. Distributions between corporations outside the parentsubsidiary context are fully subject to tax.
The following examples illustrate the proposal's operation. Assume a 30percent corporate income tax rate and a 38.89-percent distributions tax rate:
Example (17): Mr. A contributed $100,000 cash in the formation of X
corporation. X subsequently invested $50,000 in a piece of land that is
presently worth $300,000. X invested the other $50,000 in some corporate bonds that have produced $325,000 of after-tax interest income.
The bonds themselves are still worth their original purchase price. Assume that Mr. A sells all of his X stock to Mr. B.
X's "liquidation" value to A before the sale is approximately $460,000.
This is determined by subtracting from its $675,000 gross asset value (land
($300,000) plus bonds ($50,000) plus accumulated bond interest ($325,000))
the $75,000 in corporate income tax liability that will arise upon realization
of the $250,000 gain in the land (30 percent of $250,000),277 as well as the
$140,000 in CDT that will be incurred upon withdrawing the after-tax earnings from the corporation (28 percent of $500,000 after-tax earnings or 38.89
percent of ($500,000 - $140,000)).
The proposal imposes no distributions tax in A's sale to B because no assets have been withdrawn from corporate solution. B, however, discounts
the $675,000 gross asset value of X to reflect the anticipated income and
distributions taxes. Accordingly, A obtains approximately $460,000 in aftertax proceeds from the sale. The proposal imposes no tax on A in the sale and
makes no change to X's CCA.
Example (18): Same as example (17), except that X sells all of its assets
276. This might arise, for example, in a stock acquisition structured as a reverse triangular
merger under section 368(a)(2)(E) of the Code. See infra p. 1914, example (23).
277. Technically, the corporate income tax liability should be discounted to present value to take
account of the tax not being paid until some point in the future. This factor is disregarded in these
examples but is discussed briefly at Part II.c.10.b.
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to Y corporation, which is wholly owned by Mr. B, and X does not
liquidate.
Y pays X consideration of $675,000 and obtains land worth $300,000,
bonds worth $50,000, and cash of $325,000. No CDT liability arises in this
transaction. X must pay the $75,000 corporate income tax liability on the
sale and then holds the remaining net proceeds -of $600,000 subject to the
anticipated CDT liability of $140,000.
Example (19): Same as example (18), except that following the sale, X
completely liquidates.
The results are the same as under example (18), except that X must pay
CDT of $140,000. X distributes the remaining $460,000 tax-free to Mr. A.
Example (20): Same as example (19), except that following the sale and
X's liquidation, Y transfers all of the acquired assets to newly formed Z
corporation in exchange for all of its stock.
The results are the same as under example (19) and Z's starting CCA is
$675,000, the net value of its assets. This transaction should not cause future
distributions tax consequences to Y or Z.
Example (21): Same as example (17), except that the stock purchaser is
P corporation.
The purchase by a corporation of more than a portfolio stock interest from
a noncorporate shareholder triggers immediate distributions tax consequences to the purchaser. The purchase price is still discounted to about
$460,000 to reflect both distributions and income taxes, and A still receives
that amount tax-free. P must pay CDT of $140,000 (38.89 percent x
($460,000 - $100,000 (X's CCA))). Following the purchase, X's CCA is adjusted upward to $600,000, the net value of its assets, because its CDT liability effectively has been paid up. Note that this is essentially the same result
as in example (20) except that the subsidiary's CCA in this case is only
$600,000, not $675,000. The difference is the corporate income tax liability
that was paid in the asset acquisition but which is still outstanding in the
stock acquisition.
One other difference between the two examples is that in example (20), X
paid the CDT, whereas in this example, the tax burden falls on P. This may
be significant when P is exempt from paying the CDT, for example if P is a
foreign corporation not subject to United States taxes. In these cases, P may
be able to bid higher for X than potential domestic buyers. One solution is to
impose the CDT on X, the titrget corporation, even in a stock acquisition
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such as this example. 278
Example (22): Same as example (21), except that the consideration for
the stock acquisition is solely P voting stock and the acquisition otherwise satisfies the requirements of section 368(a)(1)(B) of the Code.
The acquisition of X pursuant to a "B" reorganization does not cause any
immediate distributions tax consequences, even though the transaction involves a noncorporate seller and a corporate buyer. Following the acquisition, the proposal increases P's CCA by $100,000 (the amount in X's CCA
prior to the reorganization), and adjusts X's CCA to $600,000, the net value
of its assets. By issuing stock as consideration, P's distributions tax base has
increased by the amount in X's tax base prior to the reorganization; therefore, X's tax base following the reorganization should properly be zero.
The results are exactly as if P had acquired the X assets solely for P voting
stock in a qualifying "C" reorganization and then dropped the assets down
27 9
into a newly formed, wholly owned subsidiary.
Example (23): Same as example (22), except that 90 percent of the consideration is P voting stock, 10 percent is cash, and the acquisition qualifies as a reverse triangular merger under section 368(a)(2)(E) of the
Code.
The results are the same as under example (22), except that a distributions
tax must be paid on the boot. The proposal treats the transaction as a nonliquidating distribution of boot by P. The same tax consequences would result had P acquired the X assets for consideration consisting of 90 percent P
voting stock and 10 percent cash in a qualifying "C" reorganization and then
280
dropped those assets down into a newly formed, wholly owned subsidiary.
Example (24): Same as example (17), except that the sale is to 1,000
buyers, some of which are corporations. No purchaser acquires more
than 2 percent of X's stock.
The results are the same as under example (17). For purposes of the distributions tax, the corporate purchasers are treated as noncorporate shareholders and the proposal therefore imposes no CDT liability because nothing has
left corporate solution. However, future distributions by X to these shareholders will be treated as distributions to noncorporate shareholders and
therefore will be fully subject to the CDT.
Example (25): Same as example (17), except that 60 percent of the stock
278. Example (33), infra at 1916, shows how this transaction would be taxed if there were an
80% or greater (but less than a 100%) stock acquisition of X.
279. I.RLC. § 368(a)(1)(C), (a)(2)(C).
280. Id.; see supra note 237 and accompanying text.
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is acquired by P corporation and 40 percent is acquired by Q
corporation.
The results again are the same as under example (17) because the proposal
treats ownership of stock consisting of less than 80 percent of the voting
power and value of another corporation as a portfolio investment. Thus,
both P and Q are treated as noncorporate investors for purposes of the distributions tax.
Example (26): Same as example (25), except that following the acquisition by P and Q, P acquires all of the X stock owned by Q. Assume that
there has been no change to X corporation during this time.
This transaction is treated as an acquisition of 100 percent of the X stock
by P corporation from two noncorporate shareholders (P and Q). Accordingly, the proposal imposes CDT liability and the results are the same as
under example (21).
Example (27): Following P's acquisition in example (26) or example
(21), the land owned by X appreciates in value another $50,000 and the
bonds produce another $50,000 in after-tax interest income.
Under the proposal, X's CCA increases by $85,000 to $685,000 to reflect
the increase in X's net value. (This assumes an additional $15,000 future
corporate income tax liability on the land appreciation (30 percent x
$50,000)). In this case, the earnings actually increase net asset value, so one
can characterize the adjustment to X's CCA as a constructive distribution of
the net earnings by X to P (with no CDT because of the parent-subsfdiary
relationship), followed by a constructive recontribution of those earnings
back to X, which increases X's CCA by the $85,000. But this characterization does not work in the following example.
Example (28): Following P's acquisition in example (26) or example
(21), X sells its land for $300,000.
X realizes $250,000 in gain on the sale, pays corporate income tax of
$75,000, and therefore has net earnings of $175,000. But these earnings
arose out of built-in gain that had already been taken into account, and do
not result in any increase in X's net asset value. A hypothetical distribution
and recontribution of these earnings would increase X's CCA to $775,000, or
$175,000 more than its net asset value. For this reason, there should be no
increase in X's CCA in this case. X's CCA should remain constantly equal
to its net asset value, which in this case remains $600,000 following the land
sale.
This treatment does not present any unfairness to P because we may presume that at the time of the stock acquisition, P took into account the lurking corporate income tax liability relating to the appreciated land. P would
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have paid less for the stock of a corporation whose assets were highly appreciated than for the stock of one with the same value of assets but no built-in
appreciation.
Example (29): Following the events in example (27), X distributes
$50,000 cash to P corporation.
There is no CDT on this distribution because of the parent-subsidiary relationship between P and X. However, X's net asset value has decreased as a
result of the distribution, so there must be a commensurate reduction in X's
CCA to $635,000. If this adjustment were not made, X would have a potential CDT credit because its CCA would exceed the net value of its assets.
Example (30): Following the distribution in example (29), X is completely liquidated into P corporation.
The $90,000 corporate income tax liability on the $300,000 of land appreciation remains deferred because of the nonrecognition accorded to transfers
of property to the parent in a complete liquidation of its subsidiary. 2 81
Hence, the net amount distributed to P is $635,000 ($725,000 gross assets
less $90,000 future corporate income tax liability). There is no CDT liability
on the distribution both because the net amount distributed by X exactly
equals X's CCA and because the distribution takes place within a parentsubsidiary context.
Example (31): Same as example (30), except that instead of liquidating
X, P sells all of the X stock to Mr. C.
Mr: C discounts the $725,000 gross value of X by about $90,000, the anticipated corporate income tax liability. Mr. C does not discount the purchase
price to account for anticipated distributions tax liability because X's CCA
exactly equals its net asset value. Thus, just as in example (30), P ends up
with $635,000 in net after-tax proceeds. The proposal imposes no tax on P.
Example (32): Same as example (31), except that the sale is to M
corporation.
This has the same result as in example (31). Even if X had a future distributions tax liability, a stock acquisition by one corporation from another
would not trigger the tax.
Example (33): Same as example (17), except that 80 percent (by vote
and value) of the X stock is acquired by R corporation and 20 percent is
acquired by S corporation.
The acquisition of a subsidiary interest in X by R corporation from
noncorporate shareholder Mr. A requires an immediate payment of CDT.
The acquisition of a portfolio interest by 5, however, does not. Based upon
281. I.R.C. § 337(a).
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the interests acquired, the consideration paid by R should be about $368,000
(80 percent of $460,000 (X's net asset value)) and that paid by S should be
about $92,000 (20 percent of $460,000). Mr. A receives the total $460,000
without any further tax consequences.
A potential problem in calculating the proper amount of CDT for an acquisition of this sort is determining the portion of X's CCA that should be
applied to reduce the distributions tax base. If X's CCA is simply allocated
pro-rata, R must pay a distributions tax of approximately $112,000 (38.89
282
percent x ($368,000 - $80,000 (80 percent of $100,000 CCA))).
Following the acquisition, X's prospective distributions tax base is fully
paid up except for S's 20-percent share (or $100,000) of the corporation's
earnings. Hence, X's CCA is $500,000-$100,000 less than X's net asset
value of $600,000. R's "share" of X's CCA is $480,000; S's "share" is
$20,000.283

Example (34): Following the acquisition by R and S in example (33), the
land owned by X appreciates in value another $50,000 and the bonds
produce another $50,000 in after-tax interest income.
The results are the same as in example (27) except that the increase in X's
CCA must account for the fact that X is part-owned by a corporate shareholder and part-owned by a portfolio corporate investor treated as a
noncorporate shareholder. Thus, X's CCA is increased by $68,000, which
represents 80 percent of the $85,000 after-tax increase in X's net value
($100,000 - $15,000 (future corporate income tax on appreciation of land)).
This $68,000 is allocated entirely to R's "share" of X's CCA, bringing it up
282. The situation would be somewhat more difficult if the CDT were imposed on the target
rather than the acquiring corporation. X would need not only to allocate its CCA but also to
determine the portion of consideration paid by a corporate acquirer.
283. S's share represents the $20,000 of X's initial CCA allocated to S in the acquisition. Accounting for these amounts may present some administrative difficulties, especially when there are a
number of minority shareholders of X. A perhaps appropriate analogy is to the maintenance of a
partner's capital account in a partnership. It is for this additional reason that the "subsidiary"
standardis set fairly high-to reduce the number of situations in which these rules will be needed.
An alternative scheme to that described in the text would be to permit R to offset its purchase
price by the entire amount in X's CCA in determining the proper CDT liability in the stock acquisition. This would avoid the need to allocate CCA and eliminate S's "share" in the post-acquisition
CCA of X. In other words, following the acquisition, X's entire CCA would belong to R, while S
(and any other minority shareholder of X) would have no interest in it.
In essence, R will have used up S's share of the CCA in the initial determination of CDT. It is
evident that the proposed alternative shortchanges S. Perhaps the parties would work this out
through their respective purchase prices. Using the figures in the text, R should pay approximately
$5,600 more (or a total of $373,600) for its stock, which represents the additional value of $20,000
of CCA ($20,000 x 28% = $5,600, or ($20,000 - $5,600) x 38.89 = $5,600). S should similarly pay
about $5,600 less, or total consideration of $86,400. R would owe about $106,400 of CDT on the
acquisition (($373,600 - $100,000) x 38.89%), and following the acquisition, X's CCA of $480,000
would all belong to R.
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to $548,000, the net value of R 's share of X's assets. S's "share" of X's
CCA remains at $20,000.284
Example (35): Following the events in example (34), X determines to
distribute a total of $50,000 cash (including payment of any CDT liability) pro rata to its two shareholders, R and S.
X distributes $40,000 to R, with the same result as in example (29): there is
no CDT liability because of the parent-subsidiary relationship between R and
X, but R's share of X's CCA must be decreased by the $40,000 distributed to
it. R's share of the CCA is now $508,000, still exactly equal to its share of
the net value of X's assets.
The distribution to S triggers a distributions tax because S only holds a
portfolio stock interest in X. Hence, X will distribute $7,200 to S ($10,000 $2,800), and pay a CDT of $2,800 (38.89 percent of $7,200). S's share of X's
CCA remains at $20,000.285
Example (36): Following the distribution in example (35), X is completely liquidated.
As in example (30), the total net potential liquidating distribution is
$635,000. This is allocated $508,000 (80 percent) to R, and $127,000 (20
percent) to S.286 The amount distributed to R is exactly equal to R 's share of
X's CCA; once again, because of this and because of the parent-subsidiary
relationship between X and R, there is no CDT liability on this portion of the
distribution.
The liquidating distribution to S triggers a distributions tax of $29,960 (28
percent of ($127,000 - $20,000) or 38.89 percent of ($127,000 - $20,000 $29,960)). Therefore, the net distribution to S is $97,040.
In examples (33) through (36), the following has occurred: At the time R
and S acquired X, X had accumulated net earnings of $500,000. Subsequently, net earnings were increased by $85,000, but $68,000 (80 percent) did
not have to be separately accounted for because of the parent-subsidiary relationship of R and X during that time. Thus, total earnings of $517,000, producing a potential distributions tax of $144,760 (28 percent of $517,000 or
38.89 percent of ($517,000 - $144,760)), ultimately must be accounted for.
R paid a distributions tax of $112,000 in its acquisition of X. The ordinary
cash distribution to S resulted in a distributions tax of $2,800. The liquidating distribution to S produced a distributions tax of $29,960. The total of
284. The alternative scheme proposed in note 283, supra, would provide the same results. X's
CCA would similarly be increased by $68,000 to $548,000, which would all belong to R. S (and any
other minority shareholder of X) would continue to have a zero interest in X's CCA.
285. The alternative scheme would produce the same results except that S's share of X's CCA
would remain at zero. See supra note 283.
286. Some portion of the corporate income tax on the land appreciation may have to be paid in
this liquidation, but the figures remain the same. See I.R.C. §§ 336(a), 337(a).
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$144,760 exactly accounts for the fact that, after the liquidation, all of X's
28 7
earnings have been withdrawn.
Example (37): Same as example (36), except that instead of liquidating
X, R and S sell all of their stock to Mr. D.
As in example (31), before any distributions tax consequences, Mr. D's
total purchase price would have been $635,000, initially allocated $508,000
to R's shares and $127,000 to S's shares. Unlike example (31), however, D
discounts the amount he pays for S's shares to account for the future distributions tax liability of $29,960. Thus, S receives total after-tax proceeds of
around $97,040 for its shares, whereas R obtains the full $508,000. Neither
R nor S pays any tax on the stock sale. The stock sale between portfolio
investor S and individual D does not trigger a CDT because nothing leaves
28 8
corporate solution.
9. Stock dividends and distributions of stock of a corporate subsidiary
a. Stock dividends
The tax treatment of stock dividends under the proposal would seem to be
straightforward. Because nothing leaves corporate solution in a stock dividend, one could reasonably conclude that a stock dividend should not result
in any distributions tax.
The matter, however, is not so simple. Almost any stock dividend can be
recharacterized as a cash dividend followed by a reinvestment in the distributing corporation. If described in that manner, the proposal would require
payment of an immediate distributions tax along with an increase in the
CCA of the distributing corporation to reflect the capital contributed.
Although from an overall standpoint, there has been no net change in the
amount of funds that remain in corporate solution, a "constructive receipt"
characterization treats the transaction as substituting contributed capital for
accumulated corporate earnings, with future earnings on the fresh capital
now newly subject to a potential distributions tax.
287. Under the alternative scheme proposed in note 283, supra, R similarly would receive a net
liquidating distribution of $508,000 without any distributions tax imposed. The liquidating distribution to S would produce a CDT of about $35,560 (28% of $127,000 or 38.89% of ($127,000 $35,560)), so S would receive a net distribution of $91,440 after the distributions tax.
Taking examples (33)-(36) into account under the alternative method, R would pay CDT of
$106,400 in the acquisition, and X would pay CDT of $2,800 in the ordinary distribution to S and
$35,560 in the liquidating distribution to S, for the same total of $144,760. S would receive total net
after-tax proceeds of $98,640, or exactly $5,600 less than under the method described in the text (R
would receive total net proceeds of exactly $5,600 more). This offsets precisely the difference in the
initial purchase prices for the stock under the two methods.
288. The same results arise under the alternative scheme except that D would discount S's shares
further down to around $91,440 to account for the greater prospective distributions tax burden of
$35,560. See supra note 287.
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For example, assume a distribution involving a "cash-option" stock divi-

dend in response to which all of the shareholders elect to take stock.
Although it is true that nothing has left corporate solution as a result of the
transaction, it is difficult to differentiate the transaction from an actual cash
distribution followed by a reinvestment in the corporation. One could try to
implement a rule treating such "obvious" cases as constructive cash dividends and reinvestments, but such a rule would merely reward more careful
planning. Indeed, much of the saga concerning the taxation of stock dividends under current law involves an attempt to identify those cases in which
a finding of constructive receipt is appropriate. 28 9
The distributions tax impact of these different characterizations is illustrated by the following. Assume that individual A owns $100 cash and all of
the stock of X corporation, whose sole asset is $100 in accumulated earnings.
Assume further that there is a 30-percent distributions tax and a 30-percent
corporate and shareholder income tax, and both A and X can obtain the same
10-percent annual pretax return on their investments. Finally, assume that X
distributes a $100 stock dividend to A at the beginning of the year and then
completely liquidates at the end of the year. If the stock dividend has no
0
distributions tax consequences, A will have $181.90 at the end of the year.29
If, on the other hand, the stock dividend is taxed as a cash distribution followed by an immediate recontribution of the proceeds, A will end the year
with only $179.80.291 The $2.10 difference represents the distributions tax

that arises on the withdrawal of the corporate earnings generated by A's cap2 92
ital contribution for the year.
In isolation, one could solve this problem by simply recharacterizing all
stock dividends as cash dividends followed by reinvestments. But this result
289. See S.REP. No. 552, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 150-51 (1969) (proposing taxation of a number of
arrangements whereby cash dividends are paid to some shareholders while others receive a corresponding proportionate increase in ownership); Metzer, The "New" Section 305, 27 TAX L. Rav.
93, 142 (1971) (proposing taxation of all stock dividends as a means of overcoming the "confusion"
and "complexity" involved in determining whether such dividends are exempt from taxation under
§ 305); cf. Eisner v. Macomber, 252 U.S. 189, 220-21 (1920) (Brandeis, J., dissenting) (characterizing stock dividend as method for corporation to retain accumulated profits while effectively distributing them to shareholders).
290. By the end of the year, the $100 cash held directly byA will have grown to $107 after taxes.
The accumulated earnings of the corporation will have grown in a similar fashion, but the $107 endof-year distribution will be reduced by a $32.10 distributions tax. A therefore will have total net
after-tax proceeds of $181.90 at the end of the year.
291. The cash distribution leaves A with $170 after payment of the $30 distributions tax. Contribution of $100 back to X increases X's CCA but is otherwise nondeductible by A. His remaining
$70 will grow to $74.90 after taxes by the end of the year. X's new capital will increase to $107 by
the end of the year, and its distribution will prompt a tax of $2.10 (30% x ($107 - $100)). A
therefore will obtain a total of $179.80 in after-tax proceeds at the end of the year.
292. The $100 contribution produces $7 in after-tax corporate earnings for the year. Withdrawal
of the $7 results in a distributions tax of $2.10.
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would conflict directly with the tax treatment of other economically comparable transactions.
The proposed restructuring of Dodge Corporation, discussed at the beginning of this article, is illustrative.293 Two shareholders, Alston and Bragan,
each owned equal 50-percent interests (30 shares apiece) in Dodge, which
was assumed to have net assets of $6,000. Each had a $1,200 basis in his
stock. The parties wanted to shift two-thirds control of the corporation over
to Bragan and leave Alston with a 1/3 interest. Four alternative methods of
accomplishing this were discussed: a redemption of 15 of Alston's shares, a
pro-rata dividend distribution followed by Bragan's purchase of 10 of Alston's shares, Bragan's purchase of 10 of Alston's shares followed by a prorata distribution, and a stock distribution of 30 shares to Bragan combined
with a cash distribution of equal value to Alston. Each alternative caused
the same amount of cash to be distributed out of the corporation, yet under
current law each produced different tax consequences.
Under the proposal, the tax consequences of at least three of the alternatives are identical. If we assume that each shareholder's basis in his stock
represents capital previously contributed to the corporation, the redemption
294
of 15 of Alston's shares involves a distribution of about $1,250 to him.
This causes a distributions tax of about $486.295 The dividend-and-sale option entails a dividend of about $625 to each shareholder followed by a
purchase by Bragan of 10 of Alston's shares, worth about $625.296 Because
the stock sale does not produce any tax consequences, the only result is the
same $486 distributions tax based on the total dividend of $1,250. The saleand-dividend alternative involves a purchase of 10 of Alston's shares by Bragan for about $833 followed by a pro-rata dividend distribution of $833 to
Bragan and $417 to Alston.2 97 This again produces a distributions tax of
about $486, based on the total dividend of $1,250.
Under the stock dividend alternative, Dodge distributes $1,250 cash to Alston and 30 Dodge shares (worth about $1,250 after both distributions are
293. See supra pp. 1849-50 examples (2)-(2D).
294. Assuming a CDT rate of 38.89%, the potential CDT liability on the $3,600 of accumulated
corporate earnings ($6,000 net assets - 2,400 CCA) is $1,000 (28% x $3,600 or 38.89% x ($3,600 $1,000)). Hence, the purchase price for one-fourth of the corporation's stock is equal to $1,250
(25% x ($6,000 - $1,000)).
295. $1,250 x 38.89% = $486.
296. Following the distribution, the total value of the Dodge stock is approximately $3,750
($6,000 (net assets) less $1,000 (future CDT) less $1,250 (amount distributed)). The value of 10 of
Alston's shares, or one-sixth of the total shares, is therefore about $625.
297. Total value of Dodge shares prior to the distribution is approximately $5,000, net of CDT,
so purchase of one-sixth of those shares should cost about $833. Following the purchase, Bragan
owns two-thirds of the corporation and Alston only one-third: hence, the $833/$417 split of the
dividend distribution.
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taken into account) to Bragan. 2 95 This produces the familiar $486 distributions tax only if the stock dividend is not treated as a taxable distribution. If
the stock distribution is treated as a constructive cash dividend followed by a
recontribution to Dodge, the total distributions tax burden will exceed
$486.299

As the foregoing demonstrates, across-the-board "constructive receipt"
characterization of stock dividends for distributions tax purposes would be
inconsistent with the tax treatment of economically equivalent transactions.
On the other hand, failure to so characterize stock dividends would conflict
with the tax treatment of an actual cash dividend and reinvestment. Either
resolution apparently must be "wrong. ' '3° °
There is, in fact, a rather elegant way out of this dilemma. At stake in the
stock dividend issue is the amount of distributions tax on the withdrawal of
corporate earnings generated by the deemed capital contribution.30 1 As a
conceptual matter, this stake merely represents the proposal's bias against
new corporate investment: the "extra" burden of such an investment is a
function of the distributions tax on the earnings produced by the investment.
298. The total value of the 90 shares following the cash and stock distributions is approximately
$3,750 ($5,000 net of CDT - $1,250 cash dividend). The value of 30 of those shares, or one-third of
the total, is about $1,250.
299. Even if the stock distribution is treated as a constructive cash distribution of $1,250, the
resulting distributions tax is offset to some degree by the increase in the corporation's CCA from the
constructive recontribution. But as discussed supra text accompanying notes 290-92, there is
clearly some additional tax burden created by the constructive receipt characterization.
By way of contrast, the following summarizes the actual tax consequences of the four alternatives
under current law if we assume that Alston and Bragan are both in the 28-percent tax bracket and if
we disregard the character of their gains:
Tax due from
Total
Alternative
Alston
Bragan
Tax Due
stock redemption
$252
$ 0
$252
dividend, then sale
$308
$210
$518
sale, then dividend
$308
$280
$588
stock dividend
$420
$420
$840
There is some offsetting benefit under current law in the form of the shareholders' remaining stock
basis. See supra chart preceding note 58.
300. The problem of properly characterizing stock dividends has been described by one commentator as a "metaphysical question." Stone, Back to Fundamentals:Another Version of the Stock
Dividend Saga, 79 COLUM. L. REv. 898, 924 (1979). The constructive receipt theory can be asserted in other contexts as well. For example, a stock sale transaction between individual taxpayers
is arguably an inappropriate occasion on which to impose a distributions tax because nothing leaves
corporate solution in the transaction. See supra text accompanying notes 210-214. But the transaction may be recharacterized as a constructive distribution of earnings to the selling shareholder
followed by a contribution ofnew capital to the corporation by the purchasing shareholder. Viewed
in this manner, it may not be so easy to conclude that a stock sale transaction between individuals
should not result in any distributions tax. The principal difficulty in all this is the failure to compensate for the bias against the newly contributed capital. See infra Part II.c.10.a.
301. See supra text accompanying note 292.
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This suggests that proposals to mitigate the bias against new corporate
investment are a possible solution to the stock dividend puzzle. For example,
the A-LI Reporter has recommended a limited deduction for dividends paid
on new equity. 30 2 If this proposal were adopted, it would effectively eliminate the need for the "constructive receipt" recharacterization of stock dividend transactions because the benefit of the deduction of dividends paid on
the new deemed equity contribution would roughly offset the distributions
tax arising from the deemed cash distribution. Hence, the need to
recharacterize the transaction would be obviated, and it would instead be
possible to treat a stock dividend as a nontaxable transaction for distributions
30 3
tax purposes.
In the absence of a provision mitigating the bias against new corporate
investment, the stock dividend dilemma can only be resolved in a relatively
arbitrary fashion. The proposal suggests general adoption of the tough,
"constructive receipt" characterization of stock dividends. In order not to
stymie unduly the use of stock dividends, however, and perhaps because such
characterization may be more appropriate in the case of disproportionate
stock distributions, the proposal includes a safe harbor exception for straight,
pro-rata common stock distributions. 3°4 Instead of creating a discontinuity
between economically comparable transactions, this tough rule should, as a
practical matter, simply deter the making of non-pro-rata stock distributions
in the first place. This may have the salutary effect of increasing the number
of cash distributions, thereby permitting the underlying investment decision
to be made by the shareholder rather than the corporate manager.
b. Distributionsof stock of a corporate subsidiary
The distribution of stock of a subsidiary raises distributions tax issues directly analogous to those presented by the stock dividend. 30 5 Indeed, one
can readily recognize the close relationship between the two types of transactions if one thinks of the distributing corporation and its subsidiary as a single consolidated corporation. On the one hand, as in the case of a stock
dividend, one can view the distribution of subsidiary stock as an improper
occasion on which to impose any distributions tax because no assets leave
corporate solution. On the other hand, if the distribution is simply a subterfuge for an actual distribution of earnings followed by a recontribution of the
302. See ALI REPORTER'S 1982 STUDY, supra note 6, at 356-400; ALI REPORTER'S 1989
supra note 6, at 88-97.
303. The problem of the bias against new corporate equity contributions is discussed further
infra Part II.c.10.a.
304. Cf. Stone, supra note 300, at 923-24. I recognize that the proposed treatment of stock
dividends may conflict in certain instances with the tax-deferred treatment of ordinary recapitalizations. Presumably, the stock dividend rules should control in the event of a conffict.
305. Cf. Blum 1977, supra note 234, at 46 (discussing analogy).
STUDY,
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distributed earnings, perhaps there should be immediate distributions tax
consequences.
Section 355 of the Code, which permits, in certain circumstances, the distribution of the stock of a subsidiary to be a nonrecognition event for both
the recipient and the distributing corporation, generally does not address this
"constructive receipt" concern. The characterization of a distribution as a
constructive withdrawal and recontribution of assets does not appear to turn
on the nature of the assets involved, whether they are "active" or "passive,"
or whether they constitute a trade or business. 30 6 Similarly, section 355's
requirement that the distribution must not be principally a device for the
distribution of the earnings and profits of the distributing corporation or its
subsidiary 30 7 has been construed to concern principally the conversion of ordinary income into capital gain. The Internal Revenue Service has held that
there is no device problem in the case of a non-pro-rata distribution of a
subsidiary's stock if, had the distribution been a taxable one, it would have
been taxed as a sale or exchange of stock and not as a dividend. 308 In sum,
the traditional focus of the device clause has been not on testing whether
there has been a constructive withdrawal of corporate earnings (and contribution of new capital), but rather on the character of those earnings in the
39
hands of the distributee, once withdrawn. 0
As in the case of stock dividends, adoption of one of the proposals to provide more favorable treatment to new corporate equity contributions would
be an attractive solution here; that step would make it quite acceptable to let
the distribution of subsidiary stock escape any distributions tax altogether. If
such a solution is not forthcoming, a logical alternative is to adopt a rule
comparable to the tough constructive receipt characterization suggested for
most stock dividends. However, one of the reasons for that recommendation
was to discourage corporate management from making the shareholder-level
investment decisions inherent in stock distributions. In contrast, distributions of the stock of subsidiaries historically have been effected as a means to
carry out necessary corporate restructurings. 310 Thus, the deterrent effect of
the tough rule may produce an undesirable overkill if applied to these
transactions.
Furthermore, corporate restructurings frequently can be accomplished in a
variety of different but economically equivalent ways. For example, assume
306. I.R.C. § 355(a)(1)(C), (b).
307. Id. § 355(a)(1)(B).
308. Rev. Rul. 64-102, 1964-1 C.B. 136; see also Treas. Reg. § 1.355-2(d)(5)(iv) (1989) (distribution will not ordinarily be considered a device if, in the absence of § 355, the distribution would be a
redemption to which § 302(a) applied).
309. The recently issued new final regulations make clear, however, that a "device" can include a
transaction that simply effects a recovery of basis. See Treas. Reg. § 1.355-2(d)(1) (1989).
310. An old example of this is Rockefeller v. United States, 257 U.S. 176 (1921).
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that P corporation, owned exclusively by individuals A and B, owns and operates two independent lines of businesses: a clothing business and a shoe
business. Assume that the shareholders have agreed to split up the corporation and go their separate ways, with A continuing in the clothing business
and B the shoe business. One way of carrying out the separation would be
for P to contribute the shoe business into a newly formed subsidiary, S corpo-

ration, and then distribute all of the S stock to B in complete redemption of
her stock in P. Alternatively, P could contribute the clothing business into
the new subsidiary and distribute the subsidiary stock to A in complete redemption of his stock in P. Yet a third possibility would be the formation of
two subsidiaries, one for each line of business, followed by a liquidation of P
and the distribution of the stock of the subsidiaries to the appropriate shareholders. An across-the-board constructive receipt characterization would
impose different distributions tax consequences in these economically similar
31
transactions. '
The proposal attempts to balance the need to tax distributions of earnings
out of corporate solution with the desire to treat economically comparable
transactions equally. It does this by generally exempting a distribution of a
subsidiary's stock from distributions tax consequences except when the distribution is a subterfuge or device for the immediate withdrawal (and recon-

tribution) of corporate earnings. 31 2 This obviously is not a terribly
satisfactory solution to this thorny problem, and presumably the exception
should apply in relatively few cases. 3 13 When the exception does apply, distributions tax consequences should be determined based upon the construc-

tive receipt characterization of the transaction.

For distributions tax

311. Under a constructive receipt theory, the stock distribution would be recharacterized as an
actual distribution of assets followed by a recontribution of those assets into corporate solution.
Thus, the distributions tax consequences of these three transactions would turn in part upon the
amount of assets comprising the shoe business, the clothing business, and the two of them together.
312. The ALI Reporter has proposed a similar rule. See ALI REPORTER'S 1982 STUDY, supra
note 6, at 444, 467-68.
313. In earlier drafts of this article, I tried to formulate a "business purpose" test that would
serve as the appropriate distinguishing standard. But aside from the obvious definitional problem of
what constitutes a "business purpose," it was unclear whether a good purpose should be required
for the mere separation of the two businesses, the distribution of the subsidiary stock, or both. Cf.
Treas. Reg. § 1.355-2(b)(3) (1989) (corporate business purpose needed for distribution and not just
separation). More importantly, it was not at all evident that such a test would make the right
distinction. After all, the question is not really whether the separation (or distribution) was undertaken for good business purposes, but whether the method chosen was designed to avoid otherwise
applicable distributions tax consequences.
The test set forth in the text at least is targeted at the right problem. It may be, however, that it is
too amorphous to be implemented effectively; it may be trying to detect the undetectable. An
alternative is to exempt distributions of subsidiary stock completely from any distributions tax consequences. Again, such a rule would be much more palatable if the bias against new equity contributions to corporations were eliminated or at least significantly reduced.
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purposes, the proposal repeals all of the other requirements of section 355. 3 14
10. Remaining biases
a. Bias against corporate equity contributions
Adoption of a uniform corporate-level distributions tax would exacerbate
the current law's bias against raising corporate capital through the issuance
of stock. This bias stems from the disparate tax treatment of earnings from
corporate equity and debt capital, and noncorporate investments. The taxation of earnings on corporate debt capital is reduced by the corporate interest
deduction. Earnings from noncorporate investments avoid the distributions
tax altogether. In contrast, by assuring payment of a distributions tax upon
the withdrawal of earnings on equity capital from corporate solution, no
matter how effected, the proposal strengthens the existing disincentive
against placing equity capital in a corporation in the first instance. 315 The
amount of capital raised through equity issues is slight compared to the
amount generated through the accumulation of earnings or the issuance of
debt. 316 But, as we have seen, failure to address this bias creates a number of
3 17
impediments to implementing a neutral corporate distributions tax.
To offset this bias, the ALI Reporter has recommended a limited deduction for dividends paid on new corporate equity. 318 The deduction would
lessen the discrepancy between the tax treatment of debt capital and equity
capital, and by so doing would enhance the neutrality of a uniform corporate-level distributions tax. It would also go far toward simplifying implementation of the tax. The recommendation is complicated by the likely
difficulty of segregating dividend payments entitled to a deduction from those
not so entitled.
An alternative solution is to index corporate CCAs to the growth rate of
corporate investments. 31 9 Conceptually, this would assure the payment of a
distributions tax on a corporation's earnings accumulated as of the effective
date of the proposal plus any future earnings on those earnings, but would
free from the tax all other corporate earnings. This result is consistent with
the need, demonstrated by the discount hypothesis, to preserve a distribu314. A separate question that is beyond the scope of this article is whether the existing requirements of section 355 should continue to apply in any capacity with respect to corporate income tax
consequences to the distributing corporation. See generally Simon & Simmons, The Future ofSection 355, 40 TAX NOTEs 291 (1988).
315. See, eg., Auerbach 1986, supra note 73, at 109; Bradford, supra note 77, at 2-3.
316. See Auerbach 1981, supra note 77, at 22-23; Feldstein & Green, supra note 103, at 18-19.
317. See supra text accompanying notes 207, 239, 265, 266, 300, and 303.
318. See ALI REPORTER'S 1982 STUDY, supra note 6, at 356-400; ALI REPORTER'S 1989
STUDY, supra note 6, at 88-97.

319. There would be a variety of ways to calculate the proper index factor. The simplest, and
roughest, would be to use an economy-wide factor adjusted periodically.
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tions tax on accumulated corporate earnings because the tax already will
have been factored into the share price.3 20 Consider the following example:
Example (38): Assume the distributions tax rate and the corporate and
shareholder income tax rates are all 30 percent and there is a 10-percent
annual pretax return on all investments. X Corporation has $200 of net
assets and a CCA of $100. If X immediately liquidates and distributes

all of its assets to its sole shareholder, Mr. A, he will have net after-tax
proceeds of $181.90 in one year's time. 32 1 If X instead continues in business for the year and liquidates at the end of the year, A will receive net
after-tax proceeds of only $179.80.322
The disparity in outcomes is caused by the failure to adjust the size of X's
CCA during the year. If X's CCA had been indexed to the after-tax rate of
return for corporate investments, the "corporate retention" option also
would have resulted in $181.90 to Mr. A at the end of the year, thereby
323
eliminating the bias in favor of immediate distribution.

b. Lack of accrualrealization at the corporate level
Another impediment to the neutrality of the proposal is the lack of accrual

realization at the corporate level. This factor creates an advantage in favor
of corporate retention, as opposed to distribution, of earnings because of the
differing corporate income tax consequences of the two alternatives. A distri-

bution of appreciated property is generally a taxable event for corporate income tax purposes. 324 In contrast, because of the realization principle,

retention of the property permits continued deferral of the income tax. For
320. See supra text accompanying notes 97-100. Under this view, CCAs are properly indexed
regardless of whether they represent "old" or "new" capital contributions. The relevant distinction
is not between old and new, either of which can be withdrawn without any distributions tax, but
between the pre- and post-effective date accumulated earnings tax base. The distributions tax must
be imposed upon withdrawals of pre-effective date accumulated earnings and the future earnings
generated by them. Otherwise, shareholders who purchased stock before the effective date but continued to hold it after that date may obtain a windfall. Withdrawal of all other earnings should be
free of the tax. Although framed in a different way, this alternative is entirely consistent with the
ALI Reporter's recommendation. See ALI REPORTER'S 1982 STuDY, supra note 6, at 356-400;
ALI REPORTER'S 1989 STUDY, supra note 6, at 88-97. A full discussion of these issues is beyond
the scope of this article.
321. On the liquidation, the distributions tax base is $100 and the distributions tax is therefore
$30. The net distribution of $170 grows to $181.90 after one year.
322. The corporate net asset base of $200 will grow to $214 by the end of the year. Liquidation
will result in a distributions tax of $34.20 (30% x ($214 - $100)), leaving $179.80 in after-tax
proceeds.
323. With an indexed CCA, the end-of-year liquidation produces a distributions tax of $32.10
(30% x ($214 - $107)) and therefore net proceeds to A of $181.90. Moreover, under the discount
hypothesis, share price takes into account the potential distributions tax on the withdrawal of the
$100 of accumulated earnings at the beginning of the year, not the $200 of total net asset value at
that time; hence, this indexation is entirely appropriate.
324. I.R.C. §§ 311(b)(1), 336(a).
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this reason, retentions are favored. Interestingly, the existence of this bias
tends to undermine proposals to permit a "carryover basis" election in the
case of qualifying asset acquisitions. 325 Rather than extend the corporate

income tax deferral beyond the normative realization event, it might be preferable to accelerate the tax and require its payment in major stock

acquisitions.

326

11. Simplification

The proposal advocated in this article eliminates a host of difficult legal
issues. Principal among them is the need to draw a distinction between dividend and nondividend distributions. 32 7 The proposal also permits repeal of
the earnings and profits concept for distributions tax purposes, although it

requires the formulation of rules relating to contributed capital accounts.328
Further, the proposal facilitates simplification of the stock dividend rules, the
provisions relating to distributions of the stock of controlled subsidiaries, the
provisions relating to the dividends-received deduction, and a number of mis329
cellaneous provisions.
III. CONCLUSION
In this article, I have attempted to put forth the theoretical basis for a
different method of taxing corporate distributions and to sketch the principal

practical consequences of implementing that method. My conclusion is that
under ideal circumstances, a uniform corporate-level distributions tax would
be both simpler and more neutral than the present system. Important ques-

tions remain, however, regarding how to adapt the methodology to the real,
less than optimal, conditions of current law.

325. See FINAL SFC STAFF REPORT, supra note 234, at 50-52; ALI STUDY, supra note 6, at 72101; ALI REPORTER'S 1989 STUDY, supra note 6, at 108-14; CORPORATE TAX REFORM, supra note
121, at 101-14; Coven, Taxing CorporateAcquisitions: A Proposalfor Mandatory Uniform Rules, 44
TAX L. REv. 145 (1989); Yin, A CarryoverBasis Asset Acquisition Regime?: A Few Words of Cau-

tion, 37 TAX NoTEs 415 (1987).
326. See Lewis, A Proposalfor a CorporateLevel Tax on MajorStock Sales, 37 TAx NOTES 1041
(1987). Thus, under the proposal, a major stock acquisition might result in corporate income tax
consequences but no stock sale tax to the selling shareholders.
327. This change should allow the repeal of most of section 301 and of sections 302, 304, 316,
and 331 of the Code.
328. These rules should be substantially simpler than the rules contained in section 312 of the
Code, which could be repealed for distributions tax purposes.
329. Code sections seemingly ripe for repeal or substantial simplification would be sections 305,
306, 307, 332, 355 (for distributions tax purposes), 243-246, 246A, 247, 1059, and portions of sections 354 and 356. In addition, the provisions for collapsible corporations (section 341), the accumulated earnings tax (sections 531-537) and personal holding companies (sections 541-547) would
no longer be necessary under the proposal.
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